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Abstract

Media streaming is an approach to dehvering media, which may consist of video and 

audio, from a provider to viewers. Media streaming enables simultaneous delivery and 

playback of media and thus provides an alternative to media download, where the entire 

media content has to be delivered before the playback can begin. Media streaming can 

be on-demand for content archived at the provider or live for content produced at the 

time of delivery.

Live media streaming does not scale with current client-server-based api)roaches due 

to large bandwidth and server requirements of the content provider. IP multicast has 

been proposed as a network-level approach for multiple users to concurrently receive 

content transm itted from the server. However, limited deployment of IP multicast 

prevents pervasive use for live streaming. As a result, there is a growing interest in 

application-level peer-to-peer approaches tha t do not require specific support from the 

network. These approaches use bandwidth of viewers, called peers, to reduce bandwidth 

and server consumption of the content provider.

In this thesis, we present the MeshTV peer-to-peer system for live media streaming 

over the Internet. MeshTV addresses limitations of existing peer-to-peer live streaming 

systems tha t adapt poorly to the dynamic and heterogeneous nature of the Internet en

vironment. MeshTV uses a rnesh-based approach to peer-to-peer live media streaming. 

In mesh-based approaches, every peer is connected to multiple other peers, forming 

a mesh overlay. A distinguishing characteristic of a mesh overlay is tha t it supports



connections between any two peers. This simphfies the adaptation of the overlay to 

arrival and departure of peers and to fluctuations in peer bandwidth.

MeshTV optimises the quality of media playback at participating peers. It uses a 

novel decentralised algorithm for adapting the mesh overlay. The overlay adapts so that 

the entire heterogeneous outgoing bandwidth of peers is utilised for media streaming. 

The overlay also adapts so that all peers download media content at approximately 

the same rate, unless their incoming bandwidth reduces their download rate. To adapt 

the (}uality of media playback at a peer to the download rate of the peer, MeshTV’ 

encodes the original media stream into multiple media descriptions. Every subset of 

these descriptions can be decoded for playback and the quality of playback corresponds 

to the number of descriptions being used for decoding. Peers use an algorithm to adajit 

the number of downloaded descriptions to their download rate.

MeshTV' furthermore enables a short delay between selecting a media for playback 

and the start of the actual playback. This playback startup delay is required to buffer 

a sufficient amount of content to provide continuous playback in light of departure of 

peers, variations in download rates and non-sequential delivery of content. A peer in 

MeshTV initially delivers playback of a basic quality that allows for a short startup 

delay. The quality of media playback is then gradually improved over time.

This thesis presents a comprehensive simulation analysis of MeshTV. Evaluation 

results show that MesliTV^ adapts the overlay so that the upload rate of peers is maxi

mised and download rates are nearly uniform among peers. The time of this adaptation 

is short and independent of the number of peers in the overlay. The quality of playback 

at peers is shown to adapt to their respective download rate. The results show that 

MeshTV is resilient to highly transient population of peers. Moreover, the results show 

that viewers may watch playback of a basic quality incurring only 3 seconds of startup 

delay.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A key challenge for the Internet infrastructure has been to deliver increasingly large 

and complex content to a growing Internet user population. Content offered on the 

Internet has evolved from small size text-only web pages to large size multimedia, 

such as audio and video. Approaches to viewing Internet media has also evolved from 

media download to media streaming. While media download typically recjuires that the 

entire media content is downloaded before the playback can begin, streaming enables 

sinuiltaneous download and playback of media content by viewers.

Media streaming can be on-demand  or live. On-deniand streaming is used for 

delivery of archived media files to viewers for instant playback. In on-demand streaming 

viewers may request a media file whenever they want. Thus, different viewers may be 

downloading and watching different parts of the same media file at the same moment 

in time. Live streaming is used for delivery of “live” broadcasts, where media content 

is recorded and immediately sent out to all viewers. Thus, all viewers watch the same 

media content at the same time. For example, thousands of viewers may be watching 

a live stream of a sporting event.

To support on-demand or live streaming, a viewer needs to download individual 

data packets, which constitute media content, before their playback time. In particular,
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data packets need to be downloaded by the viewer at a rate sufficient for playback and 

without interruptions. Congestion is a typical reason for data packets being undelivered 

before their playback time. Congestion occurs when the volume of content th a t needs to 

be sent exceeds the capacity of the server or the network infrastructure, such as network 

routers or links. When congestion occurs, some data  i)ackets may be lost or delayed. 

Lost packets may be retransm itted, but may not be received by a viewer before their 

playback time. To increase the likelihood of receiving packets before their playback 

time, playback at viewers is delayed with respect to the transmission of media content 

by the content provider. If, in spite of this delay, a packet is not received before its 

playback time, a viewer can either further delay the playback until the missing packet 

arrives or skip the playback of the missing packet.

To prevent congestion, streaming requires tha t servers and network infrastructure 

can support the amount of bandwidth sufficient to deliver media content to all viewers. 

Bandwidth describes how much data, which include the actual content and control 

data, can be transm itted in a defined time over a connection and is usually measured 

in bits per second (bps). Uplink and downlink bandwidth are two terms tha t describe 

the maximum rate at which an Internet host can, respectively, transm it and receive 

data. They rely on a common assumption that bandwidth is typically limited by 

Internet Service Providers at access links to the Internet rather than in the core of the 

Internet |85].

Current approaches for media streaming generally require a one-to-one unicast 

transmission from a server, or a set of servers, to each viewer. Thus, the amount 

of uplink bandwidth required for streaming corresponds to the number of viewers and 

the desired quality of media content. For a large number of viewers and high-quality 

media content, streaming poses great challenges. For example, in March 2006, the 

CBS live online broadcast of the NCAA basketball tournam ent attracted at its peak 

268 000 simultaneous viewers |72|. Even with today’s low-bandwidth low-quality video
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Chapter  1. Introduct ion

streaming at 400 Kbps, the CBS broadcast needed over 100 Gbps of bandwidth. In 

comparison, the largest Content Delivery Network (CDN) provider, Akamai |3], at the 

time, reported a peak total capacity of 200 Gbps using tens of thousands of servers 

(72|. Forthcoming television broadcasts over the Internet are envisioned to a ttrac t even 

larger audience and require higher quality of media content. Current state-of-the-art 

video compression methods, such as AVC/H.264, require around 1.5 Mbps for the stan

dard TV quality and around 6 Mbps for the High Definition TV (HDTV) quality for 

each viewer |86|. To reach 1 million of viewers with the standard TV cjuality broadcast, 

the aggregate 1.5 Tbps bandwidth capacity is required. This presents great challenges 

with currently available streaming technologies and motivates research towards more 

efficient content delivery over the Internet.

1,1 Internet M edia Streaming

To ofl'er media streaming over the Internet, a content provider may de[)loy a large 

number of dedicated servers tha t can support a large amount of banchvidth. How^ever, 

building and managing such infrastructure is complex and involves significant costs. 

There is also a risk of under-provisioning or over-provisioning due to the difficulty of 

predicting the actual demand. When the number of viewers exceeds the capacity of 

the infrastructure, congestion occurs tha t results in viewers having to watch media at 

poor quality or even being prevented from watching. When the number of viewers is 

below the capacity of the infrastructure, network bandwidth and servers are unused. 

For these reasons, streaming media providers often use specialised commercial CDNs. 

CDNs maintain a large number of highly connected servers in multiple locations across 

the Internet and sell content hosting and distribution services to content providers. This 

relieves content providers from the burden of managing dedicated servers and provides 

a more fine-grained control over the capacity. Additionally, CDNs serve content from

3



1.2. P 2 P  Content Delivery

servers nearest to the viewers. The content is sent over shorter network paths, thereby 

reducing the buffering delay, packet loss and the total Internet resource usage. Despite  

the advantages of CDNs, this approach to media stream ing is expensive for content 

providers as C D N pricing is typically based on the amount of bandwidth used for 

stream ing. Furthermore, the total capacity of existing CDNs may not be sufficient to 

stream  high quality media content to a large number of viewers |72|.

An approach to reducing bandwidth consum ption is IP m ulticast [25|, where the 

server needs to  send out only one copy of a stream, while interm ediate Internet routers 

supporting IP m ulticast take care of replicating this stream to all viewers. However, 

IP nuilticast has scalability and security issues that prevented its wide deployment 

on Internet routers |26j. Limited deployment of IP m ulticast prevents its use for live 

m edia stream ing on a global scale.

1.2 P2P Content Delivery

Recent research in content delivery focuses on peer-to-peer  (P2P) approaches. P2P  

system s are distributed system s consisting of user hosts, called peers or nodes, that 

are organised into a virtual network topology, called a peer-to-peer overlay, with the 

purpose of sharing their resources, such as content, storage space, com puting power or 

network bandwidth |5|. In an overlay, each peer is connected to a small subset of the 

peers available in the overlay, called its neighbours.

Each peer can provide both client and server functionality, by both consum ing and 

providing resources. This is in contrast to traditional client-server architectures, where 

resources are provided by servers and consum ed by clients. W hile the performance 

and scalability of a client-server architecture is lim ited by the resources available at 

the servers, P 2P  system s can scale w ith demand. Each new peer consumes resources 

of other peers, but it also contributes its own resources. Furthermore, in contrast to
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Chapte r  1. Introduction

network-level approaches, such as IP multicast, P2P systems operate on an application- 

level and do not require any specific support from the underlying physical network. This 

enables fast deployment of P2P systems on the Internet as no changes to the existing 

Internet infrastructure are necessary.

P2P approaches have been used for distributing the storage space [24, 21| and pro

cessing power (108, 34| among participating peers. P2P approaches have attracted 

major attention in large-scale content distribution as network bandwidth is often the 

scarcest resource on the Internet. P2P approaches enable to significantly reduce the 

consumption of bandwidth at content providers by utilising bandwidth of participating 

peers. They are used in file download [22, 68[, live media streaming [135, 17, 93, 89[, 

on-demand media streaming [60, 38, 125[, and voice-over-IP [9[ applications. These ap

plication domains have different objectives and requirements, and thus require different 

P2P approaches. For example, the objective of file download is to download a complete 

file. The download rate may fluctuate and individual da ta  packets may be received by 

a peer in any order. This is in contrast to live and on-deinand media stream ing that 

impose stringent constraints on the download rate and on the reception time of each 

packet. A peer needs to receive data packets before their j)layback time and at a rate 

tha t enables continuous playback. Live streaming has also different characteristics than 

on-demand streaming. In live streaming, a large number of viewers need to receive the 

same content a t about the same time. This is in contrast to on-demand streaming, 

where playback of a media file is spread out over a long period of time, normally resul

ting in a smaller number of simultaneous viewers tha t need to receive different parts of 

the media file. Similar to media streaming, voice-over-IP applications have stringent 

constraints on the reception time of each data packet. Unlike media streaming, voice- 

over-IP does not need to support a large number of simultaneous participants or cope 

with the high-bandwidth requirements of media streaming.
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1.3. P2P Live Media Streaming

1.3 P2P Live Media Streaming

In P2P live media stream ing system s, the provider of media content, which we call a 

transmitter,  sends content to only a small number of peers. Neighbouring peers in the 

P 2P overlay forward content to each other, until all peers receive the content. This 

lim its the consum ption of bandwidth at the transm itter as bandwidth available from 

participating peers is utilised.

The tw'o main P2P approaches to live stream ing are tree-based and mesh-based. 

The tree-based approach organises peers into a single or m ultiple trees, where peers 

receive content from their parents and forward it to their children. However, tree-based  

aj)proaches suffer from poor resilience to arrival and departure of peers, an occurrence 

called peer churn, and to fluctuations in peer bandwidth. In particular, departure of a 

peer that is an interior node in a tree results in the whole sub-tree rooted at this node 

ceasing to receive content until the tree is repaired. Furthermore, when the uplink 

bandwidth of an interior node decreases, the node may not be able to forward content 

to all its children and adaptation of the overlay may be necessary. Adaptation of the 

tree-structured overlay is com plex as connections between peers nnist respect variotis 

constraints |76|.

In m esh-based approaches, every peer is connected to m ultiple other peers, forming 

a m esh overlay. The m edia stream  is split by the transm itter into small data chunks that 

are forwarded between neighbouring peers. This results in propagation of data chunks, 

throughout the mesh overlay, to all peers. A distinguishing characteristic of a mesh 

overlay is that it supports connections between any two peers. Thus, an arriving peer 

can connect to any other peers in the overlay. Similarly, a peer can replace a departing 

neighbour with any other peer. For these reasons, mesh overlays are highly resilient to 

peer churn. Furthermore, in mesh overlays, a peer does not depend on any particular 

neighbour to download data chunks. Thus, when the uplink bandwidth of a neighbour 

decreases, the peer may download data chunks from its remaining neighbours. For this
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reason, mesh overlays are also highly resilient to fluctuations in the available bandwidth 

of peers.

1.4 Aims and Objectives

In this thesis, we present the MeshTV P2P system for streaming live media over the 

Internet. Aims and objectives of the MeshTV system are based on our intuition of 

what is important from the perspective of a viewer. These aims and objectives are:

Scalability. The performance of a scalable P2P system should not degrade when 

the number of peers increases. For this reason, coordination of a system should not be 

mediated by centralised components. Centralised components have finite resources that 

may become system bottlenecks and may limit system scalability. In P2P live streaming 

systems, centralised coordination may limit the maximum number of simultaneous 

viewers. Therefore, coordination should be decentralised, based on peers interacting 

directly with each other. In particular, maintenance and adaptation of a P2P overlay 

should be coordinated by individual peers, rather than by a centralised coordinator.

R esilience. P2P systems need to deal with highly dynamic P2P environments. P2P 

systems are subject to peer churn and fluctuations in the available peer bandwidth. If 

dissemination of media content depends on any specific structure of the P2P overlay, 

this structure may need to be constantly adapted to accommodate changes in peer 

population and peer bandwidth. Failure to adapt the overlay in a timely manner may 

result in packet loss and, ultimately, in interrupted playback at a large number of peers.

O ptim al quality of media playback. Viewers expect to watch media content at a 

high quality. The quality of playback corresponds to the rate at which media content 

is encoded and delivered to a viewer. In P2P live streaming systems, this content
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delivery relies on peers uploading content to each other. Thus, to maximise the quality 

of playback at all peers, the media content should be delivered to each peer at the same 

rate that maximises the upload rate of peers.

Furthermore, P2P live streaming systems should accommodate peers with various 

dow'tilink bandw'idth. Providing media content at the same rate to all peers may not 

be appropriate. A single media rate may exceed the downlink bandwidth of some peers 

and thereby may not allow for continuous playback at these peers.

Short playback startup delay. In contrast to traditional client-server architectures 

for live streaming, existing P2P live streaming systems suffer from a significant delay 

between the time when a view'er selects a media for playback and the start of the 

actual playback |72|. In client-server architectures, a viewer receives media content 

from a designated server, whereas in P2P live streaming systems, a viewer receives 

media content from peers that are ordinary personal computers. These computers may 

leave the P2P system at any time and their upload rate may fluctuate as multiple user 

applications may compete for the bandwidth. Additionally, many P2P live streaming 

systems are designed to deliver data packets to peers in a non-sequential order, whereas 

streaming requires sequential ordering. Thus, P2P live streaming systems tend to buffer 

much content to ensure continuous playback. This buffering causes startup delays and 

fails to provide channel-surfing experience of traditional television.

1.5 Contributions

MeshTV uses a rnesh-based approach to P2P live media streaming for its high resilience 

to peer churn and to fluctuations in network bandwidth. The main contributions of 

this thesis include:

• We demonstrate that existing mesh-based approaches use only a portion of the

8
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available peer uplink bandwidth for media streaming. This reduces the download 

rate of peers and thereby reduces the quality of their media playback. Moreover, 

we show that download rates are non-uniform among peers. When download 

rates are non-uniform among peers, it is inappropriate to provide media content 

at a single quality to all peers. Peers with the download rate below the media 

rate may not be able to deliver continuous playback. In turn, peers with the 

download rate above the media rate may deliver playback of suboptimal quality.

• MeshTV proposes a novel decentralised algorithm for adapting the mesh overlay. 

The overlay adapts so tha t the entire heterogeneous uplink bandwidth of peers is 

utilised for media streaming. The overlay also adapts so th a t all peers download 

media content at approximately the same rate, unless their downlink bandwidth 

reduces their download rate.

• To accommodate peers with the download rate reduced by their individual rlown- 

link bandwidth, MeshTV" proposes algorithms for adapting the ciuality of j)lay- 

back at peers to their download rate. These algorithms also accommodate varia

tions in the download rate of peers over time. These variations may be caused by 

peer churn and changing bandwidth of peers. To allow for the i)layback (luality 

adaptation, the transm itter uses multiple description coding (MDC) technique 

|45] to encode media content. MDC produces multiple substreams, called des

criptions, where any subset of these descriptions can be decoded. The quality of 

decoded media depends on the number of descriptions used for decoding. Peers 

in MeshTV continuously adapt the number of downloaded descriptions to their 

download rate.

• The MeshTV algorithms for adapting the quality of playback also reduce the 

playback startup delay. When a peer joins a P2P transmission, it initially down

loads a single media description tha t corresponds to a basic quality of playback
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and allows for a short startup  delay. The basic playback quality is often sufficient 

for a viewer to decide whether to continue watching the transmission or to switch 

to a different one. The quality of media playback then gradually improves over 

time as the number of downloaded descriptions is increased.

A further contribution of this thesis is a packet-level network simulator tha t has been 

implemented for the analysis of MeshTV. This sinnilator strikes a balance between ac

curacy and ])erformance of netw'ork modelling. For the accuracy of network modelling, 

it sinuilates transmission of every data  packet over the network and imposes band

width and latency constraints of network links. For performance, it shares the available 

bandwidth of network links among connections competing for bandwidth without the 

overhead of simulating transmission of control packets for congestion avoidance and 

control. This allows to simulate P2P live streaming at high media rates in overlays 

consisting of 5000 heterogeneous and dynamic peers. In contrast, we were unable to 

sinnilate more than 500 peers using the well-known ns-2 sinmlator |84| running on the 

same hardware.

1.6 Outline

This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we introduce approaches to large- 

scale and large-volume content delivery. We present background on P2P approaches 

to file dow'nload, live streaming and on-demand streaming. Chapter 3 review's the 

current state-of-the-art related to adaptable P2P live media streaming and discusses 

its shortcomings. In Chapter 4, we describe the MeshTV system and its algorithms. In 

Chapter 5, we describe the network simulator and present a comprehensive simulation 

analysis of MeshTV. Finally, in Chapter 6, we conclude this thesis and discuss work 

tha t remains for future work.
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Chapter 2 

P2P Content Delivery

Delivery of large-volume content to a large number of users presents great challenges, 

mainly due to large bandwidth requirements. P2P systems are particularly attractive 

in this context as they can significantly reduce bandwidth requirements of a content 

provider by utilising bandwidth of participating users.

Section 2.1 introduces the main concepts of P2P systems. Subsequent sections 

introduce P2P approaches to large-scale and large-volurne content delivery on the In

ternet. In particular, Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 present P2P approaches to file-sharing, 

live streaming, and on-demand streaming. Section 2.5 presents network-level multicast 

and discusses reasons th a t prevent its wide-scale adoption on the Internet. Finally, 

Section 2.6 draws similarities between the presented P2P approaches and concludes 

this chapter.

2.1 P2P Systems

P2P systems are distributed systems for sharing of computer resources, such as content, 

storage space, computing power or network bandwidth, by direct exchange, rather than 

requiring the intermediation or support of a centralised server or authority [5|. P2P
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systems consist of peers, also called nodes, th a t are com puters of individual users and 

th a t are logically interconnected w ith each other to  form a peer-to-peer overlay on top 

of the physical network. In the  P2P  overlay, each peer is connected to a small subset of 

available peers, called its neighbours. Peers com m unicate with their neighbours using 

the underlying physical network.

In contrast to  trad itional client-server architectures, each peer in a P2P  system 

can provide bo th  client and server functionality by both  providing and consuming 

resources of o ther peers. This enables the self-scaling property of P2P  systems, where 

the available resources grow  ̂ w ith the num ber of partic ipating  peers.

Peers are autonom ous and may fail, join or leave the system a t any time. A P2P 

system  needs to  accom m odate such failures and transien t pojjulation of peers, called 

peer churn, in order to m aintain  an acceptable connectivity and perform ance of tlie 

system.

A P2P  overlay can be classihed as unstructured or structured, based on the choice 

of neighbours of peers. In the following subsections, we discuss these two classes of 

P2P  overlays.

2.1.1 U nstructured Overlays

An unstructu red  overlay does not rely on any specific connections between peers. Typi

cally, any two peers can be connected w ith each o ther in an unstructured  overlay. This 

simplifies adap ta tion  of unstructu red  overlays to failure, arrival and departure of peers 

com pared to s truc tu red  overlays th a t restric t connections to specific pairs of peers. As 

a consequence, unstructu red  overlays dem onstrate higher resilience to peer churn and 

lower overhead of overlay m aintenance com pared to  structu red  overlays. However, the 

lack of a defined s truc tu re  may result in a poor efficiency of some operations, such as 

searching for d a ta  in the overlay. Searching for d a ta  in an unstructured  overlay tyj)i- 

cally requires th a t a query is flooded throughout the overlay, as in G nutella |100j. This
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incurs high communication overhead and does not guarantee th a t the (juery reaches a 

peer tha t has the requested data.

2.1.2 Structured Overlays

Structured P2P overlays require that connections between peers follow some predefined 

global pattern. The structure of the overlay is designed to provide high performance of 

some P2P operations, such as searching for data  in the overlay or distributing content 

throughout the overlay. The most common type of a structiired P2P overlay is the 

Distributed Hash Table (DHT). Similar to traditional hash table data structures, the 

DHT stores data composed of a key and a value and any participating peer can effi

ciently retrieve the value associated with a given key. Each peer is responsible for a 

part of an address space and stores all da ta  w'ith a key in this address space. Peer 

connections are designed so tha t each peer, for a given key, can efficiently locate the 

peer responsible for the part of the address space tha t contains this key. Some well- 

known DHT systems include Chord |116], Pastry |104|, Tapestry |137|, CAN |98] and 

Kademlia |79]. Another example of structured P2P overlays are tree-based overlays, 

wdiich we discuss in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

When peers fail, join, or leave the system, structured overlays typically require tha t 

the overlay is adapted respectively. For instance, in the DHT, peer churn may require 

th a t peers discover new neighbours to resume efficient lookup in the overlay. Due to 

the requirement of this, often complex, adaptation, structured overlays typically offer 

lower resilience to peer churn and higher overhead of overlay maintenance compared 

to unstructured overlays.

2.1.3 P 2P  Application Domains

P2P systems have been employed for a wide variety of application domains. Here, we 

show examples of how P2P systems are used to distribute the consumption of particular
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resources in applications tha t require large amounts of these resources. P2P systems 

have been used for distributed computations by exploiting the computing power of 

large numbers of peers. A centralised server typically breaks down a computation 

intensive task into smaller work units and distributes them among participating peers. 

Peers execute their work units and return results to the centralised server. Examples 

of such systems include SETI@home |128j for searching for extraterrestrial intelligence 

by analysing radio telescope data  and folding@home [110| for studying diseases by 

modelling the protein-folding process.

P2P systems have been also used for distributed data storage by exploiting disk 

space of participating peers. When a file is stored, it is divided into smaller chunks 

and each chunk is stored at some of the participating peers. To retrieve the file, all of 

its chunks are located and downloaded from peers. A DHT overlay is typically used to 

store and locate data chunks. Examples of P2P storage systems include OceanStore 

|63|, PAST |28| and CFS [24|.

Furthermore, P2P systems have been used for delivery of large-volume content 

to a large number of users by exploiting network bandwidth of participating peers 

[69, 73, 5|. In these systems, a peer may download content from other peers as well 

as upload content to other peers. This significantly reduces bandwidth requirements 

of a provider of content. In the following sections, we discuss P2P approaches to 

file-sharing, live streaming, and on-demand streaming.

2.2 P 2P  File-Sharing

In P2P hle-sharing systems, files are located at peers and exchanged through direct 

connections between peers rather than through a centralised server. The importance 

of P2P file-sharing systems is reflected by the fact that they constitute a large fraction 

of the total Internet traffic. It is estimated tha t P2P file-sharing systems constitute
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Napster servers

Q query  

R response  

T file transfer

Figure 2.1: Napster architecture.

between 48% and 80% of the total Internet traffic, depending on the region of the world

We distinguish three classes of P2P file-sharing systems. The first class includes 

early file-sharing systems that use centralised file discovery and transmit files directly 

between peers, but do not use a P2P overlay to improve performance of downloads. 

The second class includes systems that use a system-wide P2P overlay for decentralised 

file discovery, but do not use a P2P overlay to improve performance of downloads. The 

third class includes systems that focus on the performance of file downloads and, for 

that reason, form a P2P overlay for each file that is distributed.

2.2.1 Centralised

Napster [105] has been the first widely-used P2P file-sharing system. Figure 2.1 depicts 

its architecture. Napster uses a large number of dedicated central servers that maintain 

an index of the files shared by peers. A peer queries one of the central servers to obtain 

the set of peers that possess the requested file. The peer initiates a file transfer directly 

with any peer selected from the set.

|54|.
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2,2.2 System-W ide P2P Overlay

Gnutella [100] is a P2P file-sharing system that uses an unstructured P2P overlay 

for decentralised file discovery. Figure 2.2 depicts the architecture of early versions 

of Gnutella. File discovery works by flooding the overlay. To locate a file, a peer 

sends a query to all its neighbours. On receiving a query, a peer checks if it has the 

requested file. If so, it sends a response back to the query originator. In early versions 

of Gnutella, the response is sent back along the path that the ciuery arrived. To 

improve performance, later versions of Gnutella send the response directly to the query 

originator. Irrespectively of the query match, a peer tha t received a query continues 

to flood the overlay by forwarding the query to all of its neighbours. The scope of 

flooding is only controlled by the Tirne-To-Live (TTL) parameter of the query, which 

is decreased with each hop and when it reaches zero, the (}uery message is dropped. 

Once a peer locates a peer tha t has the requested file, it downloads the file directly 

from this peer.

In early versions of Gnutella, peers use ping and pong messages to discover new 

neighbours. Ping and pong messages behave similarly to query and query response 

messages. A peer periodically sends a ping message, which floods the overlay like 

the query message. Any peer tha t receives a ping message, sends a pong message back 

towards the originator of the ping message and also forwards the ping message to all its 

neighbours. Periodically, each peer connects to new peers discovered with ping/pong 

messages.

The flooding mechanism used by Gnutella has been shown to be inherently unsca

lable [101]. Flooding may also saturate connections of low-performance peers, resulting 

in queries being lost and such peers being unable to upload or download any files. To 

address these problems, more recent versions of Gnutella and other popular file-sharing 

systems, such as FastTrack/K azaa [68|, are based on super-peer architectures, as de

picted in Figure 2.3. In these systems, the highest capacity peers are promoted and
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Figure 2.2: Gnutella architecture.

become super-peers (sometimes also called ultrapeers). Super-peers are interconnec

ted with each other and form the core of the P2P overlay, where search queries are 

routed. Super-peers accept connections from ordinary peers and store indices of their 

files, forward their search queries to other super-peers and reply to search queries on 

their behalf. Thus, search queries flood only the core of the overlay that consists of 

high-capacity peers able to support higher network traffic. This significantly improves 

performance and scalability of such systems and has attracted further research atten

tion |131, 81|.

BitTorrent |22] is currently one of the most popular P2P file-sharing systems, estimated 

to generate somewhere between 50% and 75% of all P2P traffic on the Internet |54|. 

In contrast to many other P2P file-sharing systems, the BitTorrent protocol does not 

provide any file searching facility. Instead, the focus of BitTorrent and its strength lies 

in an efficient P2P file download.

The goal of BitTorrent is to enable distribution of a large file to many peers. The

2.2.3 File-Level P 2P  Overlay
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Figure 2.3: Gnutella super-peer architecture.

basic idea is to split the file into smaller equal-sized chunks, typically of a few hundreds 

kilobytes each, and enable peers to download chunks from multiple neighbouring peers 

in parallel. For each file available to download, there is a P2P overlay consisting of 

all peers participating in the distribution of this file and a central component, called 

a tracker, th a t keeps track of these peers. The tracker receives updates from peers 

periodically and when peers join or leave the overlay.

The overlay consists of peers th a t are either seeders or leachers. Seeders are peers 

tha t have a complete copy of the file and only upload chunks. Leachers are peers that 

have an incomplete copy of the file and th a t both download missing chunks and upload 

chunks, which they already have, to other peers. When a new peer joins the system, 

it connects to several dozen random peers, obtained from the tracker, tha t become its 

neighbours. The peer may later obtain additional neighbours if their number drops 

below some threshold due to peer churn. Peers attem pt to download missing chunks 

from as many neighbours in parallel as they can. A peer uses a local rarest first policy 

to select chunks to dow'nload, meaning th a t the chunk with the fewest replicas among
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neighbours is selected. The goal of this scheduling policy is to replicate all chunks 

evenly in the overlay in order to  enable m utual exchanges of chunks between peers.

Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of chunks being exchanged by neighbouring peers. 

It shows one seeder, which has a com plete copy of the file, and three leacher peers A, B 

and C. The tracker is no t presented. In this exam ple, peer A is connected to  the seeder 

and peer C, peer B is connected to the seeder and peer C, and peer C is connected to  

peer A and B. Available chunks of each peer are represented as grey boxes. U navailable 

chunks are represented as white boxes. The seeder has all chunks. The figure shows 

th a t each leacher downloads chunks from two neighbours in parallel. This is possible 

because leachers have a different set of chunks. If leachers had the same set of chunks, 

they  could download new chunks from the seeder only.

B itTorrent uses a tit-for-tat policy to prevent free-riders, w'hich are peers th a t dowai- 

load bu t do not upload content. T it-fo r-ta t is used by peers to  preferentially upload 

chunks to peers th a t provide the highest download rate. Each peer lim its the num ber of 

parallel uploads to  a small num ber of neighbours, typically 5. The selected neighbours 

to  which the peer uploads are referred to  as unchoked and the rem aining neighbours 

are referred to as choked. Every 10 seconds, the peer reevaluates each neighbour and 

unchokes neighbours th a t provide the highest download ra te  and chokes the  rem ai

ning neighbours. Thus, peers th a t do not upload are punished by not being able to 

download.

Finally, B itTorrent uses an optimistic unchoke mechanism by which, in addition 

to  norm al unchokes, a peer periodically (every 30 seconds) unchokes a random ly cho

sen neighbour regardless of the download ra te  received from th a t neighbour. This 

mechanism enables peers to in itia te chunk exchanges w ith new neighbours th a t may 

potentially  provide a be tte r download rate. It also enables newly joined peers to  obtain  

their very first chunks so th a t they can begin exchanging these chunks for o ther chunks.

T he perform ance of B itTorrent has been confirmed by m any analytical [97, 78] and
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Figure 2.4: BitTorrent chunk distribution.

mcasurcinent-based |55, 92| studies. BitTorrent has also generated further research in 

mesh-based content delivery systems [30, 44, 10, 61, 39].

2.3 P 2P  Live Streaming

Media streaming can be live or on-demand. In live streaming, a live media content is 

disseminated to all viewers in real-time. The playback of all viewers is synchronised, 

meaning tha t all viewers watch the same content at the same time. In contrast, on- 

demand streaming is used for pre-recorded content and allows asynchronous playback, 

where different viewers may watch different parts of the same archived media file. In 

the following subsections we distinguish approaches based on a single multicast tree, 

multiple m ulticast trees, and a mesh overlay.

2.3.1 Single M ulticast Tree

Figure 2.5 illustrates the approach in which peers are organised into a tree-structured 

overlay [20, 57, 18] with the root at the content provider, called the transmitter. The 

tree structure defines routing decisions -  a peer receives a media stream from its parent
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and forwards it to  all its children. A peer th a t has children is called an interior  node, 

w'hereas a peer w ith no children is called a leaf node. T he term s peer and  node are 

used interchangeably. In the figure, peers 0, 1, 2, 3 and 5 are interior nodes and peers 

6, 7, 8, 4, 9 and 10 are leaf nodes. Two considerations im portan t for tree construction 

include the height of the  tree and the out-degree of interior nodes in the  tree. The 

height of the tree is defined as the length of the longest downward p a th  from the root 

to  a leaf node. In the figure, the height of the  tree is equal to 3. The out-degree of a 

node is defined as the num ber of children of th a t node. T he height of the tree has an 

im pact on the delay in the playback experienced by peers. Nodes closer to  the root 

receive the media stream  before nodes th a t are further from the root. For th a t reason, 

it is desirable to minimise the height of the tree. This can be achieved by increasing 

the out-degree of interior nodes. However, the  out-degree of a node is constrained by 

the node’s uplink bandw idth , which needs to  be sufficient to upload the  m edia stream  

a t the ra te  of this stream  to all children.

A pproaches based on a single nuilticast tree have the  following drawbacks. F irst, 

they do not use the uplink bandw idth of a  large fraction of nodes in the tree. Leaf 

nodes do not have children, and thus do not upload any content. Second, the dow'uload 

ra te  of a node is lim ited by the minimum bandw idth  on the  path  from the tran sm itte r 

to  th a t node. Any d a ta  loss in an upper level of the tree reduces the download rate 

of nodes lower in the tree. Finally, tree structu res offer poor resilience to peer churn. 

D eparture of an interior node in the tree results in the m edia stream  being lost a t all 

its descendants until the tree structu re  of the  overlay is reconstructed.

Tree reconstruction is complex and incurs much overhead for two reasons. F irst, the 

out-degree constraint of nodes m ust be respected to avoid overloading nodes. Second, 

loops in the tree m ust be avoided. A loop is formed w'hen a node becomes its own 

descendant in the tree. W hen a loop forms, nodes in the  looj) cease to receive recent 

content. For these reasons, m ulticast tree construction and m aintenance is a challenging
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Figure 2.5: A single multicast tree overlay.

task tha t has a ttracted  much research effort |133|.

2.3.2 M ultiple M ulticast Trees

To address the problem of unused uplink bandwidth of leaf nodes, approaches based 

on multiple nuilticast trees have been proposed |88, 17, 121]. In these approaches, the 

transm itter splits the media stream  into multiple disjoint substreams and sends each 

one using a distinct multicast tree. In order to receive all substreams and reconstruct 

the original stream, a peer joins all trees. Multicast trees are typically built so that 

each peer is an interior node in at most one tree and a leaf node in the remaining trees. 

The luirnber of children of a node is limited by its available uplink bandwidth.

Figure 2.6 shows an example of live streaming based on multiple multicast trees 

with 2 substreams and 7 peers. The transm itter splits the stream into 2 substreams 

and pushes them into left and right multicast trees. Peers 0, 1, and 2 are interior nodes 

in the left tree and leaf nodes in the right tree. Peers 3, 4, and 5 are interior nodes in 

the right tree and leaf nodes in the left tree. Peer 6 is the only peer that is a leaf node
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Figure 2.6: Multiple-tree-based approach for 2 multicast trees.

in both trees and does not contribute its uplink bandwidth.

The approach based on multiple multicast trees uses the uplink bandwidth of most 

of participating peers by placing them as interior nodes in one of the trees. However, 

maintaining such complex multicast tree structures and continviously adapting them to 

peer churn and to changing uplink bandwidth of peers presents a significant overhead 

th a t limits the efficiency of this approach [76|.

2.3.3 M esh Overlay

Mesh overlays offer an approach to P2P live streaming th a t does not require building 

and m aintaining multicast trees [89, 75, 135, 11, 12|. Mesh-based P2P live streaming 

has been inspired by the mesh-based approach to P2P file-sharing. However, in contrast 

to file-sharing systems, the transm itter in P2P live streaming systems does not have 

access to the entire content. Content is generated “live” and so the transm itter cannot 

split the whole content into chunks for distribution throughout the overlay. In order 

to leverage mesh-based delivery, live streaming requires a delay between the stream
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transmitter

Figure 2.7: Mesh overlay.

creation time at the transm itter and the playback time at the viewer. The media 

stream produced within this delay is split into small consecutivc chunks and distributed 

throughout the overlay similar to the way chunks of an entire file are distributed in 

mesh-based file-sharing systems.

A mesh overlay has no explicit structure and is typically formed by peers connecting 

to nuiltiple other {)eers selected at random as illustrated in Figure 2.7. Peers inform 

their neighbours about chunks they download from other neighbours so th a t neighbours 

can request these chunks. Chunks downloaded by a peer before their playback time 

are stored in a sliding buffer and removed after their playback time. Chunks tha t do 

not arrive before their playback time result in playback interruptions.

Figure 2.8 shows an example of chunk exchanges in mesh-based P2P live streaming 

between three peers and a single transm itter. In this example, peer A is connected to 

the transm itter and peer C, peer B is connected to the transm itter and peer C, and 

peer C is connected to peer A and B. The transm itter has all chunks preceding the 

currently generated chunk. The figure shows how peers A, B and C maintain buffers 

tha t start at their current playback position and how they download chunks, which are
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Figure 2.8: Mesh-based live streaming.

ahead of their playback position, from their neighbours.

In mesh-based approaches, a peer does not depend on any particular neighbour to 

download d a ta  chunks. When a neighbour of a peer fails or leaves the overlay, the peer 

can still download data  chunks from its remaining neighbours. This is in contrast to 

approaches based on a single or multiple m ulticast trees, where a peer can download 

media exclusively from the parent tha t provides this particular media (sub)stream. 

Thus, the mesh-based approach is more resilient to peer churn and to fluctuations in 

the uplink bandw idth of peers. It also enables using the uplink bandwidth of all peers 

without the overhead of maintaining multiple tree structures.

Hybrid overlays, which combine multiple types of overlays, have also been proposed 

for P2P live streaming. Bullet |62| combines a single m ulticast tree with a mesh overlay. 

A peer receives a subset of chunks from its parent in the tree and the remaining chunks 

from its neighbours in the mesh overlay. This approach has been shown to use the 

bandwidth of peers more efficiently than approaches based on a single multicast tree 

[62], but less efficiently than mesh-based approaches |89|.
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2.4 P2P On-Demand Streaming

In on-deniand streaming, viewers may watch any part of a media file at any time. 

On-deniand streaming is often used for video files and thus it is often called Video On- 

Demand (VoD). Compared to file download, in VoD, a viewer does not need to wait 

until the whole media file is downloaded before she can start watching. This means 

tha t a viewer needs to download chunks of the media file approximately in sequential 

order, where each chunk is downloaded before its playback time. P2P techniques for 

efficient file download, such as those in BitTorrent, cannot be directly applied to VoD 

as they rely on non-sequential download of chunks. Non-sequential download of chunks 

maximises opportunities for chunk exchanges between peers.

Compared to live streaming, VoD allows viewers to watch pre-recorded media files 

whenever they want rather than at a specified time. However, this means tha t viewers 

may watch the same media file asynchronously and so they may download different 

parts of the same media file at any time. This hinders exchanges of content chunks 

between peers. In the following subsections, we introduce main approaches currently 

used for P2P on-demand streaming.

2.4.1 Patching

P2Cast |47] is a tree-based VoD system based on a patching technique tha t has been 

initially proposed to support VoD using IP multicast [53]. The general idea is to group 

peers that receive the same media file and tha t have a similar playback time into 

sessions. For each session, a multicast tree is formed through which peers receive the 

same portion of the media file.

Here, we consider a scenario with a single media file and arriving peers beginning 

their playback from the beginning of the media file. A peer arriving to the system joins 

the most recent session if the difference between its arrival time and the arrival time
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transmitter Session 2Session 1

latch10 sec. 24 sec.
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Figure 2.9: Snapshot of an overlay formed with the VoD patching technique. The 
current time is 34 seconds. The arrival time of peers to the system is indicated beneath 
peers. The threshold for each session is 10 seconds. Peers with arrival time of 31 and 
33 seconds are still downloading patches.

of the first peer in this session is within a predefined threshold. Otherwise, it creates 

a new session and a new multicast tree. The arriving peer then starts receiving the 

media stream from the existing or newly created multicast tree. If the peer joined an 

existing session, it additionally needs to obtain the missing portion of beginning of the 

media file. This missing portion is called a patch and can be downloaded directly from 

the server or from the cache of any peer th a t has already downloaded it.

Figure 2.9 shows a snapshot of an overlay formed with the patching technique. 

The snapshot is taken at time 34 seconds. It shows a single transm itter and 11 peers 

th a t arrived at different time, which is indicated beneath each peer. The first peer 

arrived at time 10 seconds and created the first session and the first multicast tree. 

The subsequent 5 peers arrived within the 10 seconds threshold and therefore joined 

the same session and the same multicast tree. The peer tha t arrived at time 24 seconds
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was outside the threshold and thus created a new session and a new m ulticast tree. 

The last two peers arrived a t tim e 31 and 33 seconds, and therefore they joined session 

2. The figure shows these two peers currently  downloading patches th a t consist of, 

respectively, 7 and 9 seconds of the beginning of the m edia file.

2.4.2 Cache-and-Relay

In a cache-and-relay technique for P2P  VoD (48, 23, 109], each peer stores in a cache the 

m ost recently downloaded portion of the m edia file. Peers download content from the 

cache of o ther peers th a t have a similar playback time. An exam ple of this technique 

is illustrated  in Figure 2.10. In this example, a num ber beneath  peers indicates their 

current playback time. Each peer caches up to 10 m inutes of the m edia file. A portion 

of the m edia file (in m inutes) th a t is cached by each peer is indicated in square brackets. 

T he overlay resembles a tree, however, peers may upload different portions of the cached 

nu 'dia file to  each of their children. The overlay is formed by each peer selecting a  parent 

so th a t the cache of the parent covers the playback tim e of the  peer. For exam ple, the 

peer w ith the playback tim e a t 36 m inutes can download content from its parent with 

the i)layback tim e a t 45 m inutes. This is because the p a ren t’s curren t cache, which 

covers m inutes from 35 to 45, contains content currently  needed by the peer. The 

peers w ith playback tim e a t 50 and 20 m inutes can download content only from the 

tran sm itte r as their playback tim e is not covered by the cache of any peer.

2.4.3 Mesh-based

M esh-based approaches for P2P  VoD [125, 6, 38] are based on m esh-based approaches 

for file-sharing and live stream ing. Figure 2.11 shows the general idea of m esh-based 

VoD stream ing. The m edia file is split into chunks. Peers download chunks from 

other peers and cache downloaded chunks. However, in con trast to bo th  file-sharing 

and live stream ing, peers in VoD are asynchronous to each other and  interested in
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Figure 2.10: Snapshot of an overlay formed with the VoD cache-and-relay technique. 
The current playback time of peers is indicated beneath peers. Each {>eer caches up to 
10 minutes of the media file. A portion of the media file (in minutes) currently cached 
by each peer is indicated in square brackets.

different parts of the media file. In a mesh overlay, peers have random neighbours 

th a t may have distant playback times. To increase chances tha t downloaded chunks 

can be uploaded to neighbouring peers with more advanced playback, peers download 

chunks in a non-sequential order. However, to deliver continuous playback, peers should 

download chunks in roughly sequential order. This situation is depicted in the figure. 

The peer with less advanced playback has few chunks tha t can be uploaded to the 

peer with more advanced playback. Thus, its uplink bandwidth may not be efficiently 

utilised, which reduces the performance of content distribution. Therefore, the main 

challenge of mesh-based P2P VoD systems is to find a balance between two opposing 

goals; diversity of downloaded chunks for high performance of content distribution and 

sequential download of chunks for continuous media playback.

A method for selecting chimks to download in mesh-based P2P VoD systems is 

proposed in |125|. In this method, peers categorise missing chunks into a high-priority
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Figure 2.11: Example of a mesh-based P2P VoD technique.

set, which contains missing chunks tha t are close to their playback time, and a low- 

priority set, which contains the remaining missing chunks. To select a chunk to request 

from a neighbour, a peer first probabilistically selects one of these sets, and then 

randomly selects a chunk within the selected set. The high-priority set is selected with 

a probability p and the low-priority set w îth a probability 1 —p, where 0.5 < p <  1. The 

value of p represents a tradeoff betw^een continuity of playback at peers and performance 

of content distribution. By increasing p, the chances of downloading chunks before the 

playback time are increased. By decreasing p, the diversity of downloaded chunks is 

improved, which may result in a better performance of content distribution.

IP multicast [25] has been designed as a network efficient approach to one-to-many 

and many-to-many communication. An example of one-to-many communication is live 

media streaming from a content provider to many viewers. Examples of many-to- 

many communication include group video conferencing and online gaming, where each 

participant generates data tha t need to be sent to all other participants. IP multicast 

reduces network usage by enabling a sender to send each data packet only once, while

2.5 Network-Level M ulticast
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routers in the Internet forward this data packet to all receivers. It uses the notion 

of a multicast group th a t consists of all hosts receiving data  in a particular multicast 

session. Currently, IP multicast does not support any means of access control. IP 

multicast allows any user on any host to create a group, receive data  from any group 

and send data  to any group. IP multicast is best-effort and unreliable, meaning th a t 

messages can be lost or delivered out-of-order. Each m ulticast group is identified by an 

IP address assigned from the class-D group of IP addresses |4|. There is no possibility of 

reserving multicast addresses or preventing applications from using the same multicast 

address.

To join a multicast group, a host contacts its network router using the Internet 

Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [15]. Network routers form and maintain a 

multicast spanning tree connecting all participants in the multicast group in order to 

efficiently disseminate da ta  |127, 82, 1, 32, 65]. After a host joins a multicast group, it 

receives all data  sent to this group, regardless of the sender.

2.5.1 D eploym ent

Although IP multicast significantly reduces the consumption of network resources in 

one-to-many and many-to-many communication, its practical deployment issues have 

prevented its wide-scale adoption. Its availability is currently limited mainly to aca

demic institutions. Below, we briefly outline the issues related to the deployment of 

IP multicast. A comprehensive analysis of the reasons for the failure of w'ide-scale 

deployment is available in [27].

• IP multicast requires tha t routers maintain state for each multicast group they 

participate in. However, to achieve high performance, routers in the Internet 

backbone have a stateless architecture, dedicated to forwarding packets. IP mul

ticast is expected to have a significant negative impact on the performance of 

routers tha t maintain a large number of multicast groups.
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•  IP iimlticast has security issues tha t may result in large-scale Denial of Service 

and flooding attacks by malicious users. Lack of access control in IP multicast 

allows any user to send any data to any group.

• IP multicast has no address allocation mechanism. Multicast traffic of different 

applications may merge together, causing conflicts between these applications. 

A scalable global allocation of unique multicast addresses is difficult to achieve, 

considering tha t applications, throughout the Internet, may need to frequently 

setup and release multicast groups.

• IP multicast is a best-effort service. Currently, despite nmch research effort |112, 

2, 33], there is no effective and scalable higher-level protocol operating on the 

IP multicast layer to support reliable delivery and to provide error, flow and 

congestion control mechanisms.

• Finally, IP multicast requires changes to the network infrastructure. Most ISPs 

are reluctant to provide IP multicast support due to significant investment requi

red as well as its scalability and security issues.

2.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we introduced the main concepts of P2P systems. We surveyed the 

main P2P approaches for file-sharing, live streaming, and on-demand streaming and 

identified issues and challenges related to these approaches.

File-sharing, live streaming, and on-demand streaming have different characteristics 

th a t require distinct P2P approaches. However, an analogy between approaches for 

these three application domains can be drawn from the survey. In particular, an 

approach based on a mesh overlay has been proposed for each of these application 

domains. The reason for the popularity of mesh overlays is th a t they offer resilience to
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peer churn and low overhead of overlay maintenance. In mesh-based approaches, the 

content is split into small da ta  chunks and peers download these data chunks from each 

other. However, different characteristics of file-sharing, live streaming, and on-demand 

streaming require tha t different methods are used to schedule downloads of these data 

chunks by peers.

In file-sharing systems, the order of downloaded chunks is not im portant as the goal 

is to download a complete file. Thus, peers download chunks in a non-sequential (fairly 

random) order to maximise the diversity of possessed chunks and thereby to maximise 

opportunities for chunk exchanges. Figure 2.12^(a) illustrates the large number of 

possible chunk exchanges between two peers with random chunks. Live stream ing is 

similar to file download in th a t peers are interested in the same content, and so any 

two peers may exchange chunks with each other. Figure 2.12(b) illustrates the possible 

chunk exchanges between two peers in the mesh-based live streaming ap{)roach tha t 

utilises peer buffers. Chunks within the buffer may be downloaded in a non-sequential 

order, which enables mutual exchanges of chunks between peers. However, contrary to 

both file-sharing and live streaming, peers in VoD are asynchronous to each other and 

interested in different parts of the media file. As illustrated in Figure 2.12(c), when 

two peers have different playback positions, bidirectional chunk transfers may not be 

possible. This poses difficulties in the dissemination of content in mesh-based VoD 

approaches. Nevertheless, the advantages of mesh overlays in terms of their resilience 

to peer churn and low overhead of overlay maintenance, a ttract much research interest 

in mesh-based approaches to VoD [125, 6, 38]. In the case of live streaming, mesh-based 

approaches have been shown to exhil)it superior performance compared to alternative 

approaches |76|. Therefore, the work in this thesis focuses on mesh-based approaches.

^Reproduced from |38|
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(c) mesh-based on-demand streaming

Figure 2.12: Possible chunk transfers between two peers in different types of rnesh- 
based P2P applications. An arrow indicates a possible transfer of a chunk between the 
peers.
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Chapter 3 

Adaptable P2P Live Streaming

P2P systems face challenges related to their high heterogeneity and dynamism. The 

heterogeneity comes from differences both in the amount of resources available at peers 

and in the quality of network connections between peers. The dynamism comes from 

transient population of peers, changing amount of available peer resources as well as 

changing quality of network connections. To accommodate heterogeneity and dyna

mism, P2P systems employ various adaptation methods. In this chapter, we review' 

the state-of-the-art in adaptable P2P live streaming systems.

In Section 3.1, we present our criteria for selecting systems for the review and discuss 

various goals of adaptation in P2P live streaming systems. In Section 3.2, we introduce 

techniques for media stream coding, which are used in some of the reviewed systems. 

Sections 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, and 3.6 review and analyse each of the selected systems in the 

context of the presented adaptation goals. Finally, Section 3.7 discusses shortcomings 

in the state-of-the-art.
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3.1 System Selection Criteria

The criteria to select systems for our review are based on our intuition of what is 

important from the perspective of a viewer in P2P live media streaming systems. In 

our opinion, the most important for a viewer is to receive uninterrupted playback at the 

maximum quality. As peer churn is often the main reason for playback interruptions at 

viewers, resilience to peer churn is the main criterion to select systems for our review. 

In live transmissions, peer churn may take an extreme form, called flash crowd, where a 

large number of viewers join or leave the system at approximately the same time. Flash 

crow'ds often coincide with the beginning and the end of live transmissions. Dealing 

with peer churn and flash crowds is particularly difficult, and often impractical, when 

the operation of a system relies on a tree-based P2P overlay structure. Hence, this 

review omits systems based on a single or multiple multicast tree overlay as they 

demonstrate poor resilience to peer churn and flash crowds [76|. In particular, we do 

not cover single-tree-based systems such as ESM |20|, Overcast |57|, ZIGZAG |H8|, 

MULTI |40| and Scribe |18]. We do not cover multiple-tree-based systems such as 

CoopNet [88| and SplitStream |17] that need to maintain even more complex overlay 

structures than single-tree-based systems. An exception to this is Chunkyspread |121| 

that is based on nuiltiple nmlticast trees, however, its P2P overlay is highly dynamic 

and highly resilient to peer churn.

Our review covers Chunkyspread, Chainsaw |89|, CoolStreaming |135| and PRIME 

175] as they are resilient to peer churn and also they aim at improving the quality of 

playback delivered to viewers. These systems are reviewed and analysed in the context 

of their:

• R esilience to peer churn. We analyse how systems accommodate arrival and 

departure of peers to provide continuous media playback.

• A daptation to heterogeneous and dynamic bandwidth. We analyse how
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efficiently systems use the lieterogeneous and dynamic network bandwidth of par

ticipating peers for media streaming. To maximise the download rate of peers 

and thereby to maximise the quality of j)eer playback, a system should adapt 

to utilise the entire heterogeneous uplink bandwidth of participating peers. Mo

reover, when the uplink bandwidth of peers changes, a system should adapt in 

a timely manner and without much overhead to avoid playback interruption at 

peers.

• A daptation of playback quality. We discuss adaptation of the quality of 

playback at peers to their download rate. Download rates may vary among peers 

as the downlink bandwidth of some peers may reduce the download rate of these 

peers. Download rates may also vary over time as the uplink bandwidth available 

in the system may increase or decrease when new peers join the system, existing 

peers leave the system or peer uplink bandwidth changes. Thus, for the maximum 

ciuality of playback, a peer should continuously adapt its playback (}uality to its 

download rate.

Parallel to the research work, many commercial P2P live streaming systems have emer

ged in recent years. Examples of such systems include PPLive |93|, SopCast [111], 

Zattoo 1134|, Feidian |29|, PPStream |94], and TVants [119|. While these systems are 

proj)rietary, several studies bring insights into their characteristics and behaviour based 

on reverse engineering of the application code and network measurements |52, 51, 50|. 

However, these systems are not covered in our review as their design and algorithms 

remain largely vmknown.

3.2 M edia Stream Coding

In this section, we introduce techniques used for adapting the ciuality of j)layback at 

a viewer to the available bandwidth. Traditionally, this is achieved by the transm itter
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offering m ultiple independent m edia stream s encoded a t different rates. Viewers ma- 

mially select a m edia stream  encoded a t the ra te  ju s t below their an ticipated  downlink 

bandw idth. However, the available bandw idth  between the transm itte r and a  viewer 

may decrease, for instance, when other applications on the viewer’s com puter com pete 

for bandw idth , when the tran sm itte r becomes overloaded, or when congestion occurs 

in the In ternet. W hen the available bandw idth  drops below the ra te  of the selected 

media stream , playback may be in terrupted . To handle this, the viewer needs to  stop 

the current stream ing session and in itia te  a new one a t a lower rate  and a t a lower 

playback ciuality. Layered coding [42, 7] and rmiltiple description coding [45, 95[ are 

two types of techniques by which individual viewers may adap t the quality  of playback 

to  their available bandw idth w ithout in terrup ting  the playback. This is a t the cost of 

loss of com pression efficiency com pared to m edia encoded a t a single rate.

In Layered Coding (LC), also called em bedded, progressive or scalable coding, the 

tran sm itte r fragm ents a single m edia stream  into M  concurrent siibstream s (A/ >  

2), called layers. Each layer has a ra te  lower than  the ra te  of the original m edia 

stream , however, the exact ra te  depends on the LC m ethod. The sum  of the  ra te  of 

all layers is, typically, higher than  the ra te  of the original m edia s tream  due to  the 

reduced com pression efficiency of LC. Furtherm ore, layers are num bered and a viewer 

can decode any subset of the first k {k =  1 ,..., M )  concurrently received layers. In 

o ther words, layer i +  \  can be decoded only when the preceding i layers are correctly 

received. T he quality of m edia playback corresponds to  the num ber of decoded layers.

In M ultiple Description Coding (M DC), the tran sm itte r generates M  concurrent 

substream s (A/ >  2) referred to as descriptions.  Similar to LC, each description has a 

ra te  lower th an  the ra te  of the original m edia stream , while the sum of the  ra te  of all 

descriptions is typically higher th an  the original ra te  due to  the reduced com pression 

efficiency of MDC. For playback, any subset of descriptions can be received. The 

distortion  w ith  respect to the original stream  corresponds to  the num ber of received
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descriptions, i.e., the more descriptions received, the  lower the d istortion and the higher 

the  quality of the reconstructed stream . This differs from LC in th a t in MDC every 

subset of descriptions can be decoded, whereas in LC layers are num bered and only 

subsets com posed of a sequence of the first k {k =  1 ,..., M )  layers can be decoded.

Different M DC m ethods have been proposed [124]. For exam ple, spatia l polyphase 

dow nsam pling produces M  descriptions by storing horizontal line of each frame in 

(z m od M y ^  description and independently encoding each description. In th is m ethod, 

the pixel resolution differentiates levels of the quality of playback. W hen k  descriptions 

are correctly received, the pixel resolution of playback is reduced to { k / A i y ^  of the ori

ginal resolution. Likewise, tem poral polyphase dow nsam pling produces M  descriptions 

by storing fram e of the media stream  in {i m od description and independently  

encoding each description. In this m ethod, the fram e ra te  differentiates levels of the 

quality  of playback. W hen k descriptions are correctly received, the frame ra te  of [play

back is reduced to  { k / MY ^  of the original frame rate. A nother m ethod, M D C-FEC 

|96|, applies Forw'ard E rror Correction (FEC) coding to  media encoded w ith LC to 

produce m ultiple M DC descriptions. In this m ethod, the  difference between levels of 

quality  of playback depends on the im plem entation of LC.

As illu stra ted  in Figure 3.1, MDC offers higher resilience to  loss of random  d a ta  

packets com pared to  LC. Packet loss may be caused by network congestion or peer 

departures. T he figure presents layers/descriptions th a t consist of consecutive packets 

represented as boxes. W hite boxes represent packets th a t are not received (i.e., lost) 

by the viewer. Light grey boxes represent packets th a t are received by the viewer, bu t 

cannot be used for decoding. A packet in a layer k cannot be used for decoding w ith 

LC if any of th e  concurrent packets in layers 1 ,..., A: — 1 is not received. D ark grey 

boxes represent packets th a t are received by the viewer and can be used for decoding 

the m edia stream . The level of  playback quality of a viewer a t tim estam p t is defined 

as the num ber of packets received by the viewer such th a t these packets have the same
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F ig u re  3.1; Comparison of the level of playback quality when LC and MDC are used 
in the presence of undelivered data packets.

tim estam p t, belong to distinct layers/descriptions and can be used for decoding. In 

the example, the same set of packets is received by the viewer in the case of LC and 

MDC. However, all received packets can be used for decoding with MDC, whereas 

fewer packets can be used for decoding with LC. In particular, LC can use all received 

packets with tim estam p 0, but only 1 packet (out of 3 received) with tim estam p 1. 

This is because a packet in layer 2 and tim estam p 1 is not delivered, and so packets in 

layers above this layer cannot be decoded with LC.

3.3 Chunkyspread 

3.3.1 Review

Chunkyspread |121| is a P2P live streaming system that uses multiple m ulticast trees 

to distribute a media stream  from the transm itter to peers. Peers adapt the multicast 

trees with the goal to use the uplink bandwidth of all peers efficiently. The secondary 

goal of peers is to reduce the stream reception delay of peers, which is called latency in
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C hunkyspread. The stream  reception delay of a peer is the tim e it takes to j)ropagate 

th e  m edia s tream  through the overlay from the tran sm itte r to  the peer.

The tran sm itte r partitions the m edia stream  into M  distinct substream s, called 

slices, and transm its  them  over separate m ulticast trees. Each peer joins M  m ulticast 

trees, m eaning th a t it has M  parents, one in each tree. In each tree, a peer may be an 

interior or a leaf node. This is in contrast to  o ther m ultiple-tree-based systems, such 

as [88, 17], where a peer is an interior node in a t m ost one tree.

To efficiently use the uplink bandw idth  of peers, each peer specifies its target and 

m axim um  load. The load of a peer is expressed as the aggregate num ber of children of 

the peer in all trees. The load of a peer corresponds to  the consum ption of its uplink 

bandw idth  as the peer needs to  concurrently transm it one slice to  each of its children. 

Based on th e  ta rge t load, each peer determ ines its U pper Load Threshold (ULT) and 

Lower Load Threshold (LLT). If the peer’s current load is w ithin the range of the LLT 

and the ULT, then it is considered satisfied. If the load is below the LLT or above 

the  ULT, then  the peer is considered, respectively, xmderloaded or overloaded. A peer 

also determ ines its m aximum load th a t m ust not be exceeded. T he load thresholds of 

a peer are illustrated  in Figure 3.2. Peers aim to  adap t m ulticast trees so th a t every 

peer is satisfied, by having its load between the LLT and the ULT. If a p eer’s load 

is below the LLT, other peers will a ttem p t to  become its children in one of the trees, 

thereby increasing its load. If a peer’s load is above the ULT, its existing children will 

a ttem p t to find new parents, thereby decreasing its load. Once peers’ loads are w ithin 

the LLT-ULT range, they will no longer aim to  improve load, bu t ra ther aim  to  reduce 

the  stream  reception delay. To achieve this, a peer may replace a parent if th is action 

reduces the stream  reception delay and does not cause the  load of the new and  the  old 

parent to fall outside the satisfactory range.

Peers in Chunkyspread m aintain a random  overlay th a t is used to  build and adap t 

m ultiple m ulticast trees. In this random  overlay, each peer is connected to  a random
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Figure 3.2: Load thresholds in Chunkyspread.

subset of all peers. Neighbouring peers exchange information about their current load, 

load thresholds as well as their stream reception delay and bloom filters, which we 

describe later. These information are used by peers to discover suitable ])arcnts for 

each tree. A peer is suitable as a new' parent of another peer if this parent-child 

relationship satisfies a number of constraints. First, the maximum load of the parent 

should not be exceeded by adding a new child. Second, a loop in the tree should not be 

formed. A loop is formed in a tree when a peer becomes its owai descendant in the tree. 

In order to detect loops, each data packet carries identifiers of the peers that forwarded 

this packet in the tree. To minimise the size of this information, bloom filters [129| 

are used. A bloom filter is a space-efficient probabilistic data structure that is used 

to test wdiether an element is a member of a set. Peers collect bloom filters that they 

receive in each tree. To avoid loops, peers advertise these bloom filters to their random 

neighbours. A peer can become a child of a random neighbour without forming a loop 

in a tree, if the peer’s identifier is not included in the bloom filter advertised by the 

neighbour for this tree. Nevertheless, a loop may form as many peers concurrently 

adapt the overlay. A peer detects a loop in a tree innnediately when the peer receives 

from its parent in the tree a data packet tha t carries the peer’s identifier. In such case, 

the peer replaces this parent with a random neighbour.
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Parent-child relationships are periodically improved by peers searching for more 

suitable parents. If a peer has an overloaded parent and one of its random neighbours 

is underloaded, the peer replaces the overloaded parent with the underloaded neighbour 

as a new parent. This increases the load of the underloaded peer and reduces the load 

of the overloaded peer. When all neighbours of a peer are satisfied with respect to 

load, the peer looks for parent switches that can improve the stream reception delay. 

A peer estimates its relative distance from the transmitter in each tree by comparing 

the relative delay at which it receives packets for each slice. If a peer has a relatively 

large distance in one tree, it may replace its parent in this tree with a neighbour that 

has a relatively small distance in the same tree, if connection to the neighbour does 

not overload the neighbour.

3.3.2 A daptability  of Chunkyspread

R esilience to peer churn. Chunkyspread improves resilience to peer churn compa

red to other multiple-tree-based P2P live streaming systems by relaxing two constraints 

on the construction of rmilticast trees. First, each peer may be an interior node in mul

tiple trees. This is in contrast to other multiple-tree-based systems that allow a peer 

to be an interior node in at most one tree so that the uplink bandwidth of every peer 

can be used to forward content. Second, the number of children of a peer is not fixed, 

but can fluctuate within the LLT-ULT interval. Relaxing these two constraints of mul

ticast trees increases the number of peers suitable to become parents of a peer. As a 

consequence, peers can more easily find new peers suitable to replace existing parents 

that fail or leave the overlay.

A daptation to heterogeneous and dynamic bandv^^idth. Chunkyspread adapts 

to the heterogeneous network bandwidth of peers. Its goal is to adapt the load of 

each peer to the peer’s uplink bandwidth. However, a peer needs to specify its target
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and maximum load, which depend on the peer’s available uplink bandwidth. For that 

purpose, manual user input or bandwidth estimation tools [66, 117| may be used, but 

these methods are inaccurate and do not account for the dynamic nature of the network 

bandwddth.

A peer is considered satisfied if its load is close to its target load, which is below 

its maximum load. The margin between the target and the maximum load is used 

to accommodate variations in the number of children and the uplink bandwidth of 

the peer without the need to disconnect children of the peer. However, this margin 

corresponds to the amount of the uplink bandwidth tha t is unused at the peer. If the 

margin is large, much uplink bandwidth remains unused. In turn, a small margin may 

result in the load exceeding the maximum load. When the load exceeds the maximum 

load, multicast trees need to be reconstructed and descendants of the peer need to 

recover lost packets.

A d a p ta tio n  o f p lay b ack  qu a lity . Currently, Chunkys{)read does not adapt the 

(luality of playback. In |121], authors suggest that, in principle, it is possible to extend 

Chunkyspread so tha t the quality of playback adapts. This might be achieved using 

MDC. Descriptions created with MDC might be used as slices that are sent over distinct 

nnilticast trees. To downgrade the quality of playback, a peer might join only a subset 

of all multicast trees and thus receive only a subset of all slices. However, this requires 

changes in the construction of multicast trees and this has not been addressed.

3.4 Chainsaw  

3.4.1 Review

Chainsaw^ [89| is one of the first P2P live streaming systems that uses a mesh overlay 

rather than multicast trees to distribute media streams. The mesh overlay is formed in a
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random fashion by peers connecting to multiple peers selected at random. As discussed 

in Section 2.3.3, the transmitter splits the media stream into consecutive chunks of 

uniform length. The playback time at peers is delayed with respect to the stream  

creation time at the transmitter and peers maintain a buffer for storing chunks that are 

received before their playback time. To download chunks, peers request them from their 

neighbours. To enable chunk requests, neighbouring peers maintain local knowledge 

about the data chunks they possess by informing each other immediately when they 

receive a new chunk. A peer requests from a neighbour a chunk selected at random 

from those chunks that the peer is missing and the neighbour has available. Tlie aim 

of the random selection of chunks is to increase the likelihood that neighbouring j)eers 

download difi’erent subsets of chunks and, as a consequence, can exchange chunks with 

each other. Peers upload and download chunks from multiple neighbours in parallel. 

Thus, a peer needs to keep track of what chunks it has requested from every neighbour 

to avoid requesting the same chunk from multiple neighbours. A pipelining  techniciue 

|102| is used by which a peer may issue a request for a new chunk without waiting 

for a previous request to the same neighbour to be satisfied. Pipelining is used to 

eliminate the delay between the time when a peer completes transmission of a chunk 

to a neighbour and the time when it receives a subsequent request from the same 

neighbour. During this delay, no chunks are transmitted between these two {)eers and, 

consequently, their bandwidth may be unused. The number of requests pii)elined to 

a single neighbour, however, is limited to ensure that requests are distributed across 

all neighbours. The ability to upload/download data chunks from multiple neighbours 

in parallel is one of the advantages of mesh-based systems. It enables to effectively 

use the downlink bandwidth of a peer as the uplink bandwidth of many neighbours is 

used. Moreover, it improves resilience to congestion. Congestion at a certain neighbour 

automatically causes less chunks being requested from this neighbour and more chunks 

being requested from remaining neighbours.
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3.4.2 Adaptability of Chainsaw

Resilience to peer churn. Chaiiisaw improves resilience to peer churn compared 

to systems based on a single and multiple multicast trees. This is because in mesh- 

based systems a peer does not depend on any particular neighbour to download media 

content. A peer can download data chunks from any of its neighbours. When a 

neighbour of a peer fails or leaves the overlay, the peer can still download data chunks 

from its remaining neighbours. This is in contrast to approaches based on a single or 

multiple multicast trees, where a peer can download a media (sub)stream exclusively 

from the parent that provides this particular (sub)stream. When the parent fails, a peer 

needs to discover another suitable parent that satisfies various constraints imposed by 

multicast trees, such as an appropriate out-degree of the parent. Thus, the mesh-based 

ap])roach proposed by Chainsaw is significantly more resilient to peer churn compared 

to tree-based approaches.

Adaptation to heterogeneous and dynamic bandwidth. In mesh-based ap

proaches, all peers forward data chunks and so the uplink bandwidth of all peers may 

be used. This is in contrast to approaches based on a single nnilticast tree, w'here 

a large fraction of peers, the leaf nodes in the tree, do not upload content. Compa

red to approaches based on multiple multicast trees, mesh-based api)roaches avoid the 

complexity and overhead of maintaining multiple tree structures to utilise the uplink 

bandwidth of ail peers. In addition, mesh-based systems adapt to variations in the 

uplink bandwidth of peers. When the available uplink bandwidth at a neighbour 

decreases, the peer automatically requests more chunks from remaining neighbours, 

thereby reducing traffic at the congested neighbour. In a tree-based system, when the 

available uplink bandwidth of a parent decreases, the parent may not be able to send 

a media (sub)stream at a sufficient rate to each of its children. In such case, some of 

its children need to search for new parents.
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Figure 3.3: Example of possible inefficiencies in a random mesh overlay.

Chainsaw has been shown to achieve good utilisation of bandwidth in homoge

neous Internet environments where all peers have the same and symmetric bandwidth 

[89]. However, this is not a realistic scenario as today’s Internet consists of peers 

with heterogeneous and asymmetric uplink and downlink bandwidth [105]. In ]11], 

we demonstrated that a random mesh overlay does not allow to use the entire uplink 

bandwidth of peers and causes download rates to be non-uniform among peers. Figure 

3.3 shows an example of these inefficiencies of a random mesh overlay. The high ca

pacity peer (black node) has four neighbours with low uplink bandwidth and hence its 

cumulative download rate is low, likely to be below the media stream rate. Thus, the 

black peer will hkely experience playback interruptions. In addition, the black peer’s 

uplink bandwidth is underutilised for two reasons. First, it cannot upload content to 

any single neighbour faster than it downloads content from neighbours. Second, the 

cumulative download capacity of its neighbours is lower than its uplink bandwidth, 

even if the neighbours were to download exclusively from the black peer. Therefore, 

the unused portion of the uplink bandwidth of the black peer reduces the streaming 

capacity of the system.

To deliver playback at the maximum quality to all peers, download rates need to 

be uniform among peers and need to maximise the usage of the uplink bandwidth of
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peers. To provide such download rates, the P2P overlay needs to satisfy the following 

conditions:

• The overlay needs to allow to utilise the entire heterogeneous uplink bandwidth 

of all peers. A peer cannot upload content to any single neighbour at a rate 

higher than it downloads content. Thus, to utilise its entire uplink bandwidth, 

the number of peers to which it uploads should correspond to its uplink band

width. In contrast, a random mesh overlay assigns, on average, the same number 

of neighbours to all peers and thus a portion of the uplink bandwidth of high 

capacity peers may remain unused.

• The overlay needs to ensure that download rates are uniform among peers. A 

randomly formed mesh overlay may result in peers having neighbours with low 

u])link bandwidth only. As a consequence, the download rate of such peers may 

be below the rate of the media stream, resulting in playback interruptions.

Adaptation of playback quality. Chainsaw does not provide means to adapt the 

quality of playback at peers to their download rate. The media stream is encoded at 

a single rate for all peers and this rate does not adapt to the download rate of peers. 

Consequently, peers with the download rate below the rate of the media stream cannot 

deliver continuous playback. In turn, peers that may download at a rate higher than 

the media stream rate, deliver playback at a suboptimal quality.

3.5 CoolStreaming 

3.5.1 Review

CoolStreaming (135] is a mesh-based P2P live streaming system. Similar to Chainsaw, 

the transm itter splits the media stream into chunks of uniform length. Each peer
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maintains a buffer map th a t captures the availabihty of chunks in the buffer of the 

peer. In contrast to Chainsaw, peers do not notify neighbours immediately when they 

receive a new chunk. Instead, neiglibouring peers periodically exchange their buffer 

maps. A peer uses buffer maps of neighbouring peers to periodically build schedules 

for fetching chunks from each neighbour. The scheduling algorithm aims to meet two 

constraints: the playback deadline for each chunk and the heterogeneous bandwidth 

from neighbours. The scheduling algorithm first calculates, for each chunk, the mimber 

of potential suppliers of this chunk (i.e., the number of neighbours tha t possess this 

chunk). Since a chunk with few potential suppliers is less likely to meet the playback 

deadline constraints, the algorithm determines the supplier of each chunk starting 

from those with only one potential supplier, then those with two, and so forth. Among 

multiple potential suppliers, the one with the highest bandwidth and sufficient time is 

selected. Once a peer generates schedules, it sends them to neighbouring peers, which 

then transm it selected chunks in the scheduled order. Further details and pseudo code 

of the scheduling algorithm can be found in |135|.

The mesh overlay in CoolStreaming is initially random, formed by peers selecting 

neighbours at random. A gossip-based SCAMP protocol |37] is used by peers to perio

dically obtain random sets of peers. In contrast to Chainsaw, CoolStreaming employs 

an overlay adaptation algorithm to improve the mesh overlay. A peer periodically esta

blishes a connection to a random peer in order to discover potentially better neighbours. 

To keep a constant number of neighbours, peers drop their currently worst neighbour 

in terms of its score. Peer i calculates a score for each neighbour j  using function 

max  {si j ,  Sj^i}, where Sjj is the average number of chunks th a t peer i retrieved from 

peer j  per unit of time. This adaptation tends to create connections between peers in 

which one of the peers can provide much useful data  to another peer.
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3,5.2 A daptability of CoolStream ing

R esilience to peer churn. As discussed, CoolStreaming is a rriesli-based pull-based 

system and, as such, provides high resilience to peer churn.

A daptation to heterogeneous and dynam ic bandwidth. CoolStreaming uses 

an algorithm to adapt a random mesh overlay so that two peers become neighbours if 

either of the peers can provide high upload rate to another. However, peers maintain 

a constant number of neighbours and, for this reason, CoolStreaming is unable to 

efficiently use the uplink bandwidth of high capacity peers. In live media streaming at 

a single rate, the maximum rate at which a j)eer can upload data to a single neighbour 

is limited by the rate of the media stream. Thus, if the number of neighbours is also 

limited, a peer with a sufficiently high capacity will be unable to fully use its uplink 

bandwidth. This results in a suboptimal use of the uplink bandwidth of high capacity 

j)eers.

CoolStreaniing reacts slower to variations in the bandwidth of peers compared to 

Chainsaw. This is due to periodic scheduling of chunk downloads rather than imme

diate chunk requests. In Chainsaw, a peer distributes requests for chunks across all 

neighbours and issues new' requests only when the old ones are satisfied. Thus, a de

crease in the uplink bandwidth of a neighbour slow's dowm the rate at which chunks 

are received from this neighbour as well as the rate at which chunks are requested 

from this neighbour. This results in more chunks being requested from the remaining 

neighbours of the peer. In contrast, when chunk dow'nloads are scheduled periodically, 

the peer can react to a change in the uplink bandwidth of a neighbour only during the 

next scheduling round.

A daptation of playback quality. Like Chainsaw, CoolStreaming does not adapt 

the quality of playback at peers.
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3.6 PRIME

3.6.1 Review

PRIM E [75) addresses performance issues of existing m esh-based P2P live stream ing  

system s. Similar to our work in [11], the authors o f PRIM E identify that random mesh 

overlays inefficiently use bandwidth of peers, which is due to the reasons discussed in 

Section 3.4.2. Chunk dissem ination in PR IM E relies on a directed mesh overlay, where 

neighbours of each peer are divided into parents and children that, respectively, upload 

and download data chunks to/from  the peer. In order to maximJse the utilisation  

of both uplink and downlink bandwidth of all peers in the mesh overlay, PRIM E  

uses the same ratio of bandwidth to peer degree for both uplink and downlink of all 

participating peers. More specifically, any two participating peers i and j  satisfy the  

following condition:
. uplinki  downlinkj

=  — T3  =  — }---------otddegree i  indegreej

where outdegreBi  is the number of children of peer i, indegreCj  is the number of i)arents 

of peer j ,  and bw p f ,  called bandwidth-per-flow, is the approxim ate bandwidth of each 

connection between any two neighbours in the rnesh overlay. PRIM E does not provide a 

decentralised algorithm  for adapting the m esh overlay to meet these bandwidth-degree  

conditions. Instead, PRIM E assumes that a centralised server, which has a global 

knowledge about all peers and their bandwidth, m aintains the overlay.

The m edia stream  is encoded with M DC. Each description is split into data chunks 

of uniform length. Peers control the quality of playback by requesting chunks in a 

desired number of d istinct descriptions. Each peer periodically notifies its children 

about the data chunks it has received. A peer also, periodically, generates schedules for 

downloading chunks from each parent and sends each schedule to the respective j)arent. 

Peers send data chunks to their children according to the schedules received from them . 

The scheduling algorithm  addresses the challenge of efficient distribution of chunks in
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the mesh overlay. Each peer determines its target playback quality, which corresponds 

to the desired ruimber of descriptions, by calculating the aggregate download rate from 

its parents. The scheduler gives priority to chunks with the highest timestamp, called 

diffusion chunks, in order to quickly distribute new chunks throughout the overlay. 

Subsequently, a peer schedules downloads of older chunks, called swarming chunks, 

taking into account the average data rate received from each parent and the desired 

number of descriptions. Further details of the scheduling algorithm can be found in 

175].

3.6.2 Adaptability of PRIME

R esilience to peer churn. Content distribution in PRIME relies on a mesh overlay 

that is highly resilient to peer churn. However, PRIME does not provide any decen

tralised mechanism for the adaptation and maintenance of the mesh overlay. As is 

discussed below, a centralised approach does not scale.

A daptation to heterogeneous and dynamic bandwidth. PRIME adapts a ran

dom mesh overlay so that the bandwidth of all peers is efficiently utilised for streaming. 

However, to achieve this, PRIME uses a centralised server. Moreover, it assumes that 

each peer estimates its uplink and downlink bandwidth, whereas such estimations are 

inaccurate using existing bandwidth estimations tools [66, 117]. Based on its band

width, a peer determines its appropriate in-degree (number of parents) and out-degree 

(number of children) and requests parents from the centralised server. The server 

ensures that each parent-child connection satisfies the out-degree constraints of the 

parent and the in-degree constraints of the child. To ensure this, the server needs a 

global knowledge about all participating peers and their current bandwidth. Such a 

centralised approach does not scale to a large population of peers that are prone to 

peer churn and variations in their bandwidth.
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Similar to CoolStreaming, PRIME uses periodic scheduling of chunk downloads. 

For the reasons explained when describing adaptability of CoolStreaming, periodic 

scheduling reacts to bandwidth changes slower than immediate chunk requests.

Adaptation of playback quality. PRIME encodes the media stream into multiple 

descriptions and allows peers to individually determine the number of descriptions to 

request. To determine the number of descriptions to request, a peer calculates the 

aggregate download rate from its parents. Thus, a peer may increase the number of 

descriptions to request only when this download rate increases. However, it is not clear 

from the work presented in [75, 76| how this download rate increases. The download 

rate of a peer can increase only when the amoimt of chunks requested by the jjeer 

increases. In turn, the amount of requested chunks can increase only when the peer 

increases the number of descriptions to request. However, the peer can increase the 

number of descriptions to request only when its download rate increases. Following 

this logic, peers never increase the number of descriptions to recjuest, and thus do not 

improve the quality of their playback.

Another inefficiency of PRIME results from the lack of cooperation between adapta

tion of the playback quality and adaptation of the overlay. For a high-quality playback, 

a peer needs to download chunks in multiple distinct descriptions. However, in PRIME, 

parents of a peer are selected randomly. Such random parents may have low downlink 

bandwidth, and thereby download few descriptions. As a consequence, random parents 

may not offer the number of disjoint descriptions sufficient for a high-quality playback 

at the peer.

3.7 Discussion

In this section, we discuss shortcomings in the reviewed systems and in tree-based 

approaches to P2P live media streaming. In particular, we discuss shortcomings in
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the ir resilience to peer churn, adap ta tion  to heterogeneous and dynam ic bandw idth , 

and adap tation  of the quality of playback. We also outline two o ther topics, locality- 

awareness and incentives for cooperation, th a t the  work in th is thesis does not address.

3.7.1 Resilience to Peer Churn

T re e -b a se d  s y s te m s . In single-tree-based system s |20, 57, 118, 18], an interior node 

in a tree provides the entire m edia stream  to the  whole subtree rooted a t this node. 

Thus, departure of an interior node results in all nodes in its subtree ceasing to  receive 

new d a ta  until the tree structu re  is reconstructed. R econstruction of the tree is not 

straightforw ard as it needs to j^revent loops in the  tree and needs to  respect the out- 

degree constraint of nodes, determ ined by their available uplink bandw idth.

In nm ltiple-tree-bascd system s |88, 17|, each m ulticast tree d istributes a single me

dia substream . If each i)eer is an interior node in a t m ost one of the  m ulticast trees, 

the  overlay is said to be interior-node-disjoint .  T he interior-node-disjointness pro{)erty 

guarantees th a t departure  of a peer affects a t m ost one m ulticast tree (one substream ), 

in which the peer is an interior node. However, tree m aintenance is difficult when 

interior-node-disjointness of the tree needs to be preserved. Some m ultiple-tree-based 

system s, such as CoopNet |88|, rely on a centralised server, while other, such as SplitS- 

tream  |17|, rely on complex D istributed  Hash Tables to  m anage the m ultiple m ulticast 

trees. To ease m aintenance of m ultiple m ulticast trees, each peer in Chunkyspread may 

be an interior node in m ultiple trees. Moreover, C hunkyspread relaxes the out-degree 

constrain t of nodes by allowing the out-degree to  oscillate w ithin some threshold. This 

makes it easier for peers to  find suitable parents when they join the system  or when 

the ir existing parents leave due to  peer churn.

M e s h -b a s e d  s y s te m s . M esh-based live stream ing system s typically provide b e tte r 

resilience to  peer churn com pared to  tree-based system s. They rely on a mesh over-
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lay and a pull-based approach to distributing media content. Mesh overlays support 

connections between any two peers in the overlay, which makes it easy for a peer to 

replace failed neighbours. In the pull-based approach, a peer explicitly requests mis

sing data chunks from its neighbours. A peer does not depend on a specific peer to 

download data chunks. When a neighbour of a peer leaves the overlay or fails, the peer 

can download data chunks from its remaining neighbours.

3.7.2 A daptation  to  H eterogeneous and D ynam ic Bandw idth

P2P live streaming systems use the uplink bandwidth of participating peers for distri

buting media content. Therefore, the maximum rate of the media stream is directly 

related to how efficiently bandwidth of peers is utilised. A stream encoded at a single 

rate can be sent through the overlay at the maximum rate when the entire uplink 

bandwidth of all j)eers is utilised and when the download rate of all peers is the same. 

A theoretical study of overlay architectures that achieve this goal is presented in |106|. 

How'ever, the study does not cover creation and maintenance of such overlays, which 

is not straightforward in dynamic environments that are prone to peer churn and va

riations in the uplink bandwidth of peers.

T ree -b a sed  sy s te m s . Single-tree-based systems use the uplink bandwidth of peers 

inefficiently due to a large fraction of peers, the leaf nodes, not uploading content. Work 

in |107| partially addresses this problem by adapting a multicast tree so that peers 

with high uplink bandwidth are interior nodes and peers with low uplink bandwidth 

are leaf nodes. This results in a lower amount of unused uplink bandwidth in the 

system. Placing peers with high uplink bandwidth near to the root of the tree has the 

additional benefit of reducing delays at which the stream is received by peers. This is 

because peers with high uplink bandwidth may have a large out-degree in the tree. A 

large out-degree of nodes near to the root reduces the height of the tree.
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Bullet [62] addresses the problem of leaf nodes not uploading content by augmenting 

a single multicast tree with a mesh overlay. Peers receive a subset of chunks from their 

parents in the tree, while the remaining chunks are recovered from neighbours in the 

mesh overlay. Thus, peers tha t are leaf nodes in the multicast tree, may use their uplink 

bandwidth for uploading data chunks to neighbours in the mesh overlay. This approach 

has been shown to utilise the bandwidth of peers more efficiently than approaches based 

on a single multicast tree, but worse than pure mesh-based approaches |89j.

In addition to the inefficient use of the uplink bandwidth, single-tree-based systems 

adapt poorly to variations in the uplink bandwidth of peers. An interior peer in a 

nuilticast tree needs to forward the entire media stream to each of its children. Thus, 

the number of children of the peer is determined by its available uplink bandwidth. 

When the uplink bandwidth of the peer decreases, some children may not be able to 

receive the entire media stream and thus may have to find a new parent.

Multiple-tree-based systems are able to efficiently use the uplink bandwidth of all 

peers by distributing media streams using multiple multicast trees. The uplink band

width of each peer can be used by placing the peer as an interior node in one of the 

multicast trees. However, similarly to a single multicast tree, multiple nuilticast trees 

adapt poorly to variations in the uplink bandwidth of peers. When the uplink band

width of a peer decreases, some children of the peer, possibly in different multicast 

trees, may need to find a new parent.

In Chunkyspread, each peer sets its target load, i.e., its desired number of children, 

below its maximum load, i.e., the maximum number of children that it can support. 

This helps to accommodate some oscillations in the number of children and the uplink 

bandwidth of a peer without the need to reconstruct the tree structures. However, the 

margin between the target and the maximum load results in a suboptimal use of the 

uplink bandwidth of peers.
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M esh -b ased  sy s tem s . Mesh-based systems allow to use the upliiik bandwidth of all 

peers for distributing media content, without the complexity of maintaining multiple 

nmlticast trees. They are resilient to changes in the network bandwidth, because a 

peer does not depend on a specific neighbouring peer to download data chunks. When 

the uplink bandwidth of a neighbour decreases, the peer can download data  chunks 

from its remaining neighbours. However, our work in |11, 12| and PRIM E show that 

a system based on a random mesh overlay, such as Chainsaw, is unable to utilise the 

entire heterogeneous uplink bandwidth of peers. Moreover, in such a system, download 

rates vary among peers. This is undesirable in streaming, where all peers with sufficient 

downlink bandwidth should receive media content at the same rate, maximising peer 

upload rates.

This thesis proposes the first fully decentralised algorithm for peers to adapt a 

random mesh overlay so th a t the upload rate of peers is maximised and the download 

rate of peers with sufficient downlink bandwidth is approximately the same.

3.7.3 A daptation of Playback Q uality

Adaptation of the overlay is necessary but not sufficient to deliver playback a t the 

optimal quality to peers. This is for two reasons. First, the maximum rate at which 

a media stream can be sent through the overlay is unknown to the transm itter and 

fluctuates when peers join and leave the system and when their available bandwidth 

changes. Second, the downlink bandwidth of some peers may be below this maximum 

rate and thereby may not allow for continuous playback at these peers. These two 

problems may be addressed by encoding the media stream using MDC or LC, and by 

enabling peers to control the number of descriptions or layers to download.

T ree -b ased  sy s tem s . Multiple-tree-based systems, such as SplitStream [17] and Co- 

opNet [88|, produce multiple descriptions using MDC and disseminate each description
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using a distinct multicast tree. Individual peers adapt the quality of their playback 

to their download rate by subscribing to an appropriate number of multicast trees. 

The use of MDC also helps to prevent playback interruptions caused by packets being 

undelivered due to peer churn or varying peer bandwidth. When a data packet in 

a description is not received before its playback time, then, instead of interrupting 

the playback, corresponding received packets in other descriptions may be used for 

continuous playback at a reduced quality.

M esh -b a se d  sy s tem s . Ensuring the appropriate quality of playback is more difficult 

in mesh-based systems than in multiple-tree-based systems. This is because a mesh 

overlay is constructed randomly and data chunks are disseminated in an unorganised, 

roughly random, fashion. To adapt the quality of playback, PRIME encodes a me

dia stream using MDC and enables peers to determine the number of descriptions to 

download. However, for reasons described in Section 3.6.2, it is not clear how peers in 

PRIM E determine the appropriate number of descriptions to download.

This thesis presents algorithms for peers to adapt their quality of playback to their 

download rate. The adaptation of the playback c|uality cooperates with the adaptation 

of the overlay so that a peer connects to neighbours th a t provide a sufficient amount 

ol chunks for playback at the desired quality. This is in contrast to PRIME, where 

parents of a peer are selected randomly and thus may not offer a sufficient amount of 

chunks for playback at the desired quality.

To our knowledge, the work presented in this thesis is also the first to reduce the 

playback startup  delay at peers. A peer th a t joins the overlay, initially downloads 

only a single description tha t corresponds to a basic playback quality and allows for 

a short s tartup  delay. The basic playback quality is often sufficient for a viewer to 

decide whether to continue watching the transmission or to switch to a different one. 

The quality of media playback then gradually improves over time as the number of
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descriptions to download is increased.

3.7.4 Other Adaptation Goals

Many other challenging problems remain to be addressed in the domain of P2P live 

streaming. Two topics that we consider important, but beyond the scope of this thesis 

are locality-awareness and incentives for cooperation.

Locality-awareness. P2P systems tend to increase the traffic of ISPs as peers first 

download content and then upload the content to other peers [103]. This generates 

roughly double the amount of traffic at the ISPs compared to client-server architectures, 

where most of the traffic flows in one direction. As a consequence, network traffic costs 

of ISPs often increase.

Locality-aware P2P systems exploit network proximity between peers to mitigate 

the impact of P2P on ISPs. They rely on the fact that the cost of transmitting content 

between peers located within an ISP’s local network is significantly lower than the cost 

of transmitting content outside of the ISP’s network. In these systems, content once 

downloaded from outside the ISP’s local network may be shared by peers within the 

ISP’s local network to reduce the network costs of the ISP.

Locality-awareness also reduces network traffic in the rest of the Internet as much 

of the traffic remains within local networks of ISPs. Finally, locality-awareness reduces 

the network distance of content transmissions, resulting in lower transmission delays 

and lower probability of packets being dropped by intermediate Internet routers.

Much work has been done on constructing locality-aware P2P multicast trees |40, 

18, 17, 136, 70]. Locality-aware P2P multicast trees are build so that a parent and 

a child are close to each other in terms of network latency or their IP address. For 

instance. Scribe ]18] and SplitStream ]17] use the underlying Pastry DHT overlay 

]104] and its proximity-based routing mechanism to construct nuiltiple locality-aware
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multicast trees.

Contrary to P2P multicast trees, there has not been much research on improving 

proximity in mesh-based P2P streaming systems. Mesh-based systems typically form a 

mesh overlay in a random fashion and thus the overlay is not locality-aware. Rainbow 

|19| is a mesh-based system that addresses this problem. It uses a two-layer archi

tecture. The lower layer consists of many clusters of peers with a root node for each 

cluster. Peers are assigned to a cluster so that peers in each cluster are nearby to 

each other in terms of network latency. The cluster root nodes form the upper layer, 

the backijone network. The backbone network and each cluster is constructed as a 

mesh overlay. Additional random connections are established between members of 

different clusters to improve data chunk dissemination and robustness to peer churn. 

Dissemination of data chunks in each mesh overlay is based on Chainsaw. Compared 

to Cliainsaw, Rainbow improves network proximity of peer connections, however, it is 

less resilient to j)eer churn due to lower connectivity of peers. In particular, cluster root 

nodes are responsible for nmch of inter-cluster chunk transfers. Failure of the root node 

of a cluster may reduce the inimber of chunks available to peers in the cluster. Like 

Chainsaw, Rainbow does not adapt to efficiently utilise the heterogeneous bandwidth 

of peers.

The work presented in this thesis does not address the challenge of providing 

locality-awareness.

Incentives for cooperation. An important goal of all P2P systems is to ensure that 

participating peers cooperate with each other for the benefit of the whole system. In 

P2P live streaming systems, non-cooperative peers may refuse to forward media streams 

to other peers in order to save their own uplink bandwidth or peers may attem pt to take 

advantage of the system by downloading at a higher rate than other participating peers. 

This type of non-cooperative behaviour may result in the “tragedy of the commons”
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|49], when the correct functioning of the system becomes impossible. To address this, 

systems may use incentives for peers to cooperate. Incentives may be designed to ensure 

th a t peers upload approximately the same amount as they download. This can be 

achieved by peers favouring mutual content exchanges in which both parties send some 

content to each other a t the same time [22, 80], or by using credit-based techniques, 

where a peer earns credits when it uploads content and spends credits for downloading 

content |83, 122]. However, such strict fairness may not be desirable in P2P live 

streaming systems as it may substantially reduce their performance. Fairness j)revents 

the possibility th a t some peers are willing to contribute more bandwidth than they 

consume. It also rejects peers th a t cannot share fairly due to netw'ork configurations 

and firewalls. I ’herefore, different tyj)es of incentives have been proposed for P2P live 

streaming.

For instance, PULSE |90] is a P2P live streaming system designed with the goal 

to provide incentives for peers to upload content. However, it neither enforces that 

peers upload content nor limits their upload rate. It connects high capacity j)eers that 

upload much content and places them close to the transm itter. This results in high 

capacity peers benefiting in terms of a lower stream reception delay compared to the 

remaining peers. The whole system benefits in terms of improved stream recej)tion 

performance as it prevents loŵ  capacity peers from distributing the most recent data 

chunks. Low capacity peers distributing the most recent data chunks might slow down 

or disrupt the content distribution process.

The work in this thesis assumes tha t all peers behave in a cooperative manner.
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MeshTV

In this chapter, we describe the mesh-based P2P hve media streaming system, called 

MeshTV, that adapts the mesh overlay and the quality of playback so that peers deliver 

playback at the maximum quality and with a short startup delay.

In Section 4.1, we outline components and algorithms of MeshTV. Section 4.2 dis

cusses dissemination of content in the MeshTV P2P overlay and proposes algorithms 

for peers to schedule dow^nloads from other peers and for the transmitter to schedule 

uploads to peers. In Section 4.3, we derive algorithms for adapting the mesh overlay 

in order to deliver media content to peers at rates that are nearly uniform among 

peers and maximise the usage of peer uplink bandwidth. We summarise this chapter 

in Section 4.4.

4.1 M eshTV Overview

Main goals and characteristics of MeshTV are:

• Scalability. MeshTV uses only decentralised algorithms that scale to large po

pulations of peers.
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Peer Transmitter
participates in the mesh overlay

participates in the membership management protocol
maintains a buffer for storing 

downloaded chunks
produces a media stream and 

splits it into chunks
maintains its own buffer map and 

the buffer map of each sender
maintains the buffer map of each 

receiver
selects chunks to download from 

different senders in parallel
selects chunks to upload to 

different receivers in parallel
adapts the mesh overlay

Table 4.1: Comparison of responsi jihties of peers and the transmitter.

•  R esilience. MeshTV is based on a, mesh overlay that is highly resilient to peer 

churn and variations in network bandwidth.

• Optimal quality of playback. MeshTV adapts the mesh overlay so that down

load rates are nearly uniform among peers and the upload rate of peers is maxi

mised. Furthermore, MeshTV adapts the ciuality of playback of each peer to the 

download rate of the peer.

• Short playback startup delay. MeshTV adapts the quality of playback so that 

a peer joining the system delivers initially playback of a basic quality that allows 

for a short playback startup delay. The quality of playback gradually improves 

over time.

In MeshTV, we distinguish between a peer and a transmitter. A peer is run by a 

viewer and typically there is a large number of peers participating in each live trans

mission. In contrast, a transmitter is run by a content provider and there is a single 

transmitter for each live transmission. In each transmission, peers and the transmitter 

have different responsibilities that are outlined in Table 4.1 and discussed below.
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F ig u re  4.1; Example of the MeshTV overlay.

M esh  overlay . For each transmission, all peers and the transm itter form a mesh 

overlay tha t is illustrated in Figure 4.1. In this overlay, each peer and the transm itter 

is connected to multiple neighbours. Neighbours of a peer are divided into senders 

and receivers. Senders are neighbours from which the peer downloads content, while 

receivers are neighbours to which the peer uploads content. A peer has another peer 

in its receiver set precisely when the latter has the former in its sender set. The 

transm itter uploads, but does not download content, so it has no senders. Dividing 

neighbours into senders and receivers enables to control the use of the uplink bandwidth 

of a peer by increasing or decreasing the number of its receivers, without affecting its 

download rate from senders. This type of a mesh overlay can be seen as a directed 

graph, where connections with senders are incoming links of a peer and connections 

with receivers are outgoing links of a peer. In-degree of a peer defines its number of 

senders and out-degree defines its number of receivers.

To form the mesh overlay, peers joining the system select multiple random peers 

(or the transm itter) as their senders and connect to them. Peers connecting to senders 

autom atically become receivers of these senders.
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M em bership m anagem ent. A peer needs to discover other peers or the transm itter 

to join the system, to replace neighbours th a t fail or leave the system, or to adapt the 

P2P overlay. This problem is referred to as membership management. MeshTV uses a 

gossip-based membership management protocol from [126) th a t periodically provides 

each peer and the transm itter with a new random subset of addresses of participating 

peers.

M edia stream. In MeshTV, the transm itter receives from a content provider a live 

media stream of a high quality and at a rate th a t is constant over time. The transm itter 

fragments this media stream  into M  concurrent media descriptions. To achieve this, 

it uses MDC-FEC |95| tha t is a popular MDC method used in many other P2P live 

streaming systems |88, 75]. MDC-FEC is selected because it produces each description 

at the same bitrate. Furthermore, the transm itter splits each description into conse

cutive data chunks of uniform length. Each data chunk is uniquely identified by the 

pair consisting of its description number and of its timestamp, where the timestamp 

identifies the position of the chunk within the media stream. These data  chunks are 

then distributed in the mesh overlay.

Buffers and buffer maps. To accommodate dissemination of chunks throughout 

the overlay, the playback time at peers is delayed by approximately A seconds with 

respect to the time when the media stream  is generated at the transm itter. Data 

chunks received by a peer before their playback time are stored in its internal bujfer. 

D ata chunks are removed from the buffer after their playback time.

Each peer maintains a buffer map, illustrated in Figure 4.2, th a t captures the avai

lability of chunks in its internal buffer. In addition to its own buffer map, a peer 

maintains the buffer map of each of its senders to select chunks to download from the 

senders. In turn, the transm itter maintains the buffer map of each of its receivers to 

select chunks to upload to its receivers. By selecting chunks to upload, the transm itter
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D escription 3 
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F igu re  4.2: Buffer map of a peer.

ensures that it uploads every chunk the same number of times, which increases the 

likelihood that all chunks are delivered to peers before their playback time. A peer 

ujidates its buffer map at its neighbour by sending control messages to the neighbour.

P a ra lle l d ow n load s. A peer selects different chunks, requests them and subse- 

(luently downloads them from its senders in parallel. In turn, the transmitter selects 

chunks that may not be different from each other and uploads them to its receivers 

in parallel. Thus, each peer may download different chunks from nuiltiple senders in 

parallel, and each peer and the transmitter may upload chunks to multiple receivers in 

parallel. Such parallel downloads/uploads have many advantages. In particular, down

loading chunks from multiple senders in parallel allows for consistently high aggregate 

download rate in the light of failure of senders and network fluctuations. Moreover, 

uploading chunks to nmltiple receivers in parallel enables better utilisation of the uplink 

bandwidth.

A lg o r ith m s for sch ed u lin g  tra n sm issio n  o f chunks. When a media stream is en

coded at a single rate, a peer must download all chunks to deliver continuous playback. 

However, a peer may not be able to download all chunks when its aggregate download 

rate from senders is below the single stream rate. By using MDC, MeshTV enables a
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peer to download a subset of chunks and deliver continuous playback at reduced qua

lity. MeshTV proposes algorithms for a peer to select this subset of chunks so th a t the 

quality of playback adapts to its download rate. Additionally, these algorithms allow 

for a short playback startup  delay at peers joining the system.

When multiple chunks needed by a peer are available at its sender, the peer needs 

to decide which chunk to download first. In the client-server approach to streaming, 

a missing chunk with the closest playback time is generally downloaded in the first 

place to ensure tha t chunks are delivered before their playback time. However, P2P 

approaches require th a t peers cooperate with each other for the benefit of the whole 

system, rather than for their individual benefit. MeshTV proposes an algorithm for a 

peer to select the order of chunk downloads and for the transm itter to select the order 

of chunk uploads so th a t the dissemination times of chunks in the overlay are low. Low 

dissemination times of chunks increase the likelihood th a t chunks are delivered to peers 

before their playback time.

A lgorithm s for adap ting  th e  m esh overlay. In Section 3.4.2, we showed that 

when a random mesh overlay is used for live streaming, the uplink bandwidth of peers 

is underutilised and download rates vary among peers. Consequently, the quality of 

playback is reduced and varies among viewers. MeshTV proposes novel algorithms for 

peers to adapt the mesh overlay so tha t download rates are nearly uniform among i)eers 

and the upload rate of peers is maximised.

4.2 Chunk Distribution

The transm itter produces a media stream and sphts it into chunks. Participating peers 

and the transm itter cooperate to distribute these chunks in the overlay.
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4.2.1 Parallel Downloads

A peer in MesliTV requests and downloads different da ta  chunks from its senders in 

parallel. Whenever a sender finishes transm itting a data  chunk, the peer issues a new 

request for a chunk tha t it has not yet requested from another sender. As long as a 

sender has chunks needed by the peer, chunks are contiimously transm itted with the 

exception of the time interval between the time when the sender completes transmission 

of a chunk to the peer and the time when the sender receives a subsequent request from 

the same peer. To eliminate this idle time, MeshTV uses pipelining |102| by w'hich a 

peer may issue multiple requests for different chunks to a single sender. Tims, w^hen 

the sender completes the transfer of a chunk, it may immediately initiate the transfer 

of a subsequent pipelined chunk. To ensure that requests are distributed across all 

senders, a peer limits the number of requests pipelined to each sender.

There are several advantages of parallel downloads with pipelining. First, delivery 

of chunks to a peer adapts to variations in the available bandwidth of the connections 

to its senders. In particular, the load of delivering chunks to the peer is shared by 

senders in a way th a t is proportional to the bandwidth of the connection to each sender, 

therefore performing autom atic load balancing. Faster senders deliver larger number 

of chunks, while slower senders deliver smaller number of chunks. This load balancing 

is performed w ithout information about the available bandwidth to senders, which 

is in contrast to CoolStreaming and PRIM E that require such information. Second, 

downloading from multiple senders in parallel is more resilient to failures of senders and 

congestion than downloading from a single sender. Load is automatically shifted from 

congested parts of the Internet to parts with more available resources. And finally, the 

uplink bandw idth of a peer may be better utilised as multiple receivers download from 

the peer in parallel, performing load balancing.
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4.2.2 Control M essages

To allow for distribution of chunks in the mesh overlay, peers and the transmitter send 

the following control messages to their neighbours:

• BUFFER MAP. When a peer becomes a sender of another peer, it sends the 

BUFFER MAP message to provide the new receiver with its buffer map, and 

thereby to enable the new receiver to request chunks. In turn, when the trans

mitter becomes a sender of a peer, the BUFFER MAP message is sent by the 

peer to the transmitter rather than in the opposite direction. The message is sent 

to provide the transmitter with the buffer map of the new receiver, and thereby 

to enable the transmitter to upload chunks needed by the new receiver. The 

BUFFER MAP message contains a bitmap consisting of O’s and I ’s representing 

the current buffer map of the peer sending the message.

• NOTIFY. Whenever a peer downloads a new chunk, it sends the NOTIFY 

message to each receiver so that receivers can request this new chunk. This 

NOTIFY message contains the description number and the timestamp of the 

downloaded chunk. When a peer receives this message, it updates the local 

buffer map of the relevant sender. The NOTIFY message may also have another 

purpose. If the transmitter is one of the senders of the peer, the peer sends the 

NOTIFY message to the transmitter whenever it requests a chunk from another 

sender. The reason for sending this message is to prevent the transm itter from 

uploading the same chunk to the peer. This is further discussed in the next 

section.

• REQUEST. A peer sends the REQUEST message to request a chunk from a 

sender, unless the sender is the transmitter. If the transmitter is one of the senders 

of a peer, the peer does not request chunks from the transmitter, but instead, 

the transmitter selects chunks and uploads them to the peer. The REQUEST
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message contains the description number and the timestamp of the requested 

chunk.

• C H U N K . The CHUNK message is used to transmit a chunk between neighbours. 

A peer sends this message to a receiver upon receiving the REQUEST message 

from the receiver. Moreover, the transmitter sends the CHUNK message to 

upload a selected chunk to its receiver. The message contains the description 

number, the timestamp and media content of the chunk being transmitted.

4.2.3 Scheduling Transmission of Chunks

Scheduling transmission of chunks refers to algorithms for peers to select chunks to 

download from their senders and for the transmitter to select chunks to upload to its 

receivers.

Adapting the Quality of M edia to Download

MeshTV uses MDC to allow a peer to deliver continuous playback despite the peer 

not downloading all chunks. The transmitter produces A/ descriptions and splits each 

description into consecutive chunks. To decode the media stream at timestamp t at 

quality level m,  where m =  1 , M,  a peer must download at least m distinct chunks 

with timestamp t. To deliver playback at the quality level that is stable, meaning 

that this level does not oscillate significantly over short periods of time, each peer 

maintains the TargetQuality value. The TargetQuality value determines the number 

of distinct chunks that the peer strives to download for each timestamp and ahead of the 

playback time. In fact, a peer may download chunks in TargetQuality + 1 descriptions 

per timestamp when it has downloaded all chunks that are available at senders and 

required for TargetQuality chunks per timestamp. These additional chunks are used 

to “probe” whether the download rate is sufficient to increase TargetQuality,  and
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consequently, sufficient to download more chunks.

A dapting TargetQ uality

Algorithm 1 illustrates how each peer adapts TargetQuality  to its download rate. 

Initially, when a peer joins the system, TargetQuality  is set to 1. Whenever a peer re

ceives a new chunk, it determines whether to increase TargetQuality. TargetQiiality  

is increased if progress of the peer at the quality level TargetQuality  +  1 is longer 

than a certain threshold 7 , where 7  is below the playback lag time A. Progress at 

the quality level m  is defined as the maximum duration (in seconds) of the media 

stream  which starts  at the current playback time and which can be decoded at the 

quality level m  using already downloaded chunks. Function 2 illustrates how a peer 

calculates its progress. The function first calculates the maximum number of consecu

tive timestam ps, starting from the current playback timestam p, such that for each of 

these tim estam ps the peer has downloaded at least m distinct chunks. This number 

of tim estam ps is then converted to the duration of the corresponding stream. This 

step takes into account tha t one timestam p corresponds to the stream  duration of 

Chun kS ize  =1= M / Stream  Rate, where C h u n kS ize  is the size of each chunk, M  is the 

total number of descriptions and Stream,Rate  is the sum of the rate of all descriptions.

Each peer periodically, every several seconds, checks whether its average download 

rate is sufficiently high to download all chunks required for the TargetQ uality  c[uality 

level. The peer calculates the maximum quality level th a t can be supported at the 

current download rate. This maximum quality level is calculated as [Do^vnloadRate * 

M / StreamR.ate], where DownloadRate  is the average download rate since the last 

calculation. If the current TargetQuality  is higher than this maximum, it is reduced 

to the calculated maximum.

The download rate of a peer is calculated as an average over a certain time inter

val because it fluctuates as a result of network congestion. The length of this time
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Algorithm  1 Adaptation of TargetQuality.
W henever a new chunk is downloaded:
if progress[TargetQuality +  1) > 7 then  

TargetQuality <— TargetQuality +  1 
end if

Execute periodically:
max <— [DownloadRate * M / Stream Rate] 
if TargetQuality > max  then  

TargetQuality <— max  
end if
if TargetQuality < 1 then  

TargetQuality <— 1 
end if

Function 2 progress{m): Calculates progress at the quality level m.
t •t— PlayhackTi'inestamp 
loop

if (number of buffered chunks with timestamp t) < m  then
return ChunkSize  * (t — PlaybackTimestarnp) * M  /  Stream Rate 

end if 
t ^ t  + 1 

end loop

interval needs to meet two opposing goals. First, it should be long to avoid redu

cing TargetQuality by a peer when the download rate decreases only for a short 

time. Second, it should be short to quickly reduce TargetQuality when the down

load rate decreases for a long time. If the download rate decreases for a long time 

and TargetQuality is not reduced, playback may be interrupted. As it is unknown 

in advance whether a download rate decrease will be temporary or lasting, the time 

interval for checking the download rate is uniform in MesliTV. When the download 

rate decreases for a time longer than this uniform time interval, the algorithm reduces 

TargetQuality of the peer. The top part of Algorithm 1, which is executed whenever a 

new chunk is downloaded, increases TargetQuality when the download rate increases.
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An alternative approach could use variable time intervals for checking the download 

rate. However, when the time interval grows, a sudden decrease in the download rate 

may not be followed by a timely reduction of TargetQuality and thereby may cause 

interruptions of playback.

In addition to adapting the number of descriptions to download, the described 

algorithms allow for a short playback startup delay. This is because a peer initially 

downloads a single chunk per each timestamp as TargetQuality  is initially set to 1. 

This amount of chunks can be downloaded quickly, offering continuous playback at a 

basic quality. Once the peer delivers playback of the basic quality, it gradually increases 

the number of chunks to download per each timestamp.

Selecting the Order of Chunk Transmissions

We propose tŵ o algorithms: one for a peer to select a chunk to request from its sender 

that is also a peer and one for the transmitter to select a chunk to upload to its receiver. 

These algorithms aim at replicating the rarest chunks in the overlay as these chunks 

are the most likely to be needed by peers. In P2P live streaming, the rarest chunks are 

typically the most recent chunks as they had the least time to be disseminated in the 

overlay. Therefore, in MeshTV, peers and the transmitter preferentially download and 

upload chunks that are the most recent, i.e., chunks with the highest timestamp.

Peer. Algorithm 3 is executed by a peer to select a chunk to request from its sender 

that is also a peer rather than the transmitter. The algorithm is executed whenever 

the number of requests pipelined to a sender is below the limit. In the algorithm, 

a peer selects the chunk with the highest timestamp (i.e., the most recent chunk) 

among all suitable chunks available at the sender. A chunk is suitable for a peer if 

it has not been downloaded or requested by the peer and if the peer dowidoaded or 

requested less than TargetQuality  chunks with the same timestamp as the timestamp
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Algorithm  3 Peer: Selection of a chunk to request from a sender, 
for m ^  Target.Quality to TargetQuality +  1 do

t timestamp of the most recent chunk available at the sender 
while t > PlaybackTimestamp do

if (number of buffered or requested chunks with timestamp t) < m. then  
for desc <— 1 to M  do

if chunk < desc, t > is neither buffered nor requested and is available at 
the sender then  

return < desc, t > 
end if 

end for 
end if 
t ^ t - 1  

end while
if progress{m) < 7  then  

return 
end if 

end for

of the chunk. Such a clumk may not be found if the peer has already downloaded or 

recjuested all chunks available at the sender in up to Tar getQuality descriptions per 

timestamp. In this case and when the progress of the peer at Tar getQuality quality 

level is above a certain threshold 7 , the peer repeats the same selection procedure, but 

this time it may select a chunk with the timestamp for which it already has exactly 

Tar getQuality distinct chunks. This second iteration is used as an exploratory action. 

Rather than not downloading any chunks from the sender, the peer may download 

chunks in Tar getQuality +  1 descriptions per timestamp. In turn, this may result in 

Algorithm 1 increasing Tar getQuality of the peer.

Transm itter. During our initial experiments, we observed that when receivers of the 

transmitter used Algorithm 3 to select chunks to request from the transmitter, some 

chunks were never uploaded by the transmitter due to the randomness of this selection. 

As a consequence, these chunks were not delivered to any peer in the overlay. Moreover,
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A lgorithm  4 Transmitter: Selection of a chunk to upload to a receiver. 
t <— timestamp of the most recent chunk 
m in  <— oo
while t > PlaybackTimestamp  do 

for desc <— 1 to M  do
if (number of times chunk < desc, t > has been uploaded) < min  then  

if receiver has not downloaded or requested chunk < desc, t > then
if receiver downloaded or requested less than its TargetQuality chunks 
with timestamp t then

m in <— numer of times chunk < desc, t > has been uploaded 
desc' •t— desc 
t' ^  t 

end if 
end if 

end if 
end for 

end while 
return < desc', t' >

some chunks were uploaded by the transmitter less often than other chunks, resulting in 

uneven dissemination of chunks in the overlay. Less often uploaded chunks had longer 

dissemination times compared to other chunks. Longer dissemination times of these 

chunks may prevent their delivery to peers before their playback time. To addr(;ss this, 

in MeshTV, chunks are not requested from the transmitter, but instead, the transm itter 

selects chunks and uploads them to its receivers. By doing so, the transm itter ensures 

that it uploads each chunk approximately the same number of times. This significantly 

increases the likelihood that all chunks are evenly disseminated in the overlay.

Algorithm 4 is executed by the transmitter to select a chunk to upload to a receiver 

whenever the transm itter completes a previous upload to the same receiver. The chunk 

to upload is selected so that it has the highest timestamp among those chunks suitable 

for the receiver that the transmitter uploaded the minimum number of times. As 

in the previous algorithm, a chunk is suitable for a receiver if the chunk has not 

been downloaded or requested by the receiver from other senders and if the receiver
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downloaded or requested less than receiver’s TargetQuality  of other chunks with the 

same timestamp.

The chunk selection algorithm for the transm itter requires tha t the transm itter 

knows about chunks already downloaded or requested by its receivers and also about 

their current TargetQ uality  value. To achieve this, the transm itter maintains the 

buffer map of each receiver, whereas receivers notify it whenever they request a chunk 

from their other senders. The receivers do it by sending the NOTIFY message, similar 

to how they notify their receivers when they download a new chunk. Each NOTIFY 

message sent to the transm itter contains the receiver’s current T argetQuality  value in 

addition to the description number and the timestamp.

In the algorithm, the transm itter selects and uploads each chunk approximately 

the same number of times. This significantly increases the likelihood th a t chunks 

are disseminated evenly in the overlay and th a t their dissemination times are nearly 

uniform. However, receivers of the transm itter may receive duplicated chunks. This 

may happen if the transm itter uploads a chunk to a receiver at roughly the same 

time when the receiver requests the same chunk from another sender. However, this 

is unlikely for two reasons. First, the time interval when this situation may occur is 

short as it corresponds to the packet transmission time between the transm itter and 

the receiver. Second, the transm itter typically uploads chunks th a t other senders do 

not possess. The transm itter uploads the least uploaded chunks, which are typically 

the most recent chunks, and thus the rarest among peers.

4.3 Mesh Overlay Adaptation

In this section, we present algorithms for adapting the mesh overlay so th a t download 

rates are nearly uniform among peers and maximise the usage of the uplink bandwidth 

of peers. First, we outline objectives with respect to the download rate of peers as well
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as objectives w ith respect to the operation of the algorithm s. Then, we show properties 

of a mesh overlay th a t allow download rates to meet the objectives. Subsequently, we 

present our basic algorithm  for adap ting  a mesh overlay so th a t the overlay exhibits 

these properties. This algorithm  is then  enhanced to  improve its performance. And 

finally, we describe the  m em bership m anagem ent protocol used in M eshTV.

4.3.1 Objectives

O bjectives of th e  M eshTV  overlay ad ap ta tion  wdth respect to peer download rates are:

•  Utilise the  m axim um  of the available uplink bandw idth  of all peers and the 

tran sm itte r for the  dissem ination of content. Formally,

N  /  N  N  \

DownloadRatei — m in j ''^^uplinki, downlinkj 1 (4.1)
i=l \i=0  i=l /

where DownloadBatei, iipHnki and downlink^ are, respectively, the dowaiload 

rate , the  uplink bandw idth  and the downlink bandwddth of peer i. Indices range 

from 0 to  N ,  where index 0 is reserved for the transm itte r. The tran sm itte r 

con tribu tes its uplink bandw idth, bu t does not download content, so its down

load ra te  is equal to 0. This formula captures the possibility th a t the downlink 

bandwddth of some peers may reduce their download rate . If the cum ulative 

downlink bandw idth  of peers is lower than  the cum ulative uplink bandw idth  of 

all peers and the transm itter, then  peers cannot utilise the  entire uplink band

w idth available in the system. However, this is unlikely due to  the popularity  of 

asym m etric In terne t connections, such as ADSL, where the  downlink bandw idth  

is higher th an  the uplink bandw idth.

•  Deliver content a t the same ra te  to  each peer, unless the dowmload ra te  of the
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peer is reduced by the peer’s downhnk bandwidth. Formally,

DownloadRatei = min ( downlink;, max DownloadRatej ) for all i = 1, . . . ,N
V  i < j < i v  ■'J

(4.2)

This formula also captures the possibility that the individual downlink bandwidth 

of a peer may reduce its download rate. If this is the case, the portion of the 

uplink bandwidth unused by the peer is shared among remaining peers in order 

to increase their download rate.

When these two objectives are satisfied, download rates are nearly uniform among 

peers and the upload rate of peers and of the transmitter is maximised. Furthermore, 

Fornnilas 4.1 and 4.2 can be simplified under the assumption that the dowidink band

width of peers does not reduce the download rate of these peers. Then, download rates 

are uniform among peers and the two fornuilas are equivalent to:

uplink.i
DownloadRatei — — — -------  for all i — . .. ,N  (4.3)

Objectives with respect to the operation of the algorithms are:

• D ecentralisation for scalability. A centralised adaptation algorithm requires 

continuous global knowledge about all peers in the system and about their cur

rently available bandwidth. This does not scale to a large number of peers wdth 

dynamic bandwidth. To avoid scalability problems, the algorithm should be de

centralised, meaning that individual peers adapt the overlay.

• Continuous adaptation. Arrival and departure of peers and variation in their 

available bandwidth may occur at any time, so the algorithm should never cease 

to adapt the overlay.

• Low com m unication overhead. Communication overhead incurred by the al

gorithm reduces the bandwidth available for the dissemination of media content.
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Thus, the communication overhead should be minimised to allow for the maxi

mum download rate of peers and thereby for the maxinumi quality of their play

back.

• Short adaptation tim e. To maximise the quality of playback at peers in the 

minimal amount of time, the time required by the algorithm to adapt the overlay 

should be minimised.

For the purpose of algorithms presented in this section, we assume that any two peers 

can communicate with each other, irrespective of firewalls and Network Address Trans

lations (NATs). Techniques discussed in [35] can be used to enable communication 

through most firewalls and NATs.

4.3.2 D esired Properties of the Overlay

The overlay adaptation algorithms are based on our observation that download rates 

may be uniform among peers and the upload rate of peers may be maximised when 

the overlay exhibits the following properties:

1. The number of receivers (out-degree) of each peer and of the transm itter is pro

portional to the uplink bandwidth. Formally,

uplinki uplinkj for all ?;, j  =  0 ,1,.., A'’ (4.4)
outdegreCi outdegreCj 

In other words, the uplink-to-outdegree ratio is the same at all peers and the 

transmitter.

2. The number of senders (in-degree) is the same at every peer. Formally,

indegreCi = indegreej = K  for all i , j  =  1, . . . ,N  (4.5)

where K  is a system-wide constant denoting the number of senders of each peer. 

The transm itter has no senders.
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For tlie observation to be valid, the uplink bandwidth of a peer and of the transm itter 

should be shared approximately equally among receivers. To achieve this, a protocol 

for transm itting data  over the physical network should allocate the available uplink 

bandwidth of a peer approximately equally among connections to receivers. This pre

vents the use of traditional T C P /IP  congestion control protocols, such as TC P Reno, 

which show a bias against connections wdth long Round-Trip Time (RTT) |67|. Conges

tion control protocols th a t share the available bandwidth approximately equally among 

connections and th a t can be used in MeshTV have been proposed in |77, 16, 46|.

Based on Forrimlas 4.4 and 4.5, we can derive an equation for the desired out-degree 

of peer ?:

uplinki * N  * K  
outdegreei = ;—  (4.6)

uphnkj

where i =  0 , 1, . . .,A^. This is based on the observation tha t the amount of uplink 

l)andwidtli allocated by a peer to each receiver is equal to 1/A 'th of the dowaiload 

rate of the receiver as the receiver downloads content from K  senders in parallel. The 

download rate of the receiver is obtainefl from Formula 4..3. When the out-degree of a 

peer is smaller or larger than the right-hand side of the above equation, we say tha t 

the peer is, respectively, underloaded or overloaded.

4.3.3 Basic Overlay A daptation Algorithm

In the basic adaptation algorithm, each peer continuously ensures tha t it has K  senders, 

where K  is a system-wide configurable constant. When the number of senders of a peer 

decreases due to departure of a sender, the peer selects a random peer as a new sender. 

Furthermore, each peer periodically performs the exploration action. In the exploration 

action, a peer replaces the sender from which it receives the worst download rate with 

a new, exploratory, sender selected randomly from the set of all participating peers and
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the transmitter. A random peer/transm itter is provided to a peer by the membership 

management protocol.

There are two reasons why we chose the random peer selection approach for finding 

new senders of peers. First, random selection minimises the time required to find a 

new sender to replace an existing one that leaves the overlay. This improves resilience 

to peer churn compared to approaches that require finding a specific sender. Second, 

random selection minimises the communication overhead of finding a sender.

I'he exploration action requires that a peer maintains an estimated download rate, 

denoted as drates, for each sender s in order to determine the worst sender. For this 

reason, each peer measures the download rate received from each of its senders between 

consecutive exploration actions and updates the current estimate using the formula

drates — a x  new Measurements +  (1 — a) x drateg (4-7)

where a  is a weighting factor that determines the significance of the latest measurement 

over historical ones. The w^eighted update prevents disconnecting a generally well 

performing sender due to interim fluctuations in its performance. Such fluctuations may 

occur w'hen the sender becomes temporarily overloaded by too many new receivers that 

selected it as an exploratory sender. Its old receivers take into account the history of its 

performance and may decide to stay connected to the sender despite the poor interim 

download rate. However, the new receivers replace the sender due to the unsatisfying 

download rate, thereby restoring its good performance for the old receivers.

In the algorithm, in each exploration round, each peer and the transm itter gains, 

on average, one new receiver. This is because the membership management protocol 

provides each peer with a random peer selected uniformly from the set of all partici

pating peers and the transmitter. As a consequence, in each exploration round, each 

peer and the transm itter is selected as an exploratory sender, on average, by one peer.

In each exploration round, each peer, and the transmitter, may also lose some exis-
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ting receivers. Each receiver of a peer, or of the transm itter, compares its download 

rate from this peer/transm itter with its download rate from each of the remaining K  — 1 

senders. If the download rate from the peer/transm itter is the lowest, the receiver dis

connects from the peer/transm itter, thereby reducing the load of this peer/transm itter.

The out-degree of each peer, and the transm itter, approaches the desired out-degree 

determmed by Equation 4.6. When a peer, or the transm itter, is underloaded, it gains, 

on average, one new receiver in each exploration round and its existing receivers do not 

disconnect, so its out-degree increases. When a peer, or the transm itter, is overloaded, 

it gains, on average, one new receiver, but some existing receivers may disconnect, so 

its out-degree stays constant or decreases. Typically, the out-degree of a peer increases 

until it reaches the desired out-degree and then it oscillates around this desired out- 

degree.

A tlrawback of the presented overlay adaptation algorithm is that the out-degree 

may increase, on average, by only 1 in each exploration round. This may result in 

a long time of adaptation of the out-degree of peers with high uplink bandwidth. 

For example, for K  = 10 and the heterogeneous bandwidth distribution used in our 

experiments (see Table 5.1), the desired out-degree of peers with the highest uplink 

bandwidth is equal to 42. Wlien such a peer arrives in the system, it initially has no 

receivers, and so it needs, on average, at least 42 exploration rounds to gain the desired 

number of receivers.

4.3.4 M eshTV  Overlay A daptation Algorithm

In this section, we enhance the basic algorithm to improve the speed of overlay adap

tation. In the enhanced algorithm, a peer and the transm itter may gain multiple 

receivers in each exploration round. To achieve this, we modify how a peer discovers 

an exploratory sender and how a peer selects an existing sender to disconnect.

Similarly to the basic algorithm, each peer continuously ensures tha t it has K
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senders. A peer also periodically replaces one of its existing senders with an exploratory 

sender. We first describe how a peer discovers an exploratory sender and then how it 

selects an existing sender to disconnect.

Discovery of an Exploratory Sender

The discovery of an exploratory sender for peer A involves the following steps:

1. Peer A selects a random peer R.

2. Peer A requests peer R for one of its senders.

3. Peer R selects one of its senders and returns the selecte^d sender to peer A.

4. The returned sender of R  becomes the exploratory sender of peer A.

To find a random peer in step 1, peer A uses the membership management proto

col. The membership management protocol provides a peer selected at random or the 

transmitter selected with the same probability as any peer. The transmitter has no 

senders, so if it is provided by the membership management protocol, it becomes the 

exploratory sender of the requesting peer and the remaining steps 2-4 are skipped.

In step 3, the random peer R selects one of its senders to be returned to peer A. 

By selecting a sender, peer R increases the out-degree of the sender (peer A becomes 

a new receiver of the sender) and thereby reduces the uplink-to-outdegree ratio of the 

sender. As the goal of the overlay adaptation is to equalise the uplink-to-outdegree 

ratio of all peers, peer R, selects the sender so that the uplink-to-outdegree ratio of its 

senders is maximally close to each other.

It is not always appropriate for peer R  to select the sender with the highest uplink- 

to-outdegree ratio. A selection strategy based on selecting always the sender wdth the 

highest uplink-to-outdegree ratio results in large oscillations in the uplink-to-outdegree 

ratio of peers over time. This is because a peer with the uplink-to-outdegree ratio
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insigniicaiitly liigher than the uphnk-to-outdegree ratio of other peers might be selected 

by all jeceivers. Consequently, the number of receivers of such a peer may double. To 

avoid Rich oscillations, in MeshTV, peer R  selects a sender probabilistically, where the 

probablity of selecting each sender corresponds to the uplink-to-outdegree ratio of the 

sender

Th< strategy for peer R  to select a sender is based two observations. First, the 

randon peer may estimate the uplink-to-outdegree ratio of each sender based on the 

downlead rate from the sender as these two values are approximately the same. Second, 

if each receiver of a peer selects this ])eer to be returned as an exploratory sender with 

the sane probability p, then the out-degree of the peer, equal to outdegree, is expected 

to chaige to

outdegree * (1 + p )  (4-8)

Corres)ondingly, the download rate from this peer at each receiver, equal to drate, is 

expecttd to change to

^  (4.9)
1 + P

In M esiT\', a peer individually computes probability pi of selecting each sender z, for 

i =  1,1,..., A'. Given the download rate from each sender, dratei, the peer computes

each p, such th a t 0 <  Pi < 1, =  1 and the expected new download rates,

drateifyl +Pi),  are maximally close to each other. Notice tha t by increasing Pi, the 

value o' dratei/{I  + P i) decreases, and so the values of pt should minimise

dratei / ,  ,
max --------  (4-10)

l < i < K  1 + p i

To derve the algorithm for finding each pi, we define the set M A X  tha t contains all 

indices i for which dra te i /{1 + Pi) is equal to the value of Formula 4.10. Notice th a t 

to minmise the value of Formula 4.10, Pi may be greater than 0 only for i e  M A X .  

If pj wis greater than 0 for some j  ^  M A X ,  then by sharing the value of pj among
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all Pi for i G A4AX, the value of Formula 4.10 could be further reduced. Thus, the set 

M A X  needs to  satisfy the following conditions:

(jrnfp ■’ > dratcj for all i G M A X . j  ^ M A X  (4.11)
1 + P i

I +  Pi  I + P 3 

for Pi {i =  1,.., K  and 0 < pi < I) such that

dratCi dra te j  ^
 ̂ for all i , j  e  M A X  (4.12)

Y .  (4-13)
ieMAX

To calculate pi, we substitute p[ for I + Pi into Equations 4.12 and 4.13:

dratCi dratCi
p't p

for all i , j G M A X  (4-14)
j

p[ = \ MA X \  + l (4.15)
i e M A X

where \ MA X \  is the number of elements of the set M A X .  From these, we derive

nvnfp ■
p[ =  i \ M A X \  +  1) * ^  ,-------  for all i G M A X  (4.16)

L . j e M A X

And if we substitu te back 1 + Pi for p[, we obtain

nvnfp ■
Pi  = { \ MAX\  +  1) * = ---------- ]----------- 1 for all i G M A X  (4.17)

^ j e M A x  dratej

This equation for Pi  can be substituted into the condition in Formula 4.11

> dr ate j for all j  ^  M A X  (4-18)^ i e M A X  d r a t C j

\ MAX\  +  1

Algorithm 5 uses these formulas to compute each Pi, given dratSi, for i =  1 ,2 ,..., A'. 

In lines 1-4, the algorithm finds the set M A X by iteratively adding indices i ̂  M A X  

for which dratCi is maximal. This continues until M A X contains all indices or the 

condition in Formula 4.18 is satisfied. In lines 5-7, Pi for all i G M A X  are set according
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A lg o rith m  5 Computes Pi, given dratCi, for all i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,K  such tha t 0 <  pj <  1, 
Z^i=iPi =  1 and maxi<j</<(rfraie,/(l + Pi)) is minimal.

1: M A X  ^  0 
2: r e p e a t
3: M A X  <— M A X  U arg max dratCi

i^MAX

4: u n til  \M A X \  = K  or max^^M^.x rfratei <

5: for i G M A X  d o

6: P , ^ { 1 - ^ \ M A X \ ) * ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ----------- 1
L^jeMAX dratej

7: e n d  for
8: for  ̂ ^  M A X  d o  
9: p , < - 0

10: e n d  for

to Equation 4.17. In lines 8-10, remaining pi are set to 0. When the algorithm finishes, 

m axi< j< /^((iraiej/(l+pj)) is minimal and probabilities pi may be used to select a sender 

to be returned to the requesting peer.

The described method of the discovery of an exploratory sender does not specify 

how i)eers acquire their very hrst receiver. If a  peer has no receivers, it cannot be 

discovered as a sender of a random peer. Therefore, to acquire an initial receiver, in 

step 3, the random peer R  with no receivers returns to the requesting peer A itself 

rather than one of its senders. As a consequence, the requesting peer A becomes the 

first receiver of the random peer R. and may suf)sequently provide more receivers.

Selection o f a Sender to Disconnect

To keep a constant immber of senders, a peer disconnects one of its existing senders 

before connecting to an exploratory sender obtained from a random peer. The sender 

to disconnect is selected with the objective to equalise the uplink-to-outdegree ratio of 

senders. Disconnection of a sender decreases its out-degree, and so increases its uplink- 

to-outdegree ratio. To prevent large oscillations in the out-degree of peers over time.
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A lgorithm  6 Computes Pi, given dratei, for all i =  1,2,. . . ,K  such that 0 < jh < 1, 
' ^ i = i P i  = 1 and — Pi ) )  is maximal.

M I N  ^  0 
repeat

M I N  M I N  U arg min dratCi
iiMIN

'ThieMiN dratci4; until |A//iV| = K  or min^^M/iv dratCi > ^

5: for i e  M I N  do
I ,  X dratCi

6: P i <— 1 — (|Af/A^| — 1) *

8
9

10

'Thj^MiN dratCj
7: end for

for i ^  M I N  do
Pi  ^ 0  

end for

the sender to disconnect is selected probabilistically, similar to how an exploratory 

sender is selected by a random peer.

The strategy for selecting the sender to disconnect is based on the observation that 

if each receiver of a peer disconnects this peer with the same probability p, then the 

out-degree of the peer, equal to outdegree, is expected to change to

outdegree * {1 — p) (4.19)

Correspondingly, the download rate from this peer at each receiver, equal to drate, is 

expected to change to

(4.20)
1 - p

A peer individually computes probability pi of disconnecting each sender z, for i =  

1, 2,..., A'. Given the download rate from each sender, dratCi, the peer comput(!S each 

Pi such that 0 < Pi < 1, =  1 and the expected new download rates, dratei/{\  —

Pi ) ,  are maximally close to each other. Notice that by increasing jh, the value of 

dratei/{ \ — pi) increases, and so the values of Pi should maximise

dvcitci IAmm --------
l< i<A ' I  — Pi
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A lgorithm  6 shows how each Pi is com puted. We do not discuss the algorithm  as it is 

analogous to  A lgorithm  5.

4.3.5 M em bership M anagem ent

In this section, we discuss the m em bership m anagem ent protocol th a t is used in Me- 

shTV  to  provide peers w ith addresses of a random  subsets of all peers and the tran s

m itter. M em bership m anagem ent may be realised as a centralised com ponent. For 

exam ple, B itT orrent uses a centralised tracker th a t m aintains a list of all partic ipating  

peers. All peers periodically notify the tracker about their presence. Peers th a t do 

not notify the tracker are removed from the list. W hen needed, peers may request a 

random  subset of all peers from the tracker. However, for large P 2P  overlays, a cen tra

lised tracker may become a system  bottleneck. For this reason, more recent versions 

of B itT orrent incorporate DHT overlays to decentralise the tracker service I36).

D istributed  approaches to m em bership m anagem ent have been a focus of umch 

recent work in P 2P  systems. S tructured  and unstructu red  P2P  overlays have been 

used for m em bership m anagem ent. Approaches using structu red  overlays include DHT- 

based Il7 | and tree-based [62|. Approaches using unstructured  overlays are typically 

based on gossipping |126, 58, 37, 59| or random  walks |123]. Gossip-based approaches 

are especially su itable for applications th a t require th a t each peer periodically receives 

a fresh sam ple of peer addresses. M eshTV is an example of such application as it uses 

the overlay ad ap ta tion  algorithm  th a t requires th a t each peer periodically discovers a 

random  peer. For such applications, gossip-based approaches offer low com nm nication 

overhead and high resilience to peer churn [37].

In gossip-based approaches, each peer periodically produces a fresh partial view  th a t 

contains addresses of a lim ited subset of all peers in the system. These peer addresses 

may be used by a peer to  find initial or new neighbours. For m any applications, 

including M eshTV, it is im p o rtan t th a t the d istribution  of peer addresses am ong partia l
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views is nearly uniform. If the distribution is not uniform, addresses of some peers 

may appear more often in partial views than addresses of other peers. This may 

result in some peers being selected as neighbours more often than other peers, and 

potentially, becoming overloaded. Many existing gossip-based protocols have been 

shown to produce non-uniform distributions (58|.

In MeshTV, we selected the CYCLON protocol |126] for gossip-based membership 

management. The reason for selecting CYCLON is that it generates nearly uniform 

distributions of peer addresses among partial views. These distributions have even 

lower variance than a uniform random distribution that is equivalent to selecting peer 

addresses at random for inclusion in partial views.

In CYCLON, each peer maintains a partial view that contains at most c entries, 

where c is a system-wide configurable parameter with a typical value of 20 or 50. Each 

entry contains the network address of a participating peer and the age of the entry. 

Each peer P  periodically initiates the enhanced shuffle algorithm, proposed in |126|, 

that performs the following steps:

1. Increase by one the age of all entries in the partial view.

2. Select peer Q with the highest age among all entries in the partial view and select 

additional / — 1 {I < I < c) other random entries.

3. Replace Q's entry with the new entry that has age 0 and P ’s address.

4. Send the updated subset of size I to peer Q.

5. Receive from Q a subset of no more than I of Q’s entries.

6. Discard entries with P ’s address and entries already contained in P ’s partial view.

7. Include the remaining received entries in the partial view. Some entries sent to 

Q may have to be removed from the partial view so that the number of entries 

in the partial view does not exceed c.
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The parameter I is system-wide and configurable. The receiving peer Q rephes by 

sending hack a random subset of at most I of its own entries and updates its partial 

view' to include all received entries. Peer Q does not increase the age of any entry until 

its ow'n turn  comes to initiate the shuffle algorithm.

Furthermore, CYCLON proposes a method for joining peers to obtain their initial 

partial views. However, this requires tha t a joining peer knows a single peer th a t is 

already participating in the protocol. Such a peer may be discovered in various ways, 

including broadcasting in the local netw'ork, making use of IP multicast, or contacting 

a well-known server. Finding such a peer is beyond the scope of this work and has 

been addressed elsewhere |41|.

4.3.6 D iscussion

In this section, we first presented objectives of the MeshTV overlay adaptation with 

respect to the download rate of peers and with respect to the operation of the algo

rithms. Then, we presented properties of the mesh overlay that allow download rates 

to meet the objectives. We {)resented an initial algorithm th a t adapts the mesh overlay 

so tha t the overlay exhibits these properties. In the algorithm, the in-degree of each 

peer is constant, whereas the out-degree of a peer and the transm itter adapts to the 

uplink bandwidth. However, we identified tha t in this initial algorithm, the out-degree 

of a peer may increase, on average, at most by 1 in each exploration round. To improve 

performance, we devised an enhanced algorithm in which the out-degree of a peer may 

increase faster. Experimental results, presented in the next chapter, show th a t the en

hanced algorithm  may adapt a random overlay in only 4 exploration rounds and tha t 

this adaptation time is independent of the number of participating peers.

The presented overlay adaptation algorithms satisfy our further objectives w'ith res

pect to their operation. The algorithms are decentralised to ensure their scalability. To 

accommodate dynamic arrival and departure of peers and variations in peer bandwidth.
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the algorithms never cease to adapt the overlay. Moreover, the algorithms require low 

communication overhead. In the initial algorithm, the communication overhead of a 

])eer is related to disconnecting a single sender and connecting to a single new sender 

in each exploration round. In the enhanced algorithm, the communication overhead of 

a peer involves additionally requesting an exploratory sender from a random peer in 

each exploration round.

Lim ited downlink bandwidth. When the dow'nlink bandwidth of some ])eers re

duces their download rate, a portion of the uplink bandwidth allocated to these peers 

by their senders is unused by these peers. This unused portion of the uplink bandwidth 

should be used to increase the download rate of remaining peers in the overlay. In par

ticular, the download rate of remaining peers should be increased by an approximately 

equal amount so that download rates are uniform among these peers.

To show that MeshTV adapts the overlay such that the uplink bandwidth unused 

by peers with low downlink bandwidth increases the download rate of remaining peers, 

assume that peer P  has a receiver R  and that the downlink bandwidth of R  reduces 

/?’s download rate from P. A congestion control protocol shares the available uplink 

bandwidth of P  equally among its receivers. Since R  cannot use a portion of P ’s 

uplink bandwidth that has been allocated to it, the congestion control protocol shares 

this unused portion of the uplink bandwidth among remaining receivers of P- This 

increases the download rate from P  at each of the remaining receivers of P. However, 

when the download rate from P  at these receivers is higher than their download rate 

from other senders, they are more likely to return P  to peers requesting an exploratory 

sender. Thereby, the number of receivers of P  may increase and, eventually, download 

rates become uniform among peers with sufficient downlink bandwidth.

Stream  reception delay. The stream reception delay of a peer is the delay between 

the time when chunks of the media stream are produced by the transm itter and the
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Figure 4.3: Representation of the mesh overlay as multiple multicast trees.

time when these chunks are received by the peer. In a single multicast tree, the 

stream reception delay of a peer is proportional to the depth of the peer in the tree. 

To minimise the stream reception delay of peers, the depth of the tree needs to be 

minimis('d. To accomplish this, the tree is constructed so th a t peers with a higher 

out-degrce (i.e., with higher uplink bandwidth) are placed at a lower depth (i.e., closer 

to the transm itter).

In nniltiple multicast trees, the stream  reception delay of a peer is proportional to 

its maxiumm depth in a tree. Therefore, to  reduce the stream  reception delay of peers, 

the depth of all trees needs to be minimised. To accomplish this, multicast trees are 

constructed so th a t each peer is an interior node in at most one tree and peers with a 

higher out-degree are placed a t a lower depth in each tree.

In contrast to single and multiple multicast trees, mesh overlays are unstructured 

and thereby more difficult to analyse. However, the adapted mesh overlay may be 

represented as multiple multicast trees [13, 76|. In this representation, each of K  

senders (rf a peer in the mesh overlay is a parent of this peer in one of the trees, as 

illustrated in Figure 4.3. Thus, the stream  reception delay of peers can be minimised 

in the same way as it is accomplished in multiple multicast trees. As a peer should be
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an interior node in at most one tree and a leaf node in the remaining trees, only one 

sender of the peer in the mesh overlay should be close to the transm itter, whereas the 

remaining senders should be further away. Moreover, the distance from the transm itter 

to this single sender should be lower for peers with a higher out-degree. Work on an 

algorithm for such adaptation of the mesh overlay has been initiated in (13| and remains 

open for future work.

4.4 Discussion

In this chapter, we described the MeshTV system and its algorithms. In particular, 

we presented the algorithm for a peer to select chunks to download so th a t the quality 

of playback adapts to the cumulative download rate of the peer from its senders. This 

algorithm also allows for a short playback startup  delay. A peer initially downloads 

a small number of chunks tha t correspond to the basic quality of playback and allow 

for a short s tartup  delay. The quality of playback gradually improves over time as the 

inmiber of chunks to download is increased. We also presented the algorithm for a peer 

to select a chunk to request from a sender and for the transm itter to select a chunk to 

upload to a receiver. These algorithms disseminate chunks in the overlay so th a t the 

dissemination time is uniform among chunks, increasing the likelihood th a t chunks are 

delivered to  peers before their playback time.

Furthermore, we presented algorithms for peers to adapt the mesh overlay so tha t 

download rates are nearly uniform among peers and the upload rate of peers is maxi

mised. When these algorithms are combined with algorithms for adapting the quality 

of playback, peers deliver playback at the quality tha t is nearly uniform among peers 

and maximises the uplink bandwidth available in the system.
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Evaluation

In this chapter, vve evaluate the MeshTV system to show that it is scalable, resilient, 

delivers playback at the optimal quality to all peers, and allows for a short playback 

startup  delay. This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.1, we discuss various 

approaches for evaluating P2P systems and reasons for the use of a simulator to evaluate 

MeshTV. In Section 5.2, we present the MeshTV network simulator. In Section 5.3, 

we discuss settings common for experiments in this chapter.

In Section 5.4, we show that MeshTV adapts the overlay so that the out-degree 

of each peer adapts to the peer’s uplink bandwidth, the upload rate of each peer is 

maximised, and download rates are nearly uniform among peers. We also show’ tha t 

these download rates are resilient to peer churn and to catastrophic failures. We analyse 

the delay between the time when the stream is produced at the transm itter and the 

time when it is delivered to each peer. We show th a t this delay is below 7 seconds 

for 5000 peers and is nearly uniform among peers. We show that a random overlay 

adapts in only 4 adaptation rounds and tha t this adaptation time is independent of the 

number of participating peers, thereby ensuring the scalability of overlay adaptation. 

We analyse the communication overhead of MeshTV and show that it is about 13% of 

the media content transm itted in the network.
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Furthermore, in Section 5.5, we show that the quality of playback at peers adapts 

to their download rate. We also show that the quality of playback is resilient to peer 

churn and catastrophic failures. We show that joining peers exhibit only 3 seconds 

delay before the start of media playback at the basic quality level. Finally, in Section 

5.6, we conclude this chapter.

5.1 Approaches for Evaluating P2P Systems

The main types of approaches for evaluating large-scale P2P systems are based on 

real-world measurements, experimental network testbeds, analytical modelling and si

mulation modelling.

Real-world m easurem ents. Real-world measurements may be used to evaluate 

already deployed systems that have a large population of users. Measurements typically 

involve collecting and analysing data about peers and about the network traffic between 

these peers |68, 92, 105, 50|. Measurements have the advantage that they evaluate 

systems in target deployment environments of these systems. However, measurements 

do not allow for evaluation in advance of building and deploying systems. Such early 

evaluation may be necessary to consider alternative system designs and algorithms.

Network testbeds. A network testbed is a computer network made available to 

researchers to allow them to experiment with their distributed systems |91, 130, 120], 

The advantage of network testbeds is that they allow to evaluate systems on real com

puters and real physical networks. The disadvantages of evaluating P2P systems are 

following. First, widely accessible network testbeds, such as PlanetLab [91] and Emu- 

Lab [130], are used for experiments concurrently by many researchers. Consequently, 

network and computer resources available to each experiment are relatively small, li

miting the scale of each experiment. Second, multiple experiments running in parallel
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on the same computer network may interfere with each other, making their evahiation 

results unreproducible |113|. Reproducible results are necessary to compare different 

systems with each other and to consider alternative algorithms. Finally, network test

beds are not representative of the target deployment environment of P2P systems [113|. 

This is because network testbeds are built on high capacity managed infrastructures, 

whereas P2P systems are typically deployed on desktop machines connected to the 

Internet using DSL or cable modems.

A nalytical m odelling. Analytical modelling develops mathematical functions that 

describe how a system changes from one state to another and how variables of the sys

tem depend on each other [97, 64|. These functions allow to obtain evaluation results 

independently of the scale (e.g., number of peers, rate of a media stream) of the sys

tem. However, complex interactions between peers and numerous other environmental 

factors, such as variations in peer bandwidth or peer churn, require that analytical mo

dels often rely on simplifying assumptions that break down under real-world conditions 

|14|.

Simulation m odelling. Simulation modelling relates to evaluation of a system with 

a sinnilator. The advantage of simulation modelling compared to real-world measure

ments and experiments on network testbeds is that a simulator provides a controlled 

environment, where results are reproducible. A simulator also allows to experiment 

with different system and network configurations, which may not be possible using 

real-world measurements and network testbeds. Finally, a sinmlator is often easier to 

build compared to a real-world system that is required for experiments on network 

testbeds and for measurements. A disadvantage of simulation modelling is that the 

accuracy of evaluation results depends on the accuracy of the simulator.

A simulator of a P2P content delivery system simulates both the operation of the 

system and the transmission of data between peers over the underlying physical net-
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work. Based on how it simulates the transmission of data over the network, it is 

classified as flow-level or packet-level.

Flow-level simulators. A flow-level simulator simulates the transmission of batch 

da ta  over network links [43, 132, 10]. It determines the bandwidth available to a 

connection between two peers and transm its data in a single batch over the connection. 

By simulating the transmission of batch data rather than individual data  packets, 

flow-level simulators reduce computations and memory usage. Flow-level simulators 

typically allocate bandwidth to connections using the method called minimurn-share 

allocation [43]. In this method, the bandwidth allocated to a connection is given 

l)y the minimum of fair shares of bandwidth at the uplink of a sender peer and the 

downlink of a receiver peer. The fair share of bandwidth of a link is defined as the 

link bandwidth divided by the number of connections concurrently sharing the link. 

The advantage of this method is high computational efficiency. However, this method 

inaccurately allocates bandwidth to connections concurrently sharing a single network 

link. In particular, it may not find a possible allocation of the link bandwidth among 

these connections such tha t the entire link bandwidth is utilised. Consequently, the 

bandwidth available in the network may be underutilised.

The inefficiency of bandwidth allocation in flow-level simulators is illustrated in 

Figure 5.1. In this figure, peers X  and Y  upload data to peers A, B  and C. The uplink 

bandwidth of peers X  and F  is 3 Mbps each. The downlink bandwidth of peers A, D 

and C is respectively 3 Mbps, 0.5 Mbps and 1 Mbps. The minimum-share allocation 

in this scenario is following. The connection X  ^  4̂ is allocated 1 Mbps, which is 

the uplink bandwidth of peer X  shared equally among its three connections with jjeers 

A, D and C. The connection X  ^  5  is allocated 0.5 Mbps, which is 5 ’s downlink 

bandwidth. The connections X  C  and Y  C  are allocated 0.5 Mbps each, which 

is the downlink bandwidth of peer C  shared equally between its two connections with
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Figure 5.1: Example of inefficient bandwidth allocation to connections in a flow-level 
sinnilator.

peers X  and Y. However, this bandwidth allocation results in the uplink bandwidth 

of peer X  being underutilised. Peers B  and C underuse their fair share of X ’s uplink 

bandwidth due to their constrained downlink bandwidth. This unused portion of the 

uplink bandwidth of peer X  should be allocated to peer A, which has enough downlink 

})andwidtli to use it. However, solving this issue would incur significant conij)lexity in 

the design of flow-level sinnilators and would reduce their performance.

P acket-level sim ulators. Packet-level network simulators, such as ns-2 |84|, OM- 

NeT I I  |87| and SSFNet |114|, provide a more realistic network model compared to 

flow-level simulators. They simulate the transmission of each individual data and 

control packet, imposing propagation delays and bandwidth restrictions at each link. 

Packet-level sinmlators typically provide implementations of main Internet protocols, 

including multiple variants of the T C P /IP  protocol |115|. They simulate the trans

mission of every data packet and control packet, such as TCP SYN, ACK. They also 

sinnilate the operation of protocol specific mechanisms, such as the TCP congestion 

control and TC P timeouts. However, such detailed simulations involve intensive com-
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putations and large memory usage, normally limiting simulations to a maximum of 

hundreds of peers.

5.2 M eshTV Network Simulator

Flow-level network simulators scale to a larger number of peers, but they reduce the 

accuracy of bandwidth modelling compared to packet-level network simulators. As 

discussed, flow-level simulators may underutilise the bandwidth available in the over

lay. This renders them inappropriate for evaluating the effectiveness of bandwidth 

utilisation in MeshTV. On the other hand, existing packet-level network simulators 

aim at modelling every single detail of the physical network, including routers, links 

and protocols. Such detailed simulations incur a large overhead and thereby limit the 

scalability of simulations. For example, in [12], we proposed and evaluated the basic 

MeshTV overlay adaptation algorithm described in Section 4.3.3 of this thesis. For the 

evaluation, we used the popular ns-2 simulator with the entire T C P /IP  stack. Howe

ver, we were unable to simulate more than 500 peers with ns-2 due to the large memory 

and processor consumption during these simulations. Such low number of {)eers is not 

representative for real-world live events.

To experiment with more than 500 peers, we developed our own packet-level network 

simulator. For the accuracy of network modelling, it simulates the transmission of every 

data packet over the network and imposes bandwidth constraints and propagation 

delay on network links. For scalability, it allocates the bandwidth of network links 

among connections concurrently sharing these links without the overhead of simulating 

congestion avoidance and control [56]. We experimentally validated the accuracy of 

our network simulator by comparing MeshTV evaluation results obtained using this 

simulator and using ns-2. The evaluation results were the same using both simulators 

when simulating up to 500 peers, which was the maximum number supported by ns-2.
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Furthermore, we plan to release our network simulator to the public to let researchers 

simulate their own P2P content delivery systems at scales larger than those achievable 

with ns-2. We expect this will provide more feedback on the accuracy of our network 

simulator.

Our network simulator assumes a star topology of the physical network as illustrated 

in Figure 5.2. In this topology, every peer is located at an edge and is connected with 

its downlink and uplink to a single router in the core. The router has infinite bandwidth 

and its task is to forward packets to appropriate peers. The star topology corresponds 

to a connnon assumption th a t bandwidth bottlenecks in P2P networks are at access 

links of peers to the Internet rather than in the core of the Internet [85|. Nevertheless, 

bandw'idth bottlenecks in the core of the Internet do not affect the correct functioning 

of MesliTV. Bandwidth bottlenecks in the core of the Internet, typically caused by 

congestion, may reduce the available bandwidth between some peers. This may cause 

problems in P2P systems which correct functioning relies on estimating the uplink 

and downlink bandwidth of peers. Such P2P systems include ChunkySpread, PRIME 

and most of tree-based systems in which the peer out-degree is determined based on 

the peer uplink bandwidth. In these systems, tw'o peers may connect to each other 

based on their uplink and downlink bandwidth, while a bandwidth bottleneck at an 

intermediate router may prevent transmission of data between these two peers at a 

required rate. In contrast, peers in MeshTV continuously refine their set of senders 

based on their dow'uload rate from these senders. When a bandwidth bottleneck in the 

core of the Internet reduces the download rate of a peer from its sender, the peer may 

decide to replace this sender with a new exploratory sender.

The goal of our network simulator is to simulate the transmission of packets over 

the network so that:

•  Peers transm it data at the rate not exceeding their uplink bandwidth.

•  Peers receive data at the rate not exceeding their dow-nlink bandwidth
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Figure 5.2: Star network topology.

•  The bandwidth of a network link (i.e., uplink or downlink) is shared equally by 

connections tha t use this link.

• A portion of the link bandwidth allocated to a connection and unused by this 

connection is shared by remaining connections th a t use the same link so th a t the 

entire link bandwidth may be utilised.

• Network links impose delays on the propagation of packets.

Figure 5.3 illustrates the transmission of a packet from peer X  to peer A in our net

work simulator. Initially, peer X  creates a packet and adds a header of 40 bytes to 

the packet. The header of such size imitates the T C P /IP  header. The maximum 

size of a packet including its header is 1500 bytes, which corresponds to the typical 

value of the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) for Ethernet links |115|. In step 

1, the packet is inserted at the end of the outgoing packet queue for the appropriate 

connection. An outgoing packet queue is a FIFO queue tha t is maintained at a peer 

for each outgoing connection to a remote peer. It is used to queue packets before 

they are transm itted over the uplink as only a single packet is transm itted at a time. 

The transmission of a packet over either uplink or downlink imposes a delay th a t is
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calculated as packetS ize / linkBandwidth ,  where packetSize  is the size of the packet 

and link  Bandw idth  is the bandwidth of the link. In step 2, a packet is selected for 

the transmission over the uplink. To select a packet for the transmission, an outgoing 

packet queue is first selected and then the first packet from this queue is selected. The 

outgoing packet queue is selected in a round-robin fashion, where consecutive packets 

are selected for the transmission from consecutive non-empty queues. This ensures that 

packets are transmitted by peer X  at the total rate not exceeding the peer’s uplink 

bandwidth and that each outgoing connection is allocated an equal share of the avai

lable uplink bandwidth. Moreover, when the number of packets sent over a connection 

is insufficient to use this connection’s share of the uplink bandwidth, remaining connec

tions share the spare bandwidth. Once the packet is transmitted over the peer uplink, 

it is moved in step 3 to a buffer that imposes a network propagation delay. When this 

delay expires, the packet is moved in step 4 to an appropriate incoming packet queue 

at the destination peer A. The packet waits in this queue for its turn to be selected for 

the transmission over the downlink of peer A in step 5. The transmission of packets 

over the downlink is analogous to the described transmission of packets over the uplink. 

After the packet is transmitted over the downlink, it is delivered to peer A in stej) 6.

5.3 Experimental Setup

P2P live streaming systems attract hundreds of thousands of simultaneous viewers 

|50]. As accurate sinuilation of such large numbers of peers is currently infeasible, 

researchers aim at maximising the number of simulated peers. In our experiments, 

we sinmlate 5000 peers. This is close to the maximum number of peers that can be 

simulated in our network simulator in a reasonable time using our hardware. Due 

to the high performance of our network simulator, this number exceeds the number 

of peers used in evaluations of many other mesh-based P2P live streaming systems
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Figure 5.3: MeshTV network simulator.

|75, 90, 135]. To evaluate the time required to adapt the overlay as a function of the 

number of peers, we also run experiments with a larger number of peers, however, at 

reduced simulation accuracy as described in Section 5.4.5. Values of parameters of 

the MeshTV system are chosen experimentally and represent various tradeoffs that 

we discuss in this chapter. We experiment with stable overlays, where the set of 

participating peers or their bandwidth do not change over time, and with dynamic 

overlays, where we simulate peer churn and catastrophic failures.

Network setup. Table 5.1 shows the distribution of bandwidth among peers that is 

derived from measurements of the Gnutella P2P system [105], and so it approximates 

the distribution of peer bandwidth in the real world. In the distribution, peers are 

categorised into 4 groups: A, B, C and D, where each group has different downlink and
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Category Downlink Uplink Ratio of Peers
A 10 Mbps 5 Mbps 15%
B 3 Mbps 1 Mbps 25%
C 1.5 Mbps 384 Kbps 40%
D 784 Kbps 128 Kbps 20%
Table 5.1: Peer bandwidth c istribution.

uplink bandwidth.

In experiments in Section 5.4, the uphnk bandwidth of peers is set according to the 

giv̂ en bandwidth distribution, however, the downlink bandwidth of peers is unlimited. 

We do not limit the downlink bandwidth in order to show that the overlay adapts so 

that the download rate of all peers approaches the maximum uniform download rate of 

1179 Kbps. This maximum uniform download rate is the download rate that is uniform 

among peers and that maximises the uplink bandwidth of j)eers. It can be calculated 

with Equation 4.3.

In experiments in Section 5.5, the uplink and downlink bandwidth of peers are set 

according to the bandwidth distribution. The downlink bandwidth of peers is limited 

in these experiments in order to show that each peer adapts its quality of playback to 

its download rate that may be reduced by its individual downlink bandwidth.

In all experiments, a single transmitter peer is used to generate the media stream. 

The transmitter belongs to the category A with the uplink bandwidth of 5 Mbps.

Furthermore, in all experiments, a one-way network propagation delay between each 

two peers is selected randomly from 50ms, 100ms, 150ms and 200ms.

M eshTV  parameters. Table 5.2 presents the summary of MeshTV parameters that 

are common for experiments in this chapter. Other parameters that are specific to par

ticular experiments are discussed in sections dedicated to these experiments. Initially, 

we set parameters in Table 5.2 intuitively, based on tradeoffs discussed below and based
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Parameter Value
peer in-degree {K) 10

exploration round length 10 sec
chunk size {ChunkSize) 4 KB

max. requests pipelined to a sender {max_pipelined) 4
playback lag time (A) 30 sec

min. progress to increase the target quahty level (7 ) 10 sec
interval of periodic adaptation of the target quality level 5 sec

Table 5.2: MeshTV parameters common for experiments.

on values of similar parameters in other P2P systems [22, 90|. To adjust and verify 

these parameter settings, we subsequently ran, for each parameter, 4 to 6 experiments 

using different parameter values. We found that initial parameter settings produced 

desired and anticipated experimental results.

The parameter K  denotes the number of senders (in-degree) of eacli peer. Its 

value of 10 has been selected experimentally and represents tradeoffs that we discuss 

in Section 5.4.4, 5.4.5, and 5.4.6. In Section 5.4.4 and 5.4.5, we also experiment with 

different values of K.

The exploration round length defines the time interval between consecutive exe

cutions of the exploration action at each peer. It represents a tradeoff between the 

speed of overlay adaptation and the communication overhead related to connecting 

and disconnecting a sender by a peer. Moreover, it should be sufficiently long to allow 

a peer to calculate the average download rate from each of its senders. BitTorrent uses 

a similar parameter to describe the length of the time interval between consecutive 

choke/unchoke operations performed by a peer during which the peer needs calculate 

the average download rate from each of its senders. We experimentally found that 10 

seconds, which is also the value used by BitTorrent, is a sufficiently long interval to 

calculate the download rates and that 10 seconds enables fast overlay adaptation at a 

low communication overhead.
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The size of a clmiik represents a tradeoff between the communication overhead and 

the delay in the reception of the stream  by peers. By increasing the chunk size, the 

number of NOTIFY and REQUEST messages sent by peers decreases, while the time 

of transmission of each chunk between two peers increases. We use the value of 4 KB 

th a t is the same as the one used in [90|.

The m ax_pipelined  param eter defines the upper limit on the maximum number of 

unsatisfied chunk requests tha t a peer can issue to a single sender. Once this limit is 

reached, the peer can issue a new chunk request to the sender only when the sender 

satisfies a previous request. The value of this limit should be sufficiently high to 

eliminate the idle time between consecutive transmission of chunks by a sender to a 

receiver. To eliminate this idle time, the value of m ax  ̂ pipelined  should be at least 

equal to the number of chunks tha t can be transm itted by a sender to a receiver during 

the time of a packet round-trip between the sender and the receiver. This immber 

can be calculated as: DownloadRate * R T T /C h u n k S ize ,  where DownloadRate is the 

maximum dow'nload rate of the receiver from the sender, R T T  is the round-trip time 

of a packet between these two peers and C hunkS ize  is the size of a chunk. In turn, 

as ŵ e discu.ss in Section 5.4.4, the value of m ax_pipelined  should not be too high as 

it increases the delay in the reception of chunks by peers. We experimentally found 

tha t the value of 4 eliminates the transmission idle time and allows for a low chunk 

reception delay at peers.

The playback lag time (A) defines the delay between the time when the media 

stream is produced by the transm itter and the playback time at peers. As we discuss 

in Section 5.4.4, the playback lag time of a peer must be higher than the delay in 

the reception of a media stream  by the peer to allow for continuous playback. If the 

playback lag time is lower than the stream  reception delay of a peer, some needed 

chunks may not be delivered to the peer before the playback time. This results in 

playback interruptions tha t typically increase the playback lag time so tha t it matches
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the stream reception delay. In Section 5.4.4, we show that the playback lag time of 30 

seconds is sufficiently high for uninterrupted playback at 5000 peers.

The minimum progress to increase the target quality level (7 ) is a parameter used 

in Algorithm 1 and 3, described in Section 4.2.3 of this thesis. We experimentally 

found that its value of 10 seconds prevents the increase of the number of descriptions 

to download by a peer when this increase may result in oscillations in the quality of 

playback.

The last parameter in the table defines the time interval between periodic adapta

tions of TargetQuality in Algorithm 1, described in Section 4.2.3. The length of this 

time interval must be sufficiently long to allow a peer to calculate the average aggre

gate download rate from senders. In turn, for timely adaptation to changing download 

rates, this interval should not be too long. We experimentally found that its value of 

5 seconds represents a good tradeoff between these two requirements.

Initial overlay. In all experiments, the overlay is initially random, formed by peers 

selecting their senders at random. This represents a real-world situation called flash 

crowd [8|, where a large population of users joins at the same time to obtain popular 

content when it becomes available. In live streaming, flash crowds often coincide with 

the beginning of live transmissions.

Peer churn. We experiment with a stable overlay, where the set of peers in the 

overlay does not change during an experiment, and with peer churn, where peers conti

nuously join and leave the overlay. In experiments with peer churn, churn starts 500 

seconds after the beginning of the experiments. The beginning of peer churn is delayed 

with respect to the beginning of the experiments in order to investigate the impact of 

peer churn on the already adapted overlay. To simulate peer churn, we use a methodo

logy similar to [99, 71]. In this methodology, peer departures follow a Poisson process 

and thus are uncorrelated with each other. A new peer starts each time another peer
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leaves the overlay, so the size of the overlay is constant. Churn rates are represented by 

a median duration of a peer session, tmed- The rate of peer arrivals can be calculated 

using the fact tha t inter-arrival times in a Poisson process with an arrival rate A are 

exponentially distributed with a mean and a median In2/X. It follows tha t an 

arrival rate of a single peer is ln2/tmed, whereas the rate of any arrival in the overlay 

with N  peers is * in2/tmed- Therefore, a new peer arrives (and one departs) on 

average every tmed/{N * ln2) seconds and these inter-arrival times are exponentially 

distributed.

We use median session durations of 30, 15 and 5 minutes, for which the mean inter

arrival times in an overlay with 5000 peers are 0.52, 0.26 and 0.09 seconds, respectively. 

These settings generate rates of peer churn even higher than those observed in real P2P 

systems, such as Gnutella and Napster, for which the measured median session duration 

was about 60 minutes [105].

C atastrophic failures. We also experiment with catastTophic failures, where 50% 

of all peers leave the overlay at the same time. This represents a real-world scenario 

where a large population of viewers is only interested in a single popular transmission 

and leaves the system when this transmission finishes. Departing peers may affect the 

topology of the overlay and thereby the delivery of content to peers remaining in the 

overlay.

5.4 Adaptation of Mesh Overlay

In this section, we analyse the adaptation of the mesh overlay by the enhanced MeshTV 

overlay adaptation algorithm presented in Section 4.3.4. In Section 5.4.1, we show 

th a t the overlay adapts so tha t the out-degree of every peer adapts to the peer’s 

uplink bandwidth, the upload rate of every peer is maximised, and download rates 

are nearly uniform among peers. In Section 5.4.2, we investigate the resilience of
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peer download rates to peer churn and show that even excessive peer churn re(hices 

the average download rate of peers by only 5.5%. In Section 5.4.3, we investigate the 

resilience of download rates to catastrophic failures and show that a catastrophic failure 

temporarily reduces the average download rate by only 1.4%. In Section 5.4.4, we show 

that the delay at which the media stream is received by peers in the adapted overlay 

is uniform among peers and does not exceed 7 seconds for 5000 peers. Moreover, 

we analyse the influence of the peer in-degree {K) on this stream reception delay. 

In Section 5.4.5, we evaluate the time required to adapt the overlay from an initially 

random overlay for different peer in-degree {K) and for different number of participating 

peers (A )̂. We show that this time is independent of the number of participating peers 

and is about 4 exploration rounds for K  = 10. Finally, in Section 5.4.6, we analyse the 

communication overhead of MeshTV and show that it is about 13% of media content 

transmitted in the overlay.

5.4.1 O ptim isation of Download R ates

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we analyse the adaptation of the mesh over

lay and show that the out-degree of each peer adapts to the peer’s uplink bandwidth, 

the upload rate of every peer is maximised, and download rates are nearly uniform 

among peers.

Experim ental setup. In the experiments presented in this section, we simulate 5000 

])eers with the uplink bandwidth set according to the distribution in Table 5.1 and un

limited downlink bandwidth. An exception is the experiment presented in Figure 5.10, 

where we simulate peers with the downlink bandwidth limited according to the distri

bution in Table 5.1. This particular experiment is presented to show' that the uplink 

bandwidth unused by peers with low downlink bandwidth increases the download rate 

of remaining peers.
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To experimentally obtain the maximum download rate of peers, we set the rate 

of the media stream above the maximum uniform dowmload rate of 1179 Kbps. We 

selected 1500 Kbps as this stream  rate. In this section, we do not analyse the quality 

of playback and so we simulate a single media description.

The upload and dow^nload rate of each peer is calculated as the average over 10 se

cond intervals and includes all data, respectively, uploaded or downloaded by the peer. 

These da ta  include media content and the communication overhead, such as packet 

headers and MeshTV control messages. The communication overhead is analysed in 

Section 5.4.6. Furthermore, the upload and download rates in MeshTV are compared 

to those in Chainsaw. Chainsaw and MeshTV use a similar approach for chunk dis

semination tha t is based on parallel downloads with pipelining, which allows for their 

comparison using the same chunk size, K ,  max_pipel ined  and A system parameters.

The experiments begin at time 0 seconds, when each peer selects 10 senders at 

random from all participating peers and when the transm itter starts producing and 

transm itting data chunks.

A n alysis o f  peer out-degrees. Figure 5.4 shows the average and standard deviation 

of peer out-degrees, for each peer category, over time. The standard deviation is 

presented as error bars. The figure shows tha t initially every peer has, on average, 10 

receivers. This is because the mesh overlay is formed by each peer selecting 10 senders at 

random. The out-degree of every peer adapts to the peer’s uplink bandwidth and after 

about 8 exploration rounds, i.e., 80 seconds, the average peer out-degree stabilises in 

each peer category. The optimum out-degree of a peer can be calculated with Equation 

4.6. For the uplink bandwidth distribution used in the experiments and K  = 10, the 

optimum out-degree is roughly 42.4, 8.5, 3.3 and 1.1, respectively, for peers in categories 

A, B, C and D. The figure shows tha t the average peer out-degree converges to the 

optimum for each peer category. The figure also shows tha t the standard deviation of
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Figure 5.4: Average and standard deviation of peer out-degrees, for each peer category, 
over time.

peer out-degrees, once stabihses, is low and ranges from 3 for peer category A to 0.3 

for peer category D.

Figure 5.5 presents the peer out-degree distribution. The distribution is computed 

at a time after the average out-degree stabihses. The figure is spht into four subfigures, 

each presenting the distribution for a different peer category in order to allow for 

comparison of these distributions. The subfigures show th a t the variance of peer out- 

degrees increases with the uplink bandwidth of peers. This can be also observed in 

Figure 5.4 by comparing the standard deviation of peer out-degrees in different peer 

categories. The reason for this is following. A decrease in the out-degree of a peer is 

a consequence of a receiver disconnecting from this peer. In turn, an increase in the 

out-degree of a peer is a consequence of a receiver providing this peer as an exploratory 

sender to another peer. How'ever, the decision about disconnecting a peer or providing 

a peer as an exploratory sender is probabilistic and may result in the variance of 

out-degrees among peers. This variance is higher among peers with higher uplink 

bandwidth, because the number of receivers tha t decide about increasing or decreasing
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Figure 5.5: Peer out-degree distribution for each {>eer category.

the out-degree of a peer is proportional to the uplink bandwidth of the peer. However, 

the goal of overlay adaptation is to equalise the uplink-to-outdegree ratios among peers. 

Despite uneven variance of peer out-degrees, the variance of peer uplink-to-outdegree 

ratios is roughly the same among all peer categories. This is because the impact of 

the out-degree variance on the uplink-to-outdegree variance is inversely proportional 

to the uplink bandwidth.

Analysis o f peer upload rates. Figures 5.6(a) and (b) show the average and stan

dard deviation of peer upload rates, for each peer category, over time in MesliTV and 

in Chainsaw. The transmitter begins producing chunks at time 0 seconds, so initially 

peers have no chunks to upload to their receivers and thus the upload rate of peers 

is equal to 0. Peers download increasing amounts of chunks from their senders and 

upload these chunks to their receivers. Thus, the upload rate of peers increases until
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Figure 5.6: Average and standard deviation of peer upload rates over time in MeshTV 
and in Chainsaw.
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it eventually stabilises. However, the bottom figure shows that Chainsaw underutilises 

the uplink bandwidth of peers with high uplink bandwidth. Peers in category A upload 

on average 2000 Kbps, while their available uplink bandwidth is 5000 Kbps. Moreover, 

the standard deviation shows a large variance in the upload rate of these peers. In 

contrast, the upload rate of each peer in MeshTV converges to the available uplink 

bandwidth of the peer.

Figure 5.7 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of peer upload rates 

for MeshTV and Chainsaw. The distribution is computed at a time after peer upload 

rates stabilise. For rate x, the CDF shows the percentage of peers with the upload rate 

not greater than x. The figure shows that, in MeshTV, almost 20% of peers upload at 

128 Kbps, almost 40% of peers upload at 384 Kbps, 25% of peers upload at 1000 Kbps 

and 15% of peers upload at 5000 Kbps. These numbers correspond to the distribution 

of the peer uplink bandwidth in Table 5.1, confirming that MeshTV utilises nearly the 

entire uplink bandwidth of all peers.

The figure shows that Chainsaw utilises the entire uplink bandwidth of only those 

peers that have low uplink bandwidth. The reason for this is that peers in Chainsaw do 

not adaj)t their out-degree. Peer out-degree of 10 is sufficient to use the entire uplink 

bandwidth of low capacity peers in categories C and D, however, it is too low to use 

the entire uplink bandwidth of high capacity peers in categories A and B. Therefore, 

much of the uplink bandwidth of peers is not utilised by Chainsaw.

Analysis of peer download rates. In previous experiments, we showed that Me

shTV uses almost the entire uplink bandwidth of all peers by adapting the out-degree 

of each peer to the uplink bandwidth of the peer. Here, we show that download rates 

are nearly uniform among all peers and approach the maximum. Figure 5.8 shows 

the average and standard deviation of peer download rates over time in MeshTV and 

in Chainsaw. The figure also shows the download rate that is uniform among peers
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F ig u re  5.7; Peer upload rate distribution.

and maximum for the distribution of peer uplink bandwidth. This maximum uniform 

download rate is calculated with Equation 4.3 and is equal to 1179 Kbps. The figure 

shows that, in Chainsaw, the average peer download rate is only 765 Kbps and that 

the standard deviation is about 220 Kbps. In contrast, the average peer download rate 

in MeshTV approaches the maximum of 1179 Kbps and the standard deviation is only 

55 Kbps.

Figure 5.9 presents the CDF of peer download rates for MeshTV and Chainsaw. 

The distribution is computed at a time after peer download rates stabilise. It shows 

th a t peer download rates in Chainsaw are non-uniform, ranging from 200 Kbps to 1300 

Kbps. Such low and non-uniform download rates do not allow for high quality playback 

at peers. In contrast, peer download rates in MeshTV are nearly uniform and range 

from 1000 Kbps to 1400 Kbps. Such high download rates allow for continuous playback 

at high quality even when a single media description is used.

Finally, Figure 5.10 compares two CDFs of peer download rates in MeshTV: one for 

the limited peer downlink bandwidth and one for the unlimited downlink bandwidth.

MeshTV
Chairisaw
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Figure 5.10: Peer download rate distribution for limited and unlimited downlink 
bandwidth.

The figure shows tha t when the download rate of some peers is reduced by the downlink 

bandwidth of these peers, the uplink bandwidth unused by these peers increases the 

download rate of remaining peers.

5.4.2 Resilience to Peer Churn

P u rp ose  and ou tcom e. In this section, we evaluate the impact of arriving and 

departing peers on the download rate of remaining peers. Experimental results show 

that even excessive peer churn with the median peer session time of 5 minutes reduces 

the average download rate by only 5.5%.

E xperim en tal setup . Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.4.1 and additionally simulate peer churn. To evaluate peer churn 

in the already adapted overlay, we selected the time of the beginning of peer churn as 

500 seconds. To show the impact of arriving and departing peers on the download 

rate of remaining peers, only peers tha t are present in the overlay for over 60 seconds
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F ig u re  5.11: Average peer download rate over time for different rates of peer churn.

are included in the computed average and standard deviation. We experiment with 

different rates of peer churn, represented by median peer session times of 30, 15, and 

5 minutes. For comparison, we also show results of experiments without peer cluun.

A n a ly sis . Figure 5.11 shows the average and standard deviation of peer download 

rates over time for different rates of peer churn. The figure shows tha t even under 

excessive rates of j)eer churn, the average download rate remains high. In particular, 

the median peer session time of 5 minutes corresponds to the mean interval of 0.09 

seconds between consecutive peer departures in the overlay with 5000 peers. For such 

excessive churn rate, the average download rate decreases by only about 5.5% compared 

to the average download rate in the experiment without peer churn.

Figure 5.12 presents the peer download rate distribution for different rates of peer 

churn. The figure shows that, in addition to reducing the average download rate, peer 

churn increases the variance of peer download rates. In particular, the standard devia

tion of peer download rates is 117 Kbps, 80 Kbps, 70 Kbps, and 55 Kbps, respectively.
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Figure 5.12; Peer download rate distribution for different rates of peer churn.

for the experiments with median peer session time of 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes, 

and for the experiment without peer churn.

5,4.3 Resilience to Catastrophic Failures

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we evahiate the impact of a catastrophic 

faihire, where 50% of all peers fail at the same time, on the download rate of peers re

maining in the overlay. Experimental results show that the faihire temporarily reduces 

the average peer download rate by only 1.4% and that only 3 exploration rounds after 

the failure peer download rates become the same as those before the failure.

Experim ental setup. Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.4.1 and additionally simulate the catastrophic failure. To simu

late the failure in the already adapted overlay, we selected the time of the failure as 

500 seconds. Peers departing at the time of the failure consist of 50% of peers from 

each peer category so that the peer bandwidth distribution and the maximum uniform
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download rate of 1179 Kbps do not change after the failure.
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F ig u re  5.13: Average and standard deviation of peer download rates over time. 50% 
of i)cers fail at time 500 seconds.

A nalysis . Figure 5.13 shows the average and standard deviation of peer dow'nload 

rates over time. The figure shows tha t 10 seconds after the catastrophic failure, the 

average download rate is lower by only 1.4% compared to the average download rate 

before the failure. The little impact of the failure on download rates can be explained 

as follows. When half of all peers depart, each of the remaining peers loses on average 

half of its senders and half of its receivers. Thus, a peer can upload content twice as 

fast as before the failure to each of its receivers that remained in the overlay As a 

consequence, despite having half of their senders, peers download content from each 

sender twice as fast as before, so their download rate remains roughly the same. In 

only 30 seconds, the overlay adapts so th a t peers have the same number of senders and 

receivers as before the catastrophic failure.

The figure shows tha t the catastrophic failure has a larger impact on the standard 

deviation of download rates than on their average. This is because of the randonmess
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ill the selection of departing peers. This randomness causes tha t some peers lose more 

senders or lose a larger proportion of receivers compared to other peers. Thus, the 

download rate of peers may decrease or increase by amounts th a t vary among peers. 

This causes the variance of download rates, but may not increase the average of these 

download rates.
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F igure 5.14: Peer download rate distribution before and after the catastrophic failure.

Finally, Figure 5.14 shows the peer download rate distribution before as well as 

10, 20 and 30 seconds after the failure. It shows tha t 10 seconds after the failure the 

download rate of peers ranges from 800 Kbps to 1600 Kbps, however, only 20 seconds 

later the variance is approximately the same as before the failure.

5.4.4 Stream  R eception Delay

To avoid playback interruptions and to allow for a low playback lag time, it is desirable 

to minimise the delay between the time when the media stream is produced by the 

transm itter and the time when it is received by a peer. This delay is called the stream 

reception delay of a peer.
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Figure 5.15: Stream reception delay determined from the buffer map of a peer (for 
M  = 1).

In mesh-based approaches, the stream is composed of chunks that are delivered in 

a non-seciuential order to peers. However, reconstruction of the stream for playback 

requires that peers possess consecutive chunks. Therefore, we define the stream re

ception delay of a peer as the delay between the time when chunks are produced by 

the transmitter and the time when these chunks are delivered in-sequence to the peer. 

Figure 5.15 illustrates how the stream reception delay of a peer can be determined 

using the buffer map of the peer, when a single media description is used. The figure 

shows that the stream reception delay of a peer is equal to the difference between the 

playback lag time of the peer and the progress of the peer, where the i^rogress is equal 

to the length (in seconds) of the longest consecutive segment of chunks starting at the 

current playback position of the peer.

The playback lag time of a peer must not be lower than the stream reception delay 

of the peer. If the stream reception delay is higher than the playback lag time, some 

chunks are not delivered to the peer before their playback time. A chunk undelivered 

before its playback time results in a playback interruption. At the time of such inter

ruption, the progress of the peer is equal to 0 and the stream reception delay is equal
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to the playback lag time. The playback is then typically delayed until the missing 

chunk is delivered. This delay increases the playback lag time such that it matches the 

stream reception delay.

The stream reception delay of a peer is caused by chunks being forwarded over 

multiple peers. Each transmission of a chunk between two peers increases this delay. 

The main reasons for this are following. First, the propagation delay of a network 

link incurs a delay in the transmission of a data packet over the link. Second, the 

bandwidth of a network link is limited. To avoid packets being lost, packets are queued 

before they are transmitted over a network link. This packet queueing causes a delay. 

Finally, MesliTV uses a pipelining technique that incurs a delay. In this technique, a 

peer issues multiple requests for different chunks to a single sender and these chunks 

are transmitted in the order of requests. Thus, the delay incurred by the pipelining 

technique corresponds to the number of requests pipelined to a single sender and this 

number is limited by the value of max_pipelined parameter.

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we analyse the influence of two parameters, 

the stream rate and the peer in-degree A', on the stream reception delay of peers in 

MeshTV. For different values of these parameters, we show that the stream rece{)tion 

delay is low and uniform among peers.

Experim ental setup. Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.4.1 with the only difference that the rate of the media stream 

and the value of K  are varied. To allow for continuous playback at peers, we reduce 

the stream rate below the maximum uniform peer download rate of 1179 Kbps. To 

analyse the influence of the stream rate on the stream reception delay, we experiment 

with stream rates of 800 Kbps and 1 Mbps. The value of K  is set to 10 in these 

experiments. For comparison, we also run experiments with Chainsaw under the same 

settings.
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To analyse the influence of parameter K  on the stream reception delay, we run 

experiments with K  set to 10, 15 and 20. The stream rate is set to 1 Mbps in these 

experiments.

Analysis o f the stream  reception delay for different stream rates. Figure 

5.16 shows the distribution of the stream reception delay among peers in MeshTV and 

in Chainsaw for different stream rates. The figure shows that, in Chainsaw, the stream 

reception delay of most peers equals to their playback lag time, which is fixed at 30 

seconds. This is because the download rate of these peers is below the stream rate, and 

so continuous playback is not possible at these peers. In contrast, the figure shows that 

the stream reception delay in MeshTV is below 7 seconds at all peers for each stream 

rate. The stream reception delay in MeshTV is nearly uniform among peers, meaning 

that the stream is delivered to all peers at approximately the same delay. The figure 

also show's that the stream reception delay decreases when the rate of the stream is 

reduced. When the stream rate is reduced, a peer can upload each chunk to more of 

its receivers, and thereby the dissemination time of chunks in the overlay decreases.

Analysis of the stream  reception delay for different K . To investigate the 

influence of K  on the stream reception delay of a peer, the adapted mesh overlay may 

be represented as K  multicast trees [13, 76|. In this representation, each of K  senders 

of a peer in the mesh overlay is a parent of this peer in one of the trees, as is illustrated 

in Figure 4.3. When K  increases, the number of trees increases and the height of each 

tree decreases. Thus, increasing K  reduces the length of the overlay path from the 

transmitter to each peer. However, increasing K  increases the number of children of 

each peer. In turn, increased number of children increases the transmission time of a 

chunk between a parent and a child. Therefore, K  represents a tradeoff between the 

length of overlay paths and the time it takes to transmit a chunk between two peers. 

In [13|, we analytically showed that the value of K  that minimises the stream reception
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Figure 5.16: Distribution of the stream reception delay among peers in MeshTV and 
Chainsaw for different stream rates {K = 10).

delay depends on the distribution of peer bandwidth.

We experiment with different values of K  to show' its influence on the stream recep

tion delay under the peer uplink bandwidth distribution from Table 5.1. The evaluation 

results are presented in Figure 5.17. The figure shows that the stream reception delay 

is low, nearly uniform among all peers, and increases with K.

5.4.5 Overlay A daptation Tim e

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we evaluate the time required to adapt 

the mesh overlay using the enhanced algorithm described in Section 4.3.4. We show 

experimental results for different number of peers N  and for different peer in-degree 

K.  These results show that the adaptation time does not depend on N,  and so the 

algorithm scales to any number of peers. The adaptation time depends on K,  but it 

is low even for large K.  For example, for K  set to 10, the overlay adapts in only 4 

exploration rounds.

MeshTV, 800 Kbps 
MeshTV, 1 Mbps 

Chainsaw, 800 Kbps 
Chainsaw, 1 Mbps
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F ig u re  5.17: Distribution of the stream  reception delay among peers for different K  
(and stream rate of 1 Mbps).

E x p e r im e n ta l  s e tu p . To evaluate the time required to adapt the overlay as a func

tion of the number of peers, we had to simulate much more than 5000 peers. Therefore, 

we built a new simulator. In contrast to our main sinmlator described in Section 5.2, 

this simulator is flow-level, meaning tha t it simulates transmission of batch data ra

ther than transmission of individual data  packets. Moreover, the simulator assumes 

th a t peers always possess chunks needed by their receivers, and so peers continuously 

upload chunks to their receivers. These simplifications reduce the complexity of the 

simulator, thereby allowing for experiments with up to 100 000 peers.

In the experiments in this section, the uplink bandwidth of peers is limited according 

to the uplink bandwidth distribution in Table 5.1, while the downlink bandwidth of 

peers is unlimited. The set of participating peers or their bandwidth do not change 

over time.

We first set N  to 100 000 and experiment with different values of K  to analyse the 

dependence between the value of K  and the overlay adaptation time. Then, we set K  

to 10 and experiment with different values of N  to analyse the dependence between
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Figure 5.18; Convergence of peer download rates for different K  {N  =  100000). 

the number of peers and the overlay adaptation time.

Analysis o f the adaptation tim e for different values of K .  Figure 5.18 presents 

the standard deviation of peer download rates over time for different values of K  and 

N  = 100000. Initially, the overlay is random and thus peer download rates have a high 

standard deviation. The reason for the variance in the download rate of peers is the 

variance in their download rate from each sender. The download rate from each sender 

may be different, because senders have heterogeneous uplink bandwidth, whereas their 

number of receivers is, on average, the same. The figure shows that in a random mesh 

overlay, i.e., at the exploration round 0, the standard deviation decreases when K  

increases. The reason for this is following. The download rate of a peer is the sum of 

its download rate from all senders. When the number of senders of a peer increases, 

the download rate of the peer approaches the average peer download rate according to 

the law of large numbers |31|.

The figure shows that the standard deviation decreases as the overlay adapts. Ho-
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Figure 5.19; Number of exploration rounds required to adapt an initially random 
overlay as a function of K  (for N  =  100000).

wever, the standard deviation does not converge to 0. This is because the algorithm 

adapts the overlay continually to avoid convergence to a local optimum and to adapt 

to peer churn and to variations in the peer bandwidth. The figure shows tha t the mi- 

ninnim standard deviation is inversely proportional to K.  This is because replacing a 

single sender may change the download rate to an extent tha t is inversely proportional 

to the number of senders.

Figure 5.19 shows the time required to adapt an initially random overlay as a 

function of K  for N  = 100000. For different values of K,  it shows the number of 

exploration rounds required to reduce the standard deviation of peer download rates 

below the threshold given by {'^^^oUplinki)/ {N * K).  This threshold is calculated as 

the download rate from a single exploratory sender in the adapted overlay and thus 

corresponds to the discussed minimum standard deviation. The figure shows tha t the 

time of adaptation is low even for large K.  For example, when K  = 20, the out-degree 

of peers with the highest uplink bandwidth is 84, according to Equation 4.6, whereas 

the time of adaptation of peer out-degrees is only 8 exploration rounds.
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A nalysis of the adaptation tim e for different values o f N.  Figure 5.20 shows 

the relationship between the number of peers N  and the time of adaptation, for K  = 

10. For different values of TV, it shows the number of exploration rounds required 

to reduce the standard deviation of peer download rates below the threshold given by 

{Y^^^^uplinki)/ {N*K).  For K  = 10 and the uplink bandwidth distribution used in the 

experiments, the value of this threshold is 117.9 Kbps. The figure shows that the time of 

such adaptation does not depend on the number of participating peers. This is because 

overlay adaptation in MeshTV does not aim at connecting specific peers with each 

other. When specific peers need to be connected, searching in the overlay is typically 

required and the time of such searching depends on the number of peers participating in 

the overlay. In contrast, overlay adaptation in MeshTV allows for connections between 

any two peers and only aims at adapting the number of receivers of each peer. When 

a peer is underloaded, it gains new random receivers in each exploration round. When 

a peer is overloaded, it loses random receivers in each exploration round. The time of 

overlay adaptation in MeshTV depends on the peer in-degree K  and the distribution 

of peer bandwidth.

5.4.6 Com m unication Overhead

In this section, we analyse the conununication overhead incurred by the MeshTV pro

tocol. This overhead is incurred by:

• CYCLON membership management protocol discussed in Section 4.3.5.

• Control messages, discussed in Section 4.2.2, related to the dissemination of 

chunks.

• MeshTV overlay adaptation algorithm discussed in Section 4.3.4.

The overhead of the CYCLON membership management protocol and the MeshTV 

overlay adaptation algorithm is small, especially when compared to the large volume
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Figure 5.20: Number of exploration rounds required to adapt an initially random 
overlay as a function of N  (for K  = 10).

of media contcnt transm itted by ])eers. In particular, in CYCLON, each peer sends 

on average two messages in each interval betw'een consecutive executions of the shuffle 

algorithm. The length of this interval is 10 seconds. A peer sends one message to a 

peer selected at random from its i)artial view when it initiates the shuffle algorithm. 

The peer sends another message as a reply to a message received from another peer 

th a t initiated the shuffle algorithm. In turn, the enhanced MesliTV overlay adaptation 

algorithm requires th a t each peer periodically, every 10 seconds, performs the following 

actions. The peer disconnects one of its senders, requests an exploratory sender from 

another peer, connects to this exploratory sender, and may provide one of its senders 

to a requesting peer. Each of these actions require transmission of a single message, so 

the overlay adaptation algorithm does not incur much overhead.

Control messages related to the dissemination of chunks include: BUFFER MAP, 

NOTIFY, REQUEST and CHUNK messages. BUFFER MAP messages are sent spo

radically, when two peers connect to each other, and thus do not incur much overhead. 

The CHUNK message consists of the message header and media content. The mes-
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sage header contains only a description number and a timestamp, so it does not incur 

much overhead either. The largest overhead is incurred by REQUEST and NOTIFY 

messages. The REQUEST message is sent by a peer to request a chunk from a sender. 

The NOTIFY message is sent by a peer to notify each receiver about a new chunk 

available for download ̂

Here, we study the overhead of REQUEST and NOTIFY messages. If we assume 

th a t a peer downloads content at the rate of Download Rate, then it downloads new 

chunks at the approximate rate of

DownloadRate
C hunkS ize

where C h u n kS ize  is the size of each chunk. This also represents the rate at which a 

peer sends REQUEST messages as a peer needs to request a chunk to download it. In 

turn, whenever a peer downloads a new chunk, it notifies all its receivers. Thus, the 

rate at which a peer sends NOTIFY messages is approximately

DownloadRate
outdegree * ——----—-------

C hunkS ize

where outdegree is the number of receivers of the peer. If we assume unlimited down

link bandwidth, then the download rate of all peers is approximately the same in the 

adapted overlay. As the sum of all out-degrees is equal to N  * K ,  the rate at which 

any of N  peers sends the REQUEST or the NOTIFY message is approximately

N  * DownloadRate * —— —
C hunkS ize

where K  is the number of senders of each peer. In turn, the rate at which media

content is sent in the overlay is approximately N  * DoivnloadRate. Thus, REQUEST

and NOTIFY messages represent M S  * { K  + \ )/ C h u n kS ize  of the media content sent

^As discussed in Section 4.2.2, a receiver of the transmitter also sends the NOTIFY message to 
notify the transmitter whenever it requests a chunk from another sender. In turn, it does not send 
REQUEST messages to the transmitter. However, due to the relatively small number of peers that 
are receivers of the transmitter, we omit these special cases from our discussion.
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in the overlay, where AIS  is the size of each of these messages. In our experiments, we 

set M S  to 48 bytes that is the sum of 40 bytes for the Internet protocol header (e.g., the 

length of the T C P/IP  header is 40 bytes), 4 bytes for the description number field and 

4 bytes for the timestamp field. Thus, for M S  — 48 bytes, K  — 10 and ChunkSize = 4 

KB, the combined conmiunication overhead of REQUEST and NOTIFY messages is 

about 13% of the whole media content transmitted in the overlay.

The communication overhead is proportional to A' +  1 and inversely proportional 

to ChunkSize,  so it could be reduced by decreasing K  or increasing ChunkSize.  

However, when K  decreases, the resilience of the download rate of peers to departure 

of their senders decreases. In turn, when ChunkSize  increases, the transmission time 

of a chunk between two peers increases and, as a consequence, the stream reception 

delay increases at peers.

5.5 Adaptation of Playback Quality

In previous sections, we show'ed that MeshTV adapts the overlay so that download 

rates are nearly uniform among peers and the upload rate of peers is maximised. Ho- 

w'ever, we assumed unlimited downlink bandwidth of peers, w’hereas it may happen 

that limited dowailink bandwidth reduces the download rate of some peers. Moreover, 

in the previous section, we showed that some variations in dow'nload rates may occur as 

a result of peer churn and catastrophic failures. Thus, to deliver continuous playback 

at high quality to peers with non-uniform download rates, the quality of playback at 

each peer needs to adapt to the peer’s download rate.

In Section 5.5.1, we show' that the quality of playback at each peer adapts to the 

peer’s download rate. In Section 5.5.2, we show that peer churn reduces the average 

quality of playback by only about 5%. In Section 5.5.3, we show that the catastrophic 

failure temporarily reduces the average quality of playback by only about 5%, but
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after only 30 seconds, the quality of playback becomes the same as before the failure. 

Finally, in Section 5.5.4, we show that playback of joining peers starts after only 3 

seconds delay.

5.5.1 O ptim isation of Playback Quality

Purpose and outcom e. We show that the quality of playback at each peer adapts 

to the download rate th a t may be reduced by the limited downlink bandwidth. To 

quantify the quality of playback, we define the level of playback quality at a peer as 

the number of distinct chunks with the same tim estam p t available in the peer’s buffer, 

w'here t is the timestamp of the portion of the stream  that is currently played. This 

level may range between 0, when no playback is possible, and M ,  w'hen playback at 

the highest quality is possible. To avoid small oscillations of this level, we take its 

minimum over 1 second intervals.

Experim ental setup. To experiment with non-uniform download rates, we limit the 

dowailink bandwidth and the uplink bandwidth according to the bandwidth distribution 

in Table 5.1. The media stream is produced at the rate of 1500 Kbps and consists of 

10 media descriptions, i.e., M  = 10, so the rate of each description is 150 Kbps. 

The rate of 1500 Kbps is higher than the download rate of every peer in the adapted 

overlay so tha t the playback quality can be maximised at every peer. The number of 

descriptions represents a tradeoff between the fine granularity of adaptation of playback 

quality and the compression efficiency. By increasing the number of descriptions, the 

quality of playback at a peer may closer match the peer’s download rate, how^ever, the 

compression efficiency of MDC degrades.

A nalysis. Figure 5.21 shows the average and standard deviation of the playback 

quality level of peers over time. It shows two plots: one for peers in categories A, B
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Figure 5.21: Average and standard deviation of the playback quality level of peers 
over time.

and C, and one for peers in category D. Peers in category D are separated from the 

remaining peers, because their low downlink bandwidth reduces their download rate. 

In contrast, the downlink bandwidth of peers in categories A, B and C does not reduce 

their download rate. The figure shows tha t the playback quality of peers adapts in 140 

seconds. The average playback quality level stabilises at about 4.6 for peers in category 

D. As each description has the rate of 150 Kbps, the level of 4.6 corresponds to the 

download rate of 690 Kbps. This download rate is lower than the downlink bandwidth 

of 784 Kbps, because it excludes the communication overhead of packet headers and 

control messages. The figure also shows tha t the average playback (luality level is about 

7.6 for peers in categories A, B and C. Furthermore, the standard deviation is only 0.5.

Figure 5.22 shows the distribution of the playback quality level of peers in the 

adapted overlay. The distribution is presented as a bar chart. For each playback 

quality level, a bar shows the percentage of all peers with this playback quality level. 

The figure shows tha t the playback quality level of 20% of all peers is 4 or 5. These 

20% of peers correspond to peers in category D. The playback quality level of the
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Figure 5.22; Distribution of the playback quahty level of peers.

most remaining peers is 7 or 8. These results confirm that the quality of playback is 

nearly uniform among peers. In particular, all peers in category D deliver playback at 

a similar quality. Likewise, all peers in categories A, B and C deliver playback at a 

similar quality.

5.5.2 R esilience to Peer Churn

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we evaluate the impact of arriving and 

departing peers on the playback quality level of remaining peers. Experimental results 

show that peer churn with the median peer session time of 15 minutes reduces the 

average playback quality level of high capacity peers by only about 5%.

Experim ental setup. Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.5.1 and additionally simulate peer churn. The methodology 

for simulating peer churn is discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4.2. Peer churn begins at 

time 500 seconds and the median peer session time is 15 minutes. For comparison, we

1------------- r

a
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Figure 5.23: Average and standard deviation of the playback quality level of peers 
over time, with and without peer churn.

also show results for exj^erinients that use the same settings, but do not simulate peer 

churn.

Analysis. Figure 5.23 shows the average and standard deviation of the playback 

quality level of peers over time for experiments with and without peer churn. The 

figure shows no impact of peer churn on the average or standard deviation of the 

playback quality level of peers in category D. This is because the download rate of 

these peers is reduced by their downlink bandwidth more than by peer churn. Peer 

churn reduces by about 5% the average playback quality level of peers in categories A, 

B and C. This is because peer churn reduces the download rate of these peers, as shown 

in Section 5.4.2. Finally, the figure shows no impact of peer churn on the variance of 

the playback quality among peers.
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Figure 5.24: Average and standard deviation of the playback quality level of peers 
over time. 50% of peers fail at time 500 seconds.

5.5.3 Resilience to Catastrophic Failures

P u rp ose  and ou tcom e. We evaluate the impact of the catastrophic failure on the 

playback quality level of peers remaining in the overlay. Experimental results show 

th a t the failure temporarily reduces the average playback cjuality level by only about 

5%, however, after only 3 exploration rounds (i.e., 30 seconds) this average becomes 

the same as before the failure.

E xperim en ta l Setup . Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.5.1 and additionally simulate the catastrophic failure at time 

500 seconds. The failure is simulated in the same way as in Section 5.4.3.

A nalysis. Figure 5.24 shows the average and standard deviation of the playback qua

lity level of peers over time. The figure shows th a t the catastrophic failure temporarily 

reduces the average playback quality level by about 5% at time 30 seconds after the 

failure. The little impact of the failure on the playback quality corresponds to the little

Peer categories A,B.C ' 
Peer category D ■

500 
time (sec)
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impact of the failure on the download rate of peers, as shown in Section 5.4.3. The 

delay of 30 seconds in the reaction to the failure results from the use of the sliding 

buffer by peers. A peer downloads the most recent chunks and stores them at the right 

side of the buffer shown in Figure 4.2. In contrast, leftmost chunks from the buffer are 

used for playback. When a catastrophic failure occurs, it afl'ects the number of chunks 

downloaded by a peer at the right side of the peer’s buffer. These chunks affect the 

quality of playback only when the buffer slides such that they become leftmost chunks 

in the buffer. The time required for such buffer slide corresponds to the length of the 

buffer, i.e., playback lag time, which is set to 30 seconds in the experiments.

5.5.4 Playback Startup Delay

Purpose and outcom e. In this section, we evaluate the playback startup delay 

at j)eers joining the system. We show' that the playback of basic quality starts at a 

peer only 3 seconds after the peer joins the system and then the (quality of {)layback 

gradually improves.

Experim ental setup. Experiments in this section use the same settings as those 

presented in Section 5.5.1 and additionally simulate two peers with different downlink 

bandwidth, one from category A and one from category D, joining the adapted overlay.

Analysis. Figure 5.25 shows the playback quality level of two peers joining the adap

ted overlay. When these two peers join the overlay, their buffers are empty and they do 

not deliver playback. Initially, their TargetQuality value is set to 1, so they download 

only a single chunk per timestamp. Within only 3 seconds, the two peers download a 

sufficient amount of chunks for continuous playback at the quality level of 1. This is 

a very short time compared to existing P2P live streaming systems that may require 

up to several minutes before the playback can begin [52]. The quality of playback at
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Figure 5.25: Playback quality level of two joining peers.

the tw'o peers gradually increases. The playback quality level of the peer in category 

A reaches 8 after 60 seconds, whereas the playback cpiality level of the peer in cate

gory D reaches 4 after 30 seconds and then oscillates between 4 and 5. The reason for 

the small oscillations in the c}uality of playback is following. The download rate of a 

I)cer is typically higher than the one required for j)layback at the quality level rn, but 

low^er than the one required for playback at the quality level m + I, for some integer 

m  between 0 and Af — 1. Thus, the playback ciuality level oscillates between m. and 

m. +  1.

5.6 Discussion

In this chapter, we discussed various approaches for evaluating P2P systems and reasons 

for the use of a simulator to evaluate MesliTV. We then presented the MeshTV^ network 

simulator and the settings for experiments. We showed that MeshTV adapts the overlay 

so th a t the out-degree of every peer adapts to the peer’s uplink bandwidth, the upload

I I

P e e r in ca tegory  A --------
P e e r  in (^ te g o iy  D ---------
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rate of every peer is maximised and download rates are nearly uniform among peers. 

We also showed th a t these download rates are resilient to peer churn and catastrophic 

failures.

We investigated the delay between the time when the stream is produced at the 

transm itter and the time when it is delivered to peers. The experimental results show 

tha t this delay is nearly uniform among peers and does not exceed 7 seconds for 5000 

peers. Then, we evaluated the time required to adapt the mesh overlay. The results 

show' th a t this time is low and independent of the number of peers in the overlay, 

thereby ensuring scalability of the overlay adaptation. W"e analysed the communication 

overhead of MeshTV and showed th a t it is about 13% of the media content transm itted 

in the network.

Furthermore, w'e limited the downlink bandwidth of peers and showed that the 

quality of playback at a peer adapts to the peer’s download rate. W'e also showed that 

the quality of playback is resilient to peer churn and catastrophic failures. Finally, 

we show'ed th a t joining peers exhibit only 3 seconds delay before the start of media 

playback at the basic quality level.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions and Future Work

This thesis presented the MeshTV P2P live media streaming system that is scalable, 

resilient, delivers playback at the optimal quality, and allows for a short playback star

tup delay. To achieve these goals, MeshTV adapts to the dynamic and heterogeneous 

nature of P2P and Internet environments.

This chapter compares approaches used in the state-of-the-art adaptable P2P live 

streaming systems to approaches used in MeshTV, summaries the most significant 

contributions of our work and concludes with a discussion of related research issues 

tha t remain open for future work.

6.1 Comparison to the State-of-the-Art

Table 6.1 compares approaches used in the state-of-the-art systems reviewed in Chapter 

3 to approaches used in MeshTV. The P2P overlay used in the reviewed systems is 

based either on multiple multicast trees or a mesh overlay. As discussed in Section 

2.3.3, mesh-based overlays are more resilient to peer churn and fluctuations in peer 

bandwidth compared to tree-based overlays. For this reason, MeshTV uses a mesh- 

based P2P overlay. In the reviewed systems, the mesh overlay is either directed or
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undirected. A mesh overlay is directed when neighbours of a peer are divided into 

those tha t the peer uploads content to and those tha t the peer downloads content 

from. In turn, a mesh overlay is undirected when a peer may both upload and download 

content from any neighbour. PRIM E and MeshTV use directed mesh overlays in order 

to enable peers to change their upload or download rate by changing the number of 

their uploading or dow'nloading neighbours.

Membership management refers to the problem of how peers discover other peers. 

Such peer discovery is necessary for a peer to join the system, to replace departing 

neighbours, or to adapt the P2P overlay. In Chainsaw and PRIME, membership ma

nagement is realised using a centralised server. However, finite resources of a centralised 

server may limit the scalability of these systems. Therefore, decentralised membershi[) 

management, based on random walking and gossipping, is used in the remaining revie

wed systems and in MeshTV.

In tree-based systems, such as ChunkySpread, a media (sub)stream is uploaded, i.e., 

“pushed”, to a peer by its parent. Peers dow'uload content tha t they do not actively 

request, and so this approach to content dissemination is called push-based. In mesh- 

based systems, a peer downloads chunks from nuiltiple neighbours in parallel. To 

ensure th a t neighbours sent different chunks, a peer explicitly selects and requests, 

i.e., “pulls”, chunks from its neighbours. Such approach to content dissemination is 

called pull-based. While the reviewed mesh-based systems use a pull-based approach, 

MeshTV uses a combination of push-based and pull-based ai)proaches. A pull-based 

approach is used by a peer to download chunks from a sender tha t is not the transm itter. 

In turn, a push-based approach is used by the transm itter to sent chunks to its direct 

receivers. The transm itter uses the push-based approach to ensure tha t it uploads 

each chunk approximately the same number of times. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, 

this reduces the stream reception delay at peers.

In the reviewed state-of-the-art systems, two types of pull-based approaches are
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used. In CoolStreaming and PRIME, a peer periodically schedules which chunks should 

be downloaded from which neighbours during the succeeding round. In turn, Chainsaw 

and MeshTV use a pipelining technique in which a peer distributes requests for chunks 

across all its neighbours and issues a new request whenever an old one is satisfied. 

MeshTV uses the pipelining technique because it adapts faster to variations in the 

bandwidth of peers compared to periodic scheduling.

Overlay adaptation algorithms are used in ChunkySpread, CoolStreaming, PRIME 

and MeshTV to improve the utilisation of the uplink bandwidth of peers. ChunkyS

pread uses a decentralised algorithm in which peers adapt the number of their children 

in multicast trees to their uplink bandwidth. However, to acconunodate some oscil

lations in the uplink bandwidth of a peer without the need to reconstruct multicast 

trees, ChunkySpread underestimates the uplink bandwidth of peers. This results in 

some uplink bandwidth remaining umitilised. As discussed in Section 3.4.2 and ex

perimentally shown in Section 5.4, a random mesh overlay does not allow to utilise 

the entire uplink bandwidth of peers. Therefore, CoolStreaming uses a decentralised 

algorithm to adapt a mesh overlay so th a t two peers become neighbours if either of 

the peers can provide high upload rate to another. However, as discussed in Section 

3.5.2, the number of neighbours of peers remains constant and, for this reason, Cool

Streaming is unable to use the entire uplink bandwidth of high capacity peers. PRIME 

and MeshTV propose to adapt the mesh overlay so tha t the out-degree of peers adapts 

to their uphnk bandwidth. However, the overlay adaptation in PRIM E is coordinated 

by a centralised server with a global knowledge about all participating peers and their 

bandwidth. Such a centralised approach does not scale to a large and dynamic popu

lation of peers. Moreover, the overlay adaptation in PRIM E assumes tha t each peer 

individually estimates its uplink and downlink bandwidth, whereas such estimation is 

inaccurate and does not take into account congestion in the core of the Internet. In 

contrast to PRIME, MeshTV proposes a fully decentralised algorithm for adapting the
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mesh overlay. The algorithm is scalable and does not rely on peers estim ating their 

own bandwidth. It adapts the mesh overlay so tha t download rates are nearly uniform 

among peers and the upload rate of peers is maximised.

A daptation of the overlay is required, but not sufficient to deliver playback of the 

maximum quality at peers. First, the transm itter is not aware of the streaming capacity 

of the system that depends on the bandwidth available at participating peers. Second, 

download rates may vary among peers. These variations may be caused by the low 

downlink bandwidth of some peers reducing their download rate. Small variations may 

also be caused by peer churn and peer bandwidth fluctuations. An approach to these 

challenges is to disseminate multiple media descriptions in the overlay and enable ])eers 

to adapt the number of downloaded descriptions, and hence the quality of playback, 

to the download rate of these peers. PRIME proposed this idea, however, it has not 

proposed an algorithm to accomplish such adaptation. To our knowledge, MeshTV is 

the first mesh-based system to propose algorithms for such adaptation. In addition to 

maximising the quality of playback at peers, MeshTV algorithms reduce the playback 

startup  delay at peers joining a transmission. Joining j)eers initially download a single 

media description tha t corresponds to the basic quality of })layback and allows for 

a short s tartup  delay. The quality of playback gradually improves over time as the 

number of descriptions to download is increased.

6.2 Contributions

The motivation for the work presented in this thesis arose from our observation tha t 

state-of-the-art P2P live streaming systems fail to adapt either to heterogeneity or to 

dynamism of P2P and Internet environments. The heterogeneity comes mainly from 

differences in the amount of resources available at peers. The dynamism comes mainly 

from arrival and departure of peers and variations in the amount of resources available
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at peers. To accommodate heterogeneity, P2P hve streaming systems use overlays 

based on multiple multicast trees allowing bandwidth of all participating peers to be 

utilised. To accommodate dynamism, P2P live streaming systems rely on mesh over

lays that are highly resilient to peer churn and to varying peer bandwidth. However, 

multiple multicast trees adapt poorly to dynamism, whereas existing mesh-based ap

proaches underuse the bandwidth of peers.

This thesis began by introducing the main concepts, challenges and methods of 

streaming media over the Internet. The challenges of media streaming using tradi

tional client-server architectures relate mainly to the large bandwidth requirements of 

the content provider. These requirements apply to the bigger domain of large-scale 

content delivery that includes file-sharing, live streaming and on-demand streaming 

applications. For these applications, P2P approaches enable to significantly reduce the 

bandwidth requirements of the content provider by using the bandwidth of particij)a- 

ting peers. P2P ap])roaches for these applications are introduced in Chapter 2.

Chapter 3 focused on the state-of-the-art approaches to adaptable P2P live media 

streaming and presented their shortcomings in terms of resilience to peer churn, ada{)ta- 

bility to heterogeneous and dynamic bandwidth of peers, and adaptability of playback 

quality. The first contribution of this work is the finding that existing mesh-based 

P2P live streaming systems suffer from several inefficiencies. First, a media stream is 

transmitted at the same quality to all peers. Second, only a portion of the available 

uplink bandwidth of peers is used for the dissemination of the media stream. Third, 

download rates are non-uniform among peers. One consequence of these inefficiencies 

is that some viewers cannot deliver continuous playback because their download rate 

is below the rate of the media stream, whereas the remaining viewers deliver playback 

of suboptimal quality. Another consequence is that bandwidth costs of the content 

provider are not minimised. As most of the state-of-the-art P2P live streaming sys

tems, both academic and commercial, are mesh-based, the findings in this thesis will
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have a large impact on their design. It is expected that mechanisms to overcome the 

discovered inefficiencies will be an integral part of future mesh-based P2P live strea

ming systems. It is also expected that these findings will initiate further research on 

the optimality of mesh-based approaches for P2P live streaming. These findings may 

also motivate equivalent research in the related fields of P2P on-demand streaming and 

P2P file-sharing, where mesh-based approaches are commonly used.

Chapter 4 described the MeshTV system. MeshTV uses a mesh overlay for its 

resilience to peer churn and to variations in peer bandwidth. However, in contrast to 

existing mesh-based approaches, MeshTV adapts the mesh overlay to the heterogeneous 

bandwidth of peers. The decentralised algorithm for adapting the mesh overlay is the 

second contribution of this thesis. The algorithm adapts the overlay so that download 

rates are nearly uniform among peers and the entire uplink bandwidth available at 

peers is utilised. The significance of this algorithm is that it minimises the usage of 

the bandwidth of the content provider by maximising the usage of the bandwidth of 

view'ers. As a consequence, it minimises the bandwidth costs of the content provider 

and allows to maximise the quality of media streams transmitted to viewers. These 

benefits will be an incentive for designers of P2P live streaming systems to adapt this 

algorithm into their design. This algorithm will motivate the design of equivalent 

algorithms for P2P file-sharing and P2P on-demand streaming systems.

We performed a comprehensive simulation analysis of the overlay adaptation algo

rithm in Section 5.4. The evaluation results show that the algorithm adapts the mesh 

overlay in a short time that is independent of the number of peers in the overlay. For 

example, for the bandwidth distribution similar to that in the real-world and the peer 

in-degree of 10, an initially random overlay adapts in only 4 adaptation rounds. The 

results also show that the overlay adajitation is resilient to peer churn and to failure of 

a large number of peers. Moreover, in the adapted overlay with 5000 peers, the media 

stream is delivered to each peer with approximately the same delay of about 7 seconds.
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Finally, the algorithm requires little communication overhead.

Another contribution of this thesis are the algorithms for peers to adapt the quality 

of their playback to their download rate. These algorithms improve the experience 

of viewers by maximising the individual quality of their playback and reducing their 

playback startup delay. We expect that these benefits will motivate designers of P2P 

live streaming systems to incorporate the algorithms in this thesis into their design. 

The algorithms of this thesis may also be applicable to P2P on-demand streaming 

systems, which would benefit from maximised individual (}uality of playback of each 

viewer and reduced playback startup delay.

We performed a comprehensive simulation analysis of the playback quality adapta

tion algorithms in Section 5.5. The evaluation results show that the quality of playback 

at peers is resilient to j)eer churn and to failures of large numbers of peers. The results 

also show that the algorithms reduce the startup delay to about 3 seconds for the 

])layback at the basic quality.

A further contribution of this thesis is the packet-lcvel network simulator developed 

for the analysis of MeshTV in Chapter 5. The simulator has been developed due to 

the lack of a network simulator capable of accurately simulating high-bandwidth data 

transmission between a large number of nodes. The network simulator is useful for 

simulating all large-scale distributed systems. In particular, it is useful for simulating 

P2P content delivery systems, such as P2P file-sharing, P2P live streaming and P2P  

on-demand streaming systems. Therefore, we plan to release it to the public.

6.3 Open Research Issues

As is the case with research, there are some challenges that remain for possible future 

work. One such challenge is to adapt a mesh overlay so that the delay in the reception 

of a media stream by peers is minimised. In this thesis, we investigated this delay
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ill MeshTV and showed that it is low and nearly uniform among peers. In [13|, we 

jjroposed an algorithm that adapts a mesh overlay so th a t this delay is further reduced. 

However, this algorithm is incompatible with the overlay adaptation algorithm th a t is 

used in MeshTV to adapt the out-degree of peers to their uplink bandwidth. Incom

patibility of the two algorithms results from conflicting modifications performed by 

these algorithms on the overlay. A design and evaluation of a single overlay adaptation 

algorithm th a t integrates the two algorithms remains open for future w'ork.

Furthermore, the increasing popularity of P2P systems has become a concern for 

ISPs. P2P live media streaming systems tend to increase the traffic of ISPs, as peers 

first dow'nload content and then upload the content to other peers. This generates 

approximately double the amount of traffic at the ISPs compared to client-server ar

chitectures, where most of the traffic flows in one direction. As a consequence, net- 

w'ork traffic costs of ISPs may increase. This motivates research in locality-aware P2P 

systems, such as |40, 136, 70, 19], tha t exploit network proximity between peers to 

mitigate the impact of P2P on ISPs. Adaptation of the MeshTV overlay to provide 

locality-awareness remains open for future work.

Challenging research problems in the area of P2P live streaming are secure strea

ming and incentives. Secure streaming relates to preventing peers from disrupting the 

correct behaviour of the system. This may involve malicious peers altering the media 

stream, preventing other peers from receiving the media stream, or partitioning the 

P2P overlay. In turn, incentives relate to preventing peers from acting selfishly for 

their individual benefit. Peers may refuse to forward media streams to other peers 

in order to save their own uplink bandwidth or peers may attem pt to take advantage 

of the system by downloading at a higher rate compared to other participating peers. 

This type of non-cooperative behaviour may result in the “tragedy of the commons” 

|49], when the correct functioning of the system becomes impossible. To address this, 

systems may use incentives for peers to cooperate. Incentives may be designed to en-
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sure th a t peers upload approximately the same amount of content as they download 

[22, 83, 122, 80|. However, such strict fairness may not be desirable in P2P live strea

ming systems as it prevents the possibility tha t some peers are willing to contribute 

more bandwidth than they consume. It also rejects peers tha t cannot share fairly due 

to network configurations and firewalls. Therefore, different types of incentives have 

been proposed for P2P live streaming. For instance, |90| proposes to reward peers that 

contribute more uplink bandwidth with shorter delays in the reception of the media 

stream. In turn, |74| proposes to reward peers tha t contribute more uplink bandwidth 

with a higher quality of their media playback. Extending MeshTV to incorporate 

secure streaming and incentives remains open for future work.
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